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The annual report of the Industrial School
for (»ir!s ha* been made. The Board of .Manager* report that the success of the school ill it*
two holm
during the year ju.-l dosed baht ci! in all ro-p< 11-< qua! t«* that *-f tin- pr» x ions
year. The appiopriation of £10.000 by the
Legi-iaturc for a ».» xx building and to im-rea-e
tlm water supply ha* Ih-i-ii almost entirely expend; d a- dr-iaiud. Only two attempt* at
*
have !••!■:: n,a le ami in both c;w > the
girl- W'-re -]M-t*di!y rdurnetl
reaching
iheir destination.
Twenty girls have In mi
eomndtted to the school durimr the past year
from the follow ir.g place- : port iaml, * : Bangor.
4: <Etrdiuer, 2. am! one each from Waterford.
B Igrade. ( ahtis, Ellsworth, Bath and Rockland. There were in the -chooi on in,-, s.
is-.c,, t;o. ami at the present tinm there an: 57.
Then- were returned, r>: sent to hoim.-s. 2s:
mat i« d. 11 : <!;•. i. 1 : w hole number -dice JanM a.-ures haxe !n i;:kc!i t«>
uary. 1*75. g5(».
hrinir tin farm into a lirst-das* stall *>i eultix aii 11j.
Mucii m * ded r-. pair- liav'e In tn made
mi tin* old school building.
The bmp -t and
donation fund during the year amounts to
>'•'•4.755. including the interest account, and of
thi- >'llii.7d ha- been expended lor a Sundax
School library. 1'hc total n- upt.- ot the in-

■•
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of the busiest cilices of the kind in the
country is that of tin* Fniie ! State*, pension
service for tin; district of Maine in Augusta,
under the management oi < .»!. John lh Andcrson. of Cray.
Its total disbursements in Ism;
reached nearly two millions and a half of dollars, and for jss7 will amount to a '(ill larger
tiguiv. The total nuiuher of pensioners .-n tip
roll ot the otliee Nov. .‘50th was 18.0nn. e'a**. |
;is
follows: Invalids. s.TMJ: widows. |.|:*i;;
minor ehildren. «i4: sister. 1: motln is. 1.417:
hrother. I: fathers.; u ;i;; survi* or> of ls12.s!:
widows of isi_>. 707: mii \ ivors war with Mexico. 14: willows war with Mexico. 1.
.June 8uth
the iitmilier was 12.ss<;, slowing a net increase
lor the live months of 174. The gross increase
i> much larger than this, which is red need by
deaths, marring* s, limitations, etc. Tlie t>*t:il
i.umlu r of pensioners in the .■state .lunc doth
was 14.W2, divided among the counties as fullows, there having been no great change since:
Androscoggin county. TOP: Aroostook, 0i»7:
< umlierland. 1.0SP;
Franklin. 4*0: Hancock.
001: Kennebec, 2.825; Knox.720: Lincoln, 554:
Oxford. 7:»7 : Penobscot, IPO*: Piscataquis, 872:
>ag;olahoc, 810; Somerset. 742a Waldo. 1.044:
Washington,04*: York, 780. flu; large number in Kenm-bee county is occasioned by the
Soldiers* National Home. Togus, where tlieie
c *umo 000
;i
pensioners, the amount annually
distributed t » them being some j? 120,00ft. Tim
o| lot person w ho-( name appears on the rolls
i' A/.nt-iah 1M*itr, of <irrington, a widow of the
war of 1*12.
She has attained the remarkable
of lu.‘5 y» ar«. Susan < urtis. of Topshain. i*
a "lievolutionan” w idow and has been On
years
old ever since we can remember, savs a eh-rk in
tlie otliee.
The proposition to remove the oliiee to Coneord. N. 11.. is gi
rally regarded as absurd,
i! would not be economy in the lirst place, for
it is more eo*|!\ disbursing money in ll>e district of N w Hampshire ami Vermont. While it
costs *4.02 per thousand for disbursing at the
< oncord
Agency, the cost is but >8.70 in Augusta. Furthermore the number of pensioners
is the largest in Maine, being 12.SNI June :50th.
against 12.(52* in the Concord district. The distance from Concord to the farthest
point in
Maine where pensioners reside would also be
unfavorable to any change in location, being
over 500 miles.
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Mr. o. s. Thomas supplies the following
partial anah <es of a magnetic ore-occurring at
Iron mountain, < undvrlaml county:
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l! is a fact beyond dispute that there has
!‘
:.
been a remarkable haiiLV in the climate of
h
« lean. Halm
mmd ti;,- wife
N' \\ England during the ia*t half century, ami
'••'' d k
'A
S
A. <.« if 1 -.1 .; i; 1 ai-o two
thi*’ great
many re:.-ou- arc advanced fu:
!•*•«
i.
\
a.
a. !‘s ;ee .Va'eents.
ciia:.■_
i o those who enieinher tile oMrl'a*liI*;,-:, -..id
iom i wilier- of thirty year.- ag >. tic pre.-i !i<
u; h nd
iih Sv.«
mi! ! I >. .•mhcr xveath.r -<en:-s a- much out of
V’
a
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».'
t
*•! ■•••
lie aid me. i ?
a- would he fr«>*t ill July.
Years ago
phna
! -.
! hav
! s do v. ear.
win n -now fell ar!\ in Novemb -r ami remained •■!) tin: ground until spring, the temperature
x'vamore * veil, and
a
I.".-:
consequence the
d despair of
h< aith of the residents xva* far better, not beiii.d i.i ail lining -obi' ct to tlm continual changes now com1 Inlui:.,
mon in thi- station.
Instead of four mouth-•;■
til/ i !i\ -icaJ \ 'd -nowand ice wild a uniform ti
mperaturc
as
throughout
formerly, Nexv Englanders now
liaxe to content themselves with about three
a bla-phemmonth- of snow each winter, with unlmalthv
m *' k dead v. iih
light | and
continually disagreeable weather owing to
the fiequeiit change*, and an occasional chilling b!a-t from the northwe-1 know n um!<-r tin!i 'I
he a<
\ ;
;
new order of things as a "cd i wax ."
berry
What
•••*:.i !' •••
i ! iront an;} lung
ha- taken pin*
to bring about t hi* gn :»i change
in tin- climate i- a question that has not \<t
•••-.
ii w i'«: alia-, i
111•»i. ai l re-pirabm n -atisfactorily aiisw< red. but a mo-t decid•!>:•'
i.
as
Am I'S
ed change ha* occurred, nevertheless, a fact
paintiii!y apparent to the average New KngA
l:
in
•••»;>•?.. i "..«a
a
iamler of mature age.
K- •nuebci Reporter.
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"I 'mi/ in
i a
«>1*1 lady mi a street
ai-k.-r -uioking niakr- me .-irk." “It used
niakr Hi*1
i.ia'aiu." replied the young
hk, t•
i»i. i._i.t j11_i a
;.
-!i
igar,- bui. lord, y ou'll get
n-'d ru
a Iter a while."
New York Sun.
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1>. ->uit. lin.Mi-!, I lip pus, link, testifies: “I
1

"lam.ii.i Lieetiir Litters as the \ery la st
reaicd'. l-.-ii
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old has given relief in’every
> *■ i:ia;i t ">k
1 '»'•
hot ties, and was cure* l of
ohe'.iinati-in of pi year-.' r-tanding.”
Ahraham
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-The h*-st
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-‘•ding »»».*>ii« ii.<• 1 have e\er handle*! in tnv *20
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.peri'-nee. i.- 1 i. 111. Hitters Thousands
"I'"'1
a•i. d lie ir le.-iinioiiy. so that the
diet i- II n.i! i ill., u- t Ii;: T ! leetrh- Hitter.- doc lire
a 1 i «I i-«•
-«•
t tie
vej. Ki*lne\
< )ni v
or blood.
a had 'loliar a hntth* at IL II.
.Moody’s Drugstore.
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r.dwanl \\ i-d. in wa- tlued last week fifteen
-d.7
at t .la-low lor ki--ing a girl in a
•>i*
I -hoiiid .-ay that kis.-ing in Seotiand is a
a-on:thl\ « heap aiiuistmei.t.

No Woman
i- i•«•.1111:r:«l witiia ha*!
skin,rovere*l nith pimples,
•"''■k 'moth or tm
have been asked mam
times w leu w ill remove the.»e
unsightly blemishes.
\|. ta>e paints or poud*
will remove
as
t ’"
ar*-* aii-i ‘1 i»y impure blood. The
only sure
!
have
e\<
.-«•«
it ieined;
Sulphur Hitters, and in
hundred- of a-*■ I have never known them t<» fail.
l.'ht/■< s.; J '<tuition <;>ittc.

tiu.ni,

<

—

man w «<uld pur.-u*- hi.- aim in life with half
a
ai that in- • iia-*
tw*.-dollar hat down a
muddy street, at thirty wars* I age he would find
If
him j.
in au insane a-ylum.
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Advice

t»

Molucca.

Wi v-i.ou s
Si m i' fur children
teething is tin* prescription of uiie <d tin best
fourth* nurse.- and physicians in the I’nited Slates,
ai;d has been used Pr forty years with never-failing sw cess hy millions of mothers for their children
During the process of teething its value is
incalculable. It relieves the child from pain,cures
.d\ sentery and diarrluea. griping in the bowels, and
wind-colic. P»y giving health to the child it rests
the mother. Price 25c. a bottle.
Iyr48
M

Jin: i.Anon ruoni.i

tory.

*

ii-.

“I saw you at tin* theatre last night, Jack?”
\Vhn; did you think of the little
parly with me, litis?” Too much hustle and tint
and not enough girl, said bus, critically.

‘‘No, did you?

buckhr/s Arc.lea Salve.
Tin; IlKsr sai.vk in the world tor Puts, Hruises,
leers, Salt llhcutn, Fever Sores, Tetter,
Hands, Chilblains, Corns, ami all Skin
Kruptions, and positively cures Piles, or no pay
required. It is guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction, or money refunded. Price •25 cents per box.
tor sale by !{. H.
Moody.
s-»re>, I
< happed

In spite of the fact that the hull of the cruiser ( hicago was
thickly covered with a marine
growth, which naturally retarded her speed in
the steam-power trial, site attained 10.83 knots
for one of the six hours, and a mean speed of
lo.i knots for the six hours. This wTas not a
speed trial, hut only a test of liorsc-povver. It
i* altogether probable that the
Chicago will exceed IT knots over a measured mile when the
bottom is scraped and the test made under the
most favorable conditions.
Do you have dyspeptic troubles? Take Hood’s
.Sarsaparilla, which lias relieved thousands and
will cure you. Sold by druggists.

m.

ommis-ioiier Matllu xv.- is hard at
hi* report, and it i- !ik» !\ to be issued xv it bin a short time. Mr. Matthew* ha* given the labor problem in Maine the closest attention during the past year, and hi- report, undoubtedly.will he of un*ual interest to Maine
people. Relative tot lie condition of Maine xvorking people at the present time. Mr. Mattie xv*
saxs that, when expenses of living and rate* of
wagi s are considered, the condition of Maine
xvo. kingmen i* that of the best, in any state in
the l nion. I hiring the last year Maine ha* *ecu
but comparatively fexv strikes, and. ji* a general thing, they have been of a local character
and of short duration. Since 1 SSI there have
been about SO. Mr. Matthexvs has received returns from II cotton factories.
In hi- report
xvill appear valuable information concerning
manufacturing concerns, employing, in the aggregate, 14,002 hands. Sixty-live establishments
report £10,307,000 capital” invested, and 7570
male employes over 15 years of age. .’seventeen establishments, in addition, report 412
male employes under 15 years of age. Thirtyone establishments report 0520 female
employes over 15 years of age, and 12 establishments
report 170 female employes under 15 years of
age.
work

<
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Never in the history of the State, within reyears, have deer' been so abundant or
easily captured as during the past year, and
their increase has been most remarkable. They
have appeared in nearly eve ry county in the
State, even xvithin the limits of our largest
cities, one having been killed only txvo miles
from Bangor city. A herd of 25 was recently
seen
four miles from Dixlield.
Sportsmen
have, a* a result, met with unusual success,
fexv entering the hunting grounds without returning with game. The close time was on the
first of January. The commissioners and
their wardens have been keeping a watchful
eye on the poachers, a fexv old offenders remain. xv»o persist in breaking the game laws
hv employing dogs in the chase. But they are
fast becoming less, and as the dogs are thinned
out deer have become accessible and tame.
Not all the dogs are destroyed by the fisti ami
game authorities, by any means,*but more fall
before the rifles of still hunters than is generally known. The true sportsman, who obeys
the laws, is not averse to shooting dogs, when
lie finds them chasing deer where he is hunt-

cent

ing.

IIAKUOlt’S SPECIAL CONSTABLES.
Just now the outsell? press is hinting at it!!
sorts of schemes on the part of the rumsellers
to get rid of the recently appointed
special
constables in this city. These papers seem to
take supreme satisfaction in the assertion that
the sentiment of Bangor is in favor of unrestricted traffic in rum, an assertion that is a
libel upon a law abiding and Christian people
among whom there may be a difference of
opinion as to the most practical methods, but
w ho will gladly welcome any honest effort to
diminish the terrible evils of intemperance.
The duties imposed upon these officers are of a
most serious and responsible character, and
they will have need to seek the wisest counsels
ami to constantly remember how much the
success of the temperance cause depends upon
their integrity and discretion. As hmg as they
have an eye single to the performaiiskof Their
sworn duty they should not lie hampered by
distrust or prejudices, but in every sincere
effort to impartially enforce the law’s should receive the countenance and support of all who
have the moral and material welfare of the
community at heart.
[Bangor Whig and
Courier.
OAK GROVE SEMINARY.

The trustees of Oak (irove

Seminary,

;
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>1 it ut ion

which has fullered so severely from tire,
and for tin* lmrnin^r of whose building young
Harrington has recently been sentenced to the
State prison, met at Vassalboro Dee. 29th to
perfect arrangements for rebuilding in the early spring. < M. Haily.T. H.Hussey. J.J. Frye,
Hannah .1. Haiil. Alfred .Jones. Myra H. Frye.
<
M. .loin s and It. 11. Nichols were appointed
a
building committee and were instructed to
meet on Fri lay. January Nth. with
M. Hailey at Winllifop. to examine plans for the new
building which it is proposed, to push forward
to completion i»: time to accommodate the fall
term of isss.
Among Inc donations reported
at the !*..'■ ting was one « f Mi from the Modoc
Indians in t!:- Indian Tciriton i:i memory of
Frank M • ! •. wiio attended ’sehuo! at Oak
• >rove
'hiring ts-sViJ. ai d who i*. now with
lii> tribe. Inuu<‘diatcly upon hearing of the
s-liool*.- lo.-s the tribe collected the amount
named abo\eand forward* d it to the trustees.
Tlie trusti«
report ti;e swh io! in a nourishing
condition with between 90 and 100 scholars assembled in Hreenwood Hail, one iff the buildings saved from the lire.
v
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of great theami
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\t
two points there is a thiekn
of ten or
feet, while at another point
ie writer
micovered tin: rocks and took samples of the
iron «»re at very ten feet in width for pu fn t
the ore analyzing from 42 to 4* per emit, of
tnctallie iron, with from ..">0 to 1.40 rent, of
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OVER T1IE STATE.

lu the report <»f Mayor Powell of the geological survey, he says: "While numerous
small deposits of limonite ami magnetic ores
are known to exist in Maine, the onlj ones of
recognized commercial importance are the Kutali.lit) Iron Works in Piscataquis ( ounty.”
After touching on the extent of the deposit,
lie says: "The beds originaby found on the
surface of the ground were free from sulpliate, nr if it i-x'sted. it was found n< a -nlphate which was readilv driven oil b\ roasting
the ores in heaps on the ground.
lP.it the i-e.lformed in situ were found to contain from 2
to 4 per ei ut. of sulphur, largely as sulphide.
whi -h could only he driven of]' by intense I:. at
in presence of abundance of air.”
IP low wi'l
he found partial analysis of these ores :
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The annual report of the state Prison for the
\ear ending No\. .'*(). issT. has been submitted
to the Ho\< ruor and ( onncil. The inspectors
»' it ii.; t by contract with the Camden i'i:
Rockland Water Co., an abundant supply of
wan ;- has been obtained.
In accordance with
the at pa-s<d l«y t lit* last Legislature a division
of labor
non secured ami the manufacture
of furniture and brooms entered upon. The
health •>!’ the convicts lias been good. From
the wardi ;i‘- report it is gathered that the net
lo-s in nil the departments was sl7»0.02: net
asset* of the prison Dee. i. lssi*. SlOojMHl;
stock on
11 \o\. .“•*). IssT. s'To.'Ub.dli; bills
receivable. >'29,7:*s.:in; property in hands of
nisi nice-. sM2.22x.7d : cash,
»7 >.!'»: total,
sIoo.Th;mu; current liabilities, s:j.229.47»: contingent Mi M'ic*. s|.'<;o.:i7»: total. >*4.7Nd.N0.
The nnmbci of convicts in custody Dec. i. lsst>
was 17«»;
uimittcd since, 7*2; returned from
Insane Hospital. 1: discharged during the year
by expiration <.f sentence. 17: pardoned, f»: removed to Insane Hospital, •>; deceased 9;
present number, 1*55.
I

111. C.II.M AN

WILI. CASi;.

T L* « -1:1!: of \athaniel (iilmau. who ii< d in
Watervilie, Me.. Dccctuhcr I'siP. has been ill
litigation lwciitA-i iglit \ears. The personality
was originally valued :.i ■•p:o.ou«».
Mr. (Liman
was a •« sidriit of New bi'k.
1 i:e lirsi contest
was o|
n< d on a «p<esiion ainmig the children
of the icsiap.r*- til’st ami second" wive.-, a- to
win llu r ti;• will sin-aid he probat(‘d there or
in Maine. Half a do/en refci'ces have been
appoint*, d. To the report of the last 490 exptioim we re taken, ih; -41.i> Surrogate Rollins of \Yw Y"ik appointed allotlicr referee,
“not for •_< iu-ral purpo-rs. Heaven forbid,” lie
**i ill to proceed, de die in diem, to ]’cttle the
e>miit*.**
nriiL!:it.:i

iak>.i\.

A very pb a>;.lit » v« id was the marring*. last
evening, of 1 >r. led ert .1 .Martin ami Mi-s < ‘arrle F. Hurleigh. daughter of State Treasurer
Hurh igb, at the residence of the bride's father
on (Love -licet.
The ceremony was performed by Rev. A. F. Skeele, pastor of the Congre-

gationa: elsureb.

Tlie wedding w as private, no
being present Inside the immediate relatives of the contracting parties. Tin- bride’s
presents were numerous and costly, and a convincing proof of the kindly wishes winch will
attend t he young (ample from their many 11 ends
in this city. The happy e.mplr left ou’ihe Pullman for a short w e lding tour.
Fpon their return tlicv will take up their residence in this
city. [Kennebec Journal Dec. oOth.
one

i>i-:ath of .ioiin ckmsi»»v. fs«j.
John < rO'l»y. Fs.p. of tin- large Hour milling
linn of Washburn, Crosby ,v Co., ol Minima|*oIi<. .Mihii.. died recently. Mr. Crosby was
w«-ll known in I’angor. bis former home. and
wlioif In- married hi' wile. the il.niul?!- r of the
I:»t• Hon. Franklin Muzzy. He was a man of
•rival rub r|»ri>f an I business ability.
A native
of Hampden, he was for many a ears t !•»• head
of the linn of Crosby A: Holt, paper mamitV.eturers of ti.at town, alter wlimh he removed to
Ihusgor and was a member of the Mu/zv Iron
Works «■. From liaidor i:e ;< m Ned t«* Minneapoli* and engaged in tie* i>iN;:c- in which
h*. eontinm I to the time of his death. He was
about sixty ye ars of am and wa held iii the
highest esteem by a wide eirele of friends. and
his death will be deeply lamented.
■

mi: maink

n:i>\<

;i

i:s.

The throe days session
Augusta of the
Maine Pedagogical Society closed December
hist. Tile following otiieers were elected for
tie ensuim: year: President.
W. Hall, of
Waketidd; Vice President, o. < Purriugton,
of Farmington: Secretary am! Tn a>nn,r. II.
M. llsterbrook. of Gotham: state Fditor
I mma! ot i-.dm-:! ion. W.<
rt!»<-II. of (ioriiam: K\o*ii!i»(' « oi.miittee. (i. \V. Ha!!, (i. C.
Purring!• ■; !i. M. I-Sterbro -k. W. Vx Ste tson,
W.T. l'albngul: Advi*or\ Liard. V A. Luce,
'l’lios. '|; sii. j; i’. ^ tm* n. (, o. p. Files, L. <,.
Jordan. v. ; !i *d. Tax !•>•,•. >ix new members
w- re adic-iited to tin ><»»
i\.
H ’.a- voted to
hold the n<-\! annual -i
i;, Auburn dming
the holidays.
<

IN

t.FNFKAI..

The
Ihiptisf-. by payment of s-Job,
have rein wed for another year their free bed
iu the Maine Genera! Tiospilal.
The prison inspectors report that the nu;:i! ei of eoiixiets at Thoma'ion is less than f r
t w«d ve \ rat's, and. that there are thirt x-tlir-e
h-ss pi i-oners in the e..m:t. jails than
jssn.
1
silk «pii 11 made by Mrs. Annie Louise
( ary Jiays.rmd, and sold by .subscription for
the In netsi <>I I lie .Maine (icimral Hospital, f. 11
to the lot of .Me'ser*. Morrill A Uoss of Portland. Via amount ;■ ttlized on it was over Shm.
The annual in- «.*lii:ir of tin Slat. Hoard of
A;ii iiaiiiv will be lull at tile State House.
August a. on the third We !ne~ lay in .January,
the ldili.
Memo, s ol this board, one from
• ■aeh
county, are eketed by the Agricultural
Societies.
Tie De\t• r Cazetlc <*iaiins the championship in :h. pant-making business in that vicinity for Miss .lane >i!ver, aged 7d years, and
her sistei-di-lav. :iv’« d 00 years. Ill the past
sixteen
•-]•> they ha e ma !*• upwards of lo.Odb pad'.
l ie Halifax Herald says that II. Priee Webber. the theatrical 'manager. wt li known in dillt rent parts of tiiis State, is om* of the
•lucky
ones in that he owe« ia- man a dollar and. has
about snO.nun in l
S. bond-. Webber is a goo 1
manager, lias been on the road a dozen years or
more, and it
is an unusual tiling for him to
strike a town where he does me, do a good business.

During the

year on ling Dee. :>ist five steambark, twelve schooners and three sloops
built, in tin- Hath customs district, with a
total tonnage of li.Tdu gross ami 10,4'dl net.
This yt in's toi.tl tonmnri >how> an increase of
1 dibd tolls over last year. Fight \ essels of about
live thou.'i.r 1 tons are now on the stocks.
The premiums for the Last- rn Main. State
Fair l.i't fall have all been paid by Secretary
Henry D. U illiams ami the ’.ear’s business linislied up. The otlieials are now making preparations foi * » x year's fair which i- expected
to .stii'iv.s- liio-c of !'• iiier v< a s. The premiums wiil be larger and lie attractions of added
interest.
Among those who attended the funeral of the
late Hovel nor iiodwell was Dea.Johiel Holmes,
of < »rouo. a gentleman over so years of age.
In conversation with an Augusta gentleman Mr.
Holmes said: “1 have been v« ry desirous of being In-re on this oo-asion. for 1 was present at
the fuio ral of Governor Lineoln in October,
1 stood guard over the remains just as
Isgb.
tii; sc soldier*; are doing now.” He was a member of the Wir.t'irop company, of whom only
two or three are living. The company marched
home after the funeral. Om* feature ol* the procession was < .overnor Lincoln's horse wit h empty saddle following his master's remains to the
tomb.
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The Wool Interests.
AN

CIIRTLAR SKNT Ol T TO
WOO!. GROWERS OF Till: COl'NTRY.

IMPORTANT

T ill-:

MorxT Vekxon, O., Dec. 2.1.
To the Wool Growers of tin* United States:
Tin; sentiment favoring free trade in this
country has been augmented to the extent of
the President’s influence. In announcing his
sympatla with those who do not encourage
American industries and domestic labor, the
Executive has emphasized his contempt for
your industry by proposing the repeal of all
duties on imported wools. You number about
one million of voters and give employment to
about one million more.
Every State, ami
nearly every county in each State of the Union,
lias flocks and flockmas-ters. Your flocks generally are small, your wealth limited, and your
locations so scattered as to render organizations
and united action diilicult. Once the producers of three hundred million pounds of wool
annually, valued at about one hundred millions
of dollars. \ou have seen the unfriendly legislation of 1SS0 check your growth and actually reduce your flocks in number and your annual
clip in quantity to the extent of la per eeut.
These results followed a small reduction of
protective duties. Now the President proposes
their abolition, so that South America and
Australia, with other foreign nations, can supply the consumption of the United States
spindles and looms.
The officers of your National Society desire
to organize resistance to this cruel attempt. In
order to secure its defeat by active, consolidated resistance, 1 advise that you petition Congress freely from all parts' of the country.
Send letters to Congressmen from every district. Have each association of wool growers
—State, county, township or town—pass and
forward appropriate resolutions, incite the
grangers or. associations of husbandmen to
unite their voras with yours in urging Congress
to promote file welfare of agriculture.
Enfranchised freemen may obtain justice and
avoid oppression by making those in authority
understand their wants. If you have not large
or consolidated wealth you have votes.
Exercise wisely the power which this privilege
gives. The founders of our republic placed in
the bands of its people the power to correct the
errors of those who make or administer our
laws without insurrection or violence. The
Executive has been misinformed. Remove the
deception, and let him and the nation know
that you will not submit to the proposed injustice without a lesolute struggle.
C. Delano.
(Signed)
President National Wool Growers’Association.
The gift from the President to the Pope lias
arrived at Rome. It is a copy of the U. S. constitution beautifully engrossed, and hound in
i»ook form. It was forwarded through cardinal Gibbons accompanied by a letter. The
President requested the Cardinal to send congratulations to the Pope on the approaching

jubilee.

Matters in Old Mexico.
WHAT AMERICANS ARE DOING THERE. THE
RUSH FROM THE l*. S. SO GREAT AS TO
CREATE A NEW ISSUE IN MEXICAN POLITICS.
A GREAT MINING ROOM.
RANKS AND
RANKING SYSTEMS IN MEXICO. NEW PAPER CURRENCY.

of this bank arc not received for Government
dues.

Letter from Portland.

TIIK MERCANTILE BANK OF MEXICO

OUK CORRESPONDENT SPEAKS
IIIS
MIND
FREELY CONCERNING CIVIL SERVICE REFORM.

was also established in 1881, with a capital of
four millions. It issues notes of denominaPortland. 31 k., Jan., 1888. 1 want to say
tions from one to one thousand dollars, and
has now a paper circulation of four millions, something about this new fangled idea, conand branches in Puebla, Vera Cruz and San
ceived by some mugwump or other, which
[Correspondence of the Journal.]
Luis Patosi.
City of Mexico, Dee. 30th, 1SS7. The
The “Banco Ilipotecario Mexicano” was has hem foisted upon the Republican party
principal issue in Mexican politics this year established in the spring of 1X82, with a capital through tin? appliances of cheek, intrigue and
of five millions. Its business is t-> deal in
false pretence. The most potent factor emseems {•> l>e los .1 airrinmost—)u Iging from
bonds and mortgages on real estate, its charter
the preponderance given In the Mexican press
extending for ninety-nine years, with a mo- ployed to incorporate this un-American idea
t > the question of American immigration and
nopoly assured for the first twenty years of its into our system lias been the snarls of sorethe Government being bound not to headed men at office-holders, with a
colonization. The intolerance exhibited by the I existence,
cry of
charter any other batik with like privileges
“spoils system*’ from political “Inbrids,” who,
anti-American faction will do more toward during that period.
There is a!*o the Banco de Empleados, or devoid of influence themselves, halt; every
bringing about that nightmare of their existPublic Employe’s Bank, recently charter* d and earnest man who loves his
ence.- annexation, or an American protectorparty and is honest
so lately in operation that its special functions
ate*—than any other influence that could be j! are not yet clearly understood by the genera! enough to <ay that he desires office.
The true intent of our form of government
brought to bear.
public.
The “Balse Mercantile,” (Merchant** Ex- is that a majority vote is the voice of the peoThe United States may have no desire to exis another recent establishment in this
tend her borders south of the Rio Grande, but change)
ple. Political parties strive to convince the
city. A state bank has been founded in rhisi. must insist that her citizens who settle in
liuahua, which issues notes of circulation, and voters that their principles are what our counMexico -hall not be oppressed or ill-treated, so also in several other states, but I am not inform- try requires for its material and moral aded as to the character of tlieir
or t lie
vancement. The people decide, or attempt to,
long as the;, behave themselves. If they can- amount of capital employed. operation
The foregoing | at the ballot-box. If the election is honestly
not enjoy the same rights and liberties in
brief notes, however, will iudieate the rapid conducted the minority should acquiesce and
Mexico that are accorded to Mexicans in the progress of bank paper circulation in this coun- put the entire responsibility upon the majority
b. S., Uncle Samuel should demand the reason try, and the strong probability that it will con- and rigidly bold them to an account of stewardtinue to increase until silver is superseded in all
why.
ship. The safet\ of our Republic depends upthe more important commercial transactions.
The Diaz party are intelligent enough to
on
the intelligence and zeal of its voters.
About the time these banks were chartered, The more earnest they are upon political quesknow that there is no danger of American
a
modeled
after that of tions, the better it will be for our nation. This
interference with Mexican a flairs if Americans
general banking law,
the United States, was presented to Congress;
view of ours, carried to its ultimate, gives to
are properly treated, and that the closer the
connection between the two countries, the but failed to pass. Vet there seems to be a dis- the majority the entire control of the offices
as
in the States, to within the gift of the Administration. This is
better for both. By his enlightened friendship position both at the Capital
for the l nited States and cultivation of more grant concessions for banks to any responsible
what the impracticable “third sex” call the
who
desire
to establish them.
intimate
parties
may
between
the
“Sister
Re“spoils system.” The “hybrids” have for
relationship
I
publics,” .President Diaz has done more for Thus it appears that neither popular prejudices,, years cried out against men who have been
the material progress of Mexico than any half- nor ancestral traditions, nor the adverse in- selected by Republican Presidents for official
fluences of the mints and all-important silver- station. This was a hypocritical wail, actuated
dozen of his predecessors.
Never before in the history of Mexico has
mining interests, have had the slightest effect by malice born of envy l^cause they could not
in
there been so much
checking the paper-currency movement, select said officers, they being so small a minwhich, with the completed railroad connections ority that it was only by accident that one of
activity in mining
with the United States, emigration, and the ex- their faction obtained office until Hayes beas at present.
This is largely due to the fact I tension of commercial relations now
rapidly came Pn sident, when they rioted in possestha! Mexicans are being aroused from their [ progressing with
Europe and the North, will sion of the very spoils they had so loudly conconstitutional lethargy hy the great success of have become so generally recognized in busi- demned.
the many Americans who have invested their ness that the
1 he idea oi the “liybriu
class is, that ail
mismanagement or accidental
money in mines here. Last week, from the failure of a bank will not seriously affect its office holder, ui)on becoming such, must at
little southern harbor of Mazatlan alone, the supremacy: and we
may confidently calculate once uh-scnt himself from the caucus ami only
sum of >1I3.42S.1)9 was exported in silver bars.
that the day is not distant when Mexico will vote by stealth; in short, he must liohl no
A nuihb.-r of northern mines are reported in
have a clean decimal currency of gold, silver opinion uiam the subject of the selection of
bonanza. In the State of Nuevo Leon, the and nickel for all retail
business, and a suilicient candidates l'ur office, neither should he care
mines of “Santo Miro”of the Carralvo group, volume of sound and wcll-auth.mticated
paper which party controls the government. He is
i the “San Antonia” of Santa Catarina, “l)uto
answer
all
the demands of her to 1 e silent, and give no offence to any. Of all
currency
and “La Americano,” (all owned and grow ing
rasiio,”
the servile, sneaking, debasing, unmanly perprosperity.
|
operated by Americans), are yielding as never
Fannie B. Wari>.
formances on earth this nonentity one is the
before.
foremost. It is the beau ideal of mugwumpla the States of Coahuiia, Chihuahua and
It wearies at: earnest man to read the
ery.
A Ramble in Minnesota.
Durango are thousands of Americans, all busy
word\ declamations ol' («. William Curtis, a
a- bees, digging wealth from the hill* or
reap- W INONA TO llKAYKll VII.LAOK ON A UKCltl li- walking talking machine, whose head is craming it from tin* plains. Several new mines
med witli line spun theories, as impractical as
1N< J TIC 11’.
have lately been discovered in the Sierra
arc in-inceiv.
A< to his imitators, they
Nine oYIork r. M. of :i hot, ••lose 'lay I’linii1, they
Mad re: and so great i- the rush thereto that
assume to possess all the knowledge and virtue
the stages have been doubled on the lines and
and timl. faint and dizzy. I closed the big ledger there i> about politics, and set
apart, as corall are crowded.
At Zacatecas also, new
and was told that if 1 did not wish to do -o, rupt, all men in our broad land who believe
American companies are taking hold of some
that
should
be
in order
rewarded
fealty
party
we would not work the next < veiling.
1 was
of the oldest mines and coin landing to put in
to enhance good government. They advocate
new machinery.
Tin* “San Vicente,** near tin* glad to hear that, and then and I here made up mixed oilice
holding, independent voting, the
| citv of Zacatecas, i> now paying dividends uf my mind to go into the country, and asked my doing away witii the caucus, and consequently
>24,000 per month.
the
of
breaking
up
thereby producing
1 was talking the other day with Hon. J. IS.
employer if I could get something to eat if 1 absenteeism at the parlies, and
polls,
creating a litGrinneb, of Iowa.—an ex-Congressman and should happen out to his farm, lie said that er. ii\ class like this man ( urtis, who have no
the author of several books—who came down
I could have some milk to drink, and the politics, “but vote for the best man,” they,
to Mexico city and bassinet gone to Califorthe select few. being the only judges. This is
nia. Said he: “1 know millions of dollars answ er suited me.
the aim of the so-called “reform" element,
that have g.me into Mexican lands within the
Saturday morning l lished a blue ikinucl that laii.t to have elected drover Cleveland,
last f« w mouths. What is catching the eyes of shirt from the
depths of my trunk, put it on, and arc to-day chanting his praises, and with
capitalists is the magnificence of the corn and buttoned on
Hall are solid for his re-election.
my belt of cartridges, took my Tammany
cotton lands.
1 have -ten thousands of acres
To my mind the Republican party ought to
in Mexico that have been constantly farmed gun and made for the first train. About lifteen declare
tor the repeal of this pernicious law,
! for a hundred year-, and yet this very year miles up the road, is Minneiska and I stop oil'. which requires a literary examination to enable
produced
Here the Midi’ i> very high and close to the a man t > hold certain inferior offices, and re100 ISUSIIELS <>E CORN To THE ACRE!**
>!rids tin- n_v of the applicant, if he has not
river, which gives deep water, ><» they huilt a
!
seen sendee in the army, to forty-live years,
Mr. Grinnoll himself invested largely in
town: hut simh a town! Tin? railroad runs
and under.
| Mexican land* during liis trip.
The late lamented (Jovernor Bo dwell is conj Though gold in the ore i* so rieh and plenti- close to the river, and the Mull’ had to be dug
ceded by all to haw been a man of gn at busiful in Mexico, it lias been proved beyond ques- aw ay to make room tor a small
depot building, ne<*j capacity
!
and sound judgment.
If he had
tion ihat Corte/did not find mu< h < f it during
from which you go up stairs to the village'
[ Ids day. an ! lfiat, lie lied
applied for oilice under this infamous system
in liis reabominably
street.
this
street tile village straggles
i
Along
h<-would
have
tailed
to In come an Inspector
to
the
v
with for about a mile, the houses on the
purt*
Spanish Kmpen
upper side ol ( ’in- toms, and be* n declared unlit to count
j a !« \v to t!:!;-' enhance the value-pro’hahly
of hi discovmostly reached by stairs, and the biuil'ri-ing railroad sleepers or bushels of salt or tubs of
j eries and win more power for himself. At the hundreds
of feet, seemingalmost perpendicular. I coal.
i time of the invasion the Aztecs had never
above them. This is quirt? a point for .-hippie ; j
'i his leads me to say a word about the presj learned any belter method of obtaining gold wheat
and also contains a flouring mill, and i ent Administration. It started out as a civil
| than by sifting it from river sands. Montezuthus gets (piitc a farmer trade, which together j ser, ice incubator, which would hatch out
ma
told Cortez,—so says that industrious
with the river fishing and rafting gives tin; whole broods of postulants, who would
go
chronicler. Denial Diaz—that the gold of his
town a chance to live.
through the formula laid out by three receivpeople “was obtained from the province of
I stop a while at the l\»t otliee talking with ers. known as the Ci\il Service Commission at
/. icatula, where the earth which contained it
one of my old pupils am! then take a “tie pass**
Washington: said postulants assuming the
was washed in wooden vessels, and the
gold- three miles up the railroad to Weaver. This role
ot patient waiters, who, with toes cold
dust sank to the bottom/' It was also said to
and stomachs empty, were to wait until some
j exist in Tustepcc. “where it was collected is a little town with a hotel, a eliureii. a
and several saloons. But 1 w ant that milk and incumbent died before
| fmill the beds of rivers." In
they could be wanned
sneaking of the so go out about half a mile and come to the
| various
fed. This plan gave way to the offensive
1
expeditions sent out "by Cortez in aforementioned farm. Out behind the house and
and
from one end of the
partisanship dodge,
■-‘•arch of mines, Diaz tells us that (icnzalo
is a voting woman picking up wood in her
l
land to the otic r evidence was hunted lip to
Cmhri-.i. who went to /acatula. found the
1
1
tell
her
when! de
am
from
ami
menapron.
{•row that some office holder had spoken a
natives there “washing goid out of 1 iu sand in
i
tion the* milk question.
It is past noon and the j word in favor of the
party that had honored
small troughs."
men have been in t<> dinner am! returned to
;
him.
the culprit the while neither seeing nor I
i. this were- the only means employed, (and
their
work
in
the
Held.
She
and
calls
|
laugh**
the
no other is anywhere mentioned us
against him. but i> ruth- j
belonging girl to get me some milk, saying at the same hearingthrust charges
;
out on exparte testimony taken I
ie»!y
1 to that period.) it i* certain that the statements
lime that she will get me some dinner. Thar and used in a star chamber
style. Afterward j
of 'ort- z and his crew were grossly exagger!
milk tasted the best of any 1 have had for a all shame
departed, and now men are removed
ated. Another proof <*f their \ivid imaginings
time and I drank my till.
long
in defiance of the very law which Cleveland
lies iu the tact that with the exception of a few
It looks familiar to me here because the
so glorified before and after his election,
in
small trinkets, not a relic or trace remains,
owner is an eastern man and has the house and
our city they dismissed, the other day, valuable
either in Mexico or Spain, of the many marbarns in something like eastern style. After officers to the number of six, five* of whom
vellous things in wrought and beaten gold
going into the fields and watching the self- were ex-soldiers. One was a Democrat who
which thev mi glowingly described.
binder cut oats a while, I go down to tin- had fought
bravely for bis country: hut this
Neither do the chronicles record that a very
village and visit the creamery where at times caused his orthodoxy to be suspected and progreat amount of treasure was actually gathermake about half a ton of butter per day. cured liis removal. One of the
they
ed by the capacious eomjuersr; yet all the
decapitated
The churning is done by steam, in two churn*, was one of the commission at this
scheme-; whi -ii his buhl mind could invent
port who
each capable of holding two hundred gallons examined the
fellers.*’ In a few
“literary
mu.-t have been diiv< b d to this one object—
of cream.
Next 1 visit one of my old pupils, months the l‘*»rce will he tilled
not only to satisfy personal greed, but to" meet
up again with
a book keeper in the store, leave some circular.',
lovers i.f Cleveland. Such are the dodges of
the expectations of the Emperor, to whom
and go back to the farm for supper. There which this accursed
; win n he feared that he was
is
the father.
system
to he deprived of
are
j his
twenty-live cows on the farm and tie.; Cleveland has been compelled to act a lie all
command, he had promised untold wealth butter
from them is made there and the milk through, in order to
|
the
placate
and treasure.
mugwump
fed to calves and hogs. After watching them at dement, until
j
recently. Now he makes no
Though torture of the most barbarous des- milking awhile. 1 shoulder my
;
gun and start pretence to civil service reform save in certain
\va> used to induce the natives to recription
I
on my tramp again.
localities where mugwumpery abounds, like
! veal the iches they were supposed to have
About three miles ahead lives a family of Boston and New York. Even at those
points
hidden. no more was obtained"; and so. in or- whom I
have heard, and in which are two boys even
Republican will be removed. Now I do
der that the Spanish sovereign might underthat I wish to induce to attend tin- BusimVthe
not
to
removal
of Republicans by
object
hand the absence of the promised treasure,
College. 1 know they haw? heard of me and tie National Administration, as party men,
Cortex cautiously wrote that it was all lost in
think
will allow "me to stop i\.r the night. but I do object to such a gros- violation of law
that disastrous revolution which tirst drove It is a they
lonely road but I think I ran mak- tli on the part of a President who claimed to he a
him from the city. Hut if lost
distance before dark, so 1 trudge along limit r
champion of the very law he has been and is
WHAT 1UX AMK OK IT?
the side of Mull's, through growths of scrub
nullify mg every day.
until
the
road
divides
ami
1
do
not
know
oak,
Cold will not melt away and disappear like
The civil ser\ice law should he repealed besail or sugar; and if hidden never so securely, which way to go but choose the right a- the cause it is aut.aa'onistical to a government of
it would sureiv have come to light before to- track- are fresh. A while longer and I think the people and by tic* people.
I
I must have taken the wrong road. At length
Because every citizen should be eligible to
day.
The Mexican Treasury Department has re- away ahead is something that looks like a house. ii!! any place that the people designate. A citi!
1 must inquire there, though perhaps I cannot zen selected by 111 ruling
determined that the redr-s (twelve and
cently
party in a Republic
I a half
make myself understood as it is likely to he like ou: s i- the <-hoire of the
cent pieces), and the medios (six cents),
people.
some Norwegian.
It
is
a log lint,
so long in circulation, shall be taken
occupied
by
Because
a
it
has
tendency to obliterate part)
up and low and
| coined anew.
dirty and as 1 near the entrance out ties, which, in a free country, are a source of
It has also ordered that (ioverncomes a “yalieT* dog w ith roumh-d back and
ment ollieers shall not receive money which
J strength to i•.
lias hole* therein, or is short in its legal"weight. bristling tail, followed by a woman, with dishBecause it forbids citizens over forty-five
rag in hand, all making a racket and scattering year of age holding office, which is in direct
Soon after what was known as the ‘•nickel
hens,
chickens
ami
cats.
Imagine my surprise conflict with the genius of our nation's inspirariot," the Government sold the four million
dollars worth of nickel coin stored in the to hear her speak in good plain Kngiish. She tion which declared all hu n equal ami endowme l must go up beyond that point of
tells
at
a
ed with rights alike.
nominal
value,
to
the
London
palace,
Hank,
Because it is an honor lo a man to seek offiacting as agent. The amount paid was ss()0,00O, woods, turn to the left, go down over the Mull'
there
l
shall
and
liml
the
main
road
and tin; nickel went directly to England.
again.
cial position within the gift of his party, and.
1 asked her if it were not lonesome living
When paper money was"first issued in Mexwhether in office or m t he should defend his
ico, popular prejudice against it was so strong there. She said *‘No,” but it was an uncommon
political sentiments with voice, pen and ballot,
and general that more formidable opposition thing to see a stranger and I found she wanted never absenting himself from the primary
me a great many questions : but
to
talk
and
ask
to its introduction was anticipated.
Husiness
meetings of his party, but dr all in his power
1 must be moving, I started along though her to select lSono>t men and active partisans for
men, and those accustomed to handle large
almost
as
as
she
tongue kept “waggin*
long
sinus of money, had nothing to learn in regard
places of trust, as such will make faithful pubcould make me hear. And so 1 left her w ith lic r-ervanU.
to the superior convenience of paper; but it
j
Because this civil service system causes men
required some time for the small traders and the dogs, chickens, silence and solitude. Souk
the populace*, whose prejudices iu favor of where in the distance is the whistle of a quail j to become sneaks, doubledealers, liars, fawn“mow
to
this
tliidiscalling
and
ers
and tiimmers who blossom into mugmetal wme deeply rooted, to discover that the
only,
turb the stillness.
new currency was safer, as well as more conwumps, a class of political disst mblers who
a place in which to live!
What
On
I
tramp | are as corrupt as they are hypocritical.
venient.
Because no party can exist tin ler this sysAlready the circulation of the country has through the weeds and over the* bluii' where it
been -welled by fifteen millions of paper is so steep I can scarcely keep my footing. No tem. which causes it to turn its hack upon its
disturb me*, and 1 Imd tin* road all
friends and attempt to placate its foes.
money, which is now received everywhere rattlesnakes
In addition to the foregoing reasons, I dewith confidence, and the nie.l dlic coinage, that right, and soon the house. 1 tell the owner
had reigned supreme in Mexican commerce who i am and he says 1 may -tay all night tot this law for the frien Is it lias maue, viz.
since tile days of the Conquest, has been although they have company and a lot of hired broken down politicians who are soured berelegated to the secondary position it has so men, about twenty in all, but will give me a cause the people are tired of them; dudish
chance to sleep on the lounge.
This man, aristocrats like (’urtis, who dote on tills Englong occupied iu the Cniled States.
though one of those rough fellows who glory lish system, because they are opposed to men
coi n kkikitixg s i v k k critiikx<'y
in the fact that he never combs his hair, is full who toil holding office; they want a
privileged
lias always been an easy and prosperous busi- of talk and information and soon has me down class to till the places under tile government,—
"css in
rich men’s sons and their few relatives, who
Mexico. It required little skill and cellar to see his pickled eaulitlower, &<■.
In the morning he takes me through fourteen having been ground out at some institution of
n >s machinery to imitate the artless coinage of
former days. That now in circulation lacks acres of celery and cauliflower and many acres learning and being barely able to parrot the
the high lii.i>h of the I'. 8. mintage, and is ex- of horseradish. Then I go with one of the formula laid down by the august tribunal at
tensively counterfeited. Kvery silver piece boys out into the meadows where the men are Washington, are to be foi.-ted upon the public
that crosses the counter of a merchant or the putting up hay. Though level and smooth this and hold office for life. Even hater of Repalm of an Indian huckster is carefully rung land has never been plowed and timothy grows publican simplicity and lover of England is
and inspected; yet, with the utmost care, it is two to three tons to the acre and some years a civil service reformer. It is true that some
ditlicult for any one handling much silver they put up three hundred tons.
good men with American ideas favor this sysHeader, if you were here, flow you would tem. or pretend to do so, but they are few;
money here to avoid taking a certain proporpuzzle yourself to know where the farm is, for its sincere friends are not in sympathy with
tion of bogus pieces.
In all the mints are museums of quaint and only a few acres of cleared land are in sight. the masses, who are opposed to it. In closing,
ingenious machines, dies and crucibles, cap- The house is in a little valley which i> here I will say, if the Republican party wins in 1888*
tured by Government police from the dens of very narrow hut widens farther down, and we I want to see every one of Cleveland’s supthis class of public robbers. The imitation of lind the meadows which cannot he seen from porters. open or secret, removed, not upon
imperfectly finished silver and copper coins is the house by reason of the scrub oaks that false pretence, blit for the sole and only reaat best but a barbaric art; hut to falsify the
grow so thickly that the buildings cannot lie
son—on account of their political views.
Occasional.
complicated devices and exquisitely artistic seen until one is close to them. The house is
of
built
brick
but
a
hovel
finished,
poorly
log
productions of the American Hank Note Comdoes
for
a
another
of
for the
stable,
logs
demands
a
of
criminal
skill
and
pany
degree
The annual banquet by the Poston Merchants’
culture which does not yet exist in Mexico. granary, Ac. Where is the barn? Well the
Hence the evident advantage of the bank note yard is" in front of the bluff and close to the Association was given at the Vendome Dec. 28th
in point of safety has hastened its popular bluff are some poles put up and covered with find was largely attended. The subject under
acceptance, and the prejudices which were so old hay. That is the barn and there the cattle consideration' was commercial union with Canbitterly arrayed against its introduction have are wintered. Is it a wonder that they have ada. The speakers were lion. Jonathan A. Lane,
Governor Ames, Krastus \Viman,of New York,
disappeared entirely from the cities and lines poor stock in Minnesota?
lint this Sunday forenoon is wearing away Congressman Dinglev of Maine. Ilitt of Illinois,
of commerce and retired to the Indian villages
I
bid
and
must
to
these
good bye
pleasant Rogers, of Arkansas’, Preekenridge of Kentucamong the mountains.
According to the last balance-sheet c* the people. So soon they seem like old friends, ky, McKenna of California, Hon. John McDonNational Hank of Mexico, that institutioii has flow different from city people! Again on the ald of Toronto, Don. J. W, Longley of Nova Scosandy road, under the tall walnuts aud scrub tia, Hon. Peter Mitchell of Montreal, Hon. J.P.
on hand in cash $20,*2GU,2.‘J0.I)3, and in accounts
covered with wild grape vines, close un- Snowball of Chatham, N. P., Hon. W. Mulock
payable $0,249,833.89; while the sum of $11,918,- oaks
948 represents the value of its bills in circula- der the bluffs, then on the banks of the now of Toronto, Hon. Francis P. Thurbcr of New
muddy Whitewater (.'reek, on for nearly three York and others.
tion. This
miles and then the valley widens as Beaver and
BANCO NATIONAL M TOXICA NO
other creeks come into the Whitewater. The
John (L Whittier lias sent out a circular let
was established in Nov. of 1881, with a capital
valley resembles a plain surrounded liv high ter, saying that be gratefully acknowledges
of eight millions and the privilege of increas- bluff's; very different from Eastern valleys, as the kind tokens of remembrance
which have
ing it to twenty millions. For every million of here they retain their flatness until they begin reached him on his birthday. The number of
coin or metal in its cotters, it is authorized to
to rise when they make a business of it and go
them has proved so unexpectedly large that lie
issue three millions in paper for circulation. up suddenly. Here the bluff's are more fertile linds himself
utterly unable to answer them in
It is chartered for thirty y«*ars, and is exempt than in inaiiy places and have considerable tim- detail. He can
only tender to liis friends,
from taxation during that period. It issues ber growtli on them, and yet are frequently known and
his heartiest thanks for
unknown’,
notes of one, two, live, ten, twenty-five, one
wild aud scraggy, the home of wolves, gophers all which
they have done to make hi, evening
hundred, and one thousand dollars. In return anil rattlesnakes".
of life brighter inn! happier.
for certain facilities afforded the Government,
Now for Beaver village. My stopping place
it has secured a monopoly of the Government is near the church aud 1 must hurry on for they
Claus Sprcckels. the “ex-Sugar King"’ of the
business and the stipulation that its notes shall are coming out from service aud it would never
be receivable for ail imports and duties due the do for them to sec me with a gun on my shoul- Sandwich Islands, who is now giving his attention
to tbe encouragement of beet-sugar culFederal Government, and for those of the der on .Sunday. I hasten to put it away, wash
States by special agreement with their respec- my hands and face and when some of the girls ture in Northern California, says that the beeteau be enstablished in almost
tive governors—which privilege is secured for and boys, the minister and others, come to sugar industry
State in tbe Union, and that it will give
the term of its charter, (thirty years) to the speak to me I am as meek as any Sunday School every
a net profit of from $50 to $75 an acre to tbe
exclusion of all other paper money.
The scholar among them. Every body is friendly
farmers.
National Hank has branches in the cities of and I am acquainted with many of them so
Vera Cruz, Puebla, Guanajuato, Guadalajara, soon ant at my ease.
There I stayed until the
Tbe six powers contiguous to tbe North sea
San Luis Potosi, and Merida, and agencies all
next Sunday’ spending my time "much in the
—Great Britain, France, Belgium. Holland,
over the Republic.
open air hunting and fishing with the bovs, unThe Hank of London, Mexico and South til 1 am losing my dizziness and paleness. Germany and Denmark—have entered into an,
America was established in Mexico city in Jumping the brook’s, tramping through the agreement whereby the -ale of spirituous liI 1894. Its principal office is in London, with woods, ehusfng the calves and pigs, talking quors to fishermen and other persons on board
another branch in Lima, Peru, and various with free country people has done me good. lisbbig vessels is prohibited.
agencies elsewhere. It has a capital of ten But work is awaiting me in Winona; so after
and is not chartered, having been going to “meeting” at the little church tbey
The white ribbon is slowly, but surely, enI millions,
| organized at a time wheu there were no bank- furnish a team to take me to Minneiska, and at circling the world. A temperance society has
in
laws
Mexico.
Since
18G5
has
I
am
it
issued
that
back
been
6.15
at
Winona
formed in the girls’ mission school, Santoand
ing
evening
notes of circulation, of denominations from
people asking where I have been; they thought koy. Russia, the white ribbon Is douned by it,
ten to one thousand dollars. Since 1881 it has
me lost, Ac.
members, and all have enrolled their names upincreased its paper circulation and added notes
I gained several pounds in weight and oniv on the World’s W. C. T. U. petition.
of five dollars. Its paper circulation is now wish I could have made a longer stay.
estimated gt about three millions, and the notes
Tom Dyke.
Gov. Manuniluke of Missouri is dead.

NUMBER 2.
The Professor in

Washington county, situated hut three miles
from Machias, the county sent. Hut few towns
in the State, of equal size, have produced more
noted men. The Talhot family are, perhaps,
the most distinguished.
Geo. F. Tall)ot, of
Port hind, one of the foremost lawyers of
Maine, was horn and raised in this place. His
brother, Hon. John (’.Talbot, is still a resident
of the town.
This gentleman is too well
known to need more than a passing notice at
my hands. He is one of the most distinguished
Democratic politicians in Maine. For many

j

|

j

1

■

j

**

Washington County.

To Tin: Kiutor ok tiik Journal: Fast
Machias is a pleasant and flourishing village in

years hr has served with distinction in the legislature, an l has on. e been the candidate of bis
party for Governor. He is a man of spotless
character and the highest social standing. By
the present national administration he has been
entirely overlooked. This should occasion no
surprise, however, as the supply of ex-convicts
has not yet become exhausted? As long as the
short haired fraternity holds out there will he
THE CAME A5D GAME.
no demand fur such men as John (’. Talhot to
till positions of honor or trust. Great is Cleveand wo reined up in front of Mrs. A. Shop- land and snivel service reform.
Into the Wilds of Maine.
This town will have a pleasant interest for
pe's lion;*-. An excellent supper ami lodging
many of your readers from the fact that it iNO. 0.
woi£.* procured.
After breakfast Sunday morn- now the home of two of our most
popular
Waldo county boys. Win. K. and Thomas W.
As Hie sportsmen assembled about the camp- ing we started out oil the road, and before night<
ooper. These gentlemen were formerly from
fire that Friday evening, they made great plans fall polled up at fricr.d Howe’s, in Aurora.
my own town, Scarsmont: and are brothers of
for the morrow’s limit. The good fortune of Two o'clock Monday morning we left for Ban- the carriage manufacturing Coopers of that
the day stimulated them to renewed action, ami gor. arriving in season to take the steamer Pen- phtce, and also of M. K. Cooper, lumber dealer. of your
city. The ('ooper brothers came to
each hunter, mentally, resolved to kill at least obscot for Belfast. Mr. Twoniblv was to drive this
phue some eight years ago. At that time
one deer.
But alas for human expectations. the team and game home to Monroe.
they were possessed of hut little capital, hut
< >ii the
were full of
energy, pluck and business capaciway to the steamboat wharf Judge
Saturday, Nov. 10, we awoke to lind the beauty. To-day they are among the leading busitiful Cranberry Lake frozen over from shore Johnson and the writer stepped into a shop
ness men of
Washington county, and are on
to shore.
It had been the coldest night yet en- for a piece of tobaoeo for the former. The the high road to fortune. Their business is the
countered. There was no possible way to dudge had his rifle on his arm, thus betraying manufacture of barrel stock, of which they
turn out immense quantities, one item of their
reach Fifth Lake mountain on Saturday, and our individuality. The question of appointpossessions is eight thousand acres of heavily
the next day would be Sunday, so some one ing State Constables for Bangor was being agi- timbered land that is constantly increasing in
proposed that we start for home. The vote w as tated and e*very body was talking about it. value. Their large mill is situated two miles
from the village, at the outlet oi Gardner's
carried unanimously, and the work of packing Liquor saloons were getting rid of their poi- Hake.
Here some titi\ men are employed in
'•*n.
After
the
tobaeeo
was
piireha-ed the turning out staves, heading and shingles. Nearup began. We were to l>id good bye to the lodging camp that had sheltered us for one week, man with a sinile*lighting up his countenance I> four million slaves, and other stork in liki
proportion, were manufactured by the tirm
I> there anything else you want,—
and it was with feelings of deep regret that one said:
during the past year. Their business is conmember of the party,at least, made preparation* rum. gin, whiskey, brandy, or anything to stantly increasing and it is their intention to
j
for departure. Here we had enjoyed the bibs drink. If you are goine into the wood.- let me enlarge their mills the coming season. Both of
|
of a week’s life without restraint. No woman put you up a good bottle of old < row wfiis- the brothers have erected large and beautiful
residences in the village during the past seahad been present to dictate how thi* thing un key.son, and are surrounded by every comfort that
can make life pleasant.
<m board tiie boat Steward Smith took
"Tom" is the religious
that tiling should he done. It is these changes !
member of the linn : and is quite distinguished
from home life that make a season in the charge of the party and only ceased his courin this vicinity for his piety and zeal, of a
woods so enjoyable. When one has been kept j tesies when Belfast was reaehod. 'Finis ended deeply spiritual nature, a large
portion of his
in a straight jacket, as it were, for fifty-one ! the third annual hunt of the Belfast Doer time is spent in exhorting. With all his peculiarities lie is ;t thoroughly good fellow, and d<
weeks in the year, what unspeakable pleasure ! Hunters.
sei .ingh
j
popular. A- for “Ivi,” he has a
lJAXPOM SHOTS.
it is to live one week without seeing a broom j
heart as big as his body, and that is saying a
Mr. Corliss, ami in fact all tlie hunters of great deal in his ease. They have done :i great
whisking about the lloor, or an irate woman |
work in
up the pro-perity of the
making war upon dirt with a dust rag. Here Washington county with whom we conversed, place, and building
together with their genial wives are
one could enter the camp w ithout regard to the are not in sympathy with the game law.
But
hold in the highest esteem. Your readers will
condition of his feet.
Here his clothing could looking at the law as a sportsman i am inclin- ali rejoice in their prosperity, and with the
he thrown carelessly down with a certainty of ed to believe it i* right, and lias been the means writer, exclaim—long may the\ wave!
'There are several other manufacturing nof increasing the game. It is true the law is
finding it when wanted. Here was perfect frc.
terpri'es in the place, and all contribute their
in
violated
but
tin:
wholesale
and
no
dom, unalloyed happiness,
many respects,
pan towards making this <>tic <>f the most busy,
restraint.
bustling little towns in Maine. One of the
The load was packed on, the horses harness-' slaughter of deer lias ceased. Corliss would most
distinguishing features of this portion of
ho. a law permitting shooting for tin maria t,
the
Main'1, is the immense tract- of woodland
door
and
ed,
all is readiness
closed,
camp
and would shorten tin- shooting season, but
which stretch away in every direction. ’The
to begin our inarch of seventy miles homeward.
-t ttlcnients are not near
together, ami hetwei n
Tuttle got out his camera and made several ex- would not limit the number of deer a person
them are interminable* wastes.
Here is the
cellent pictures of the surroundings. <_ orliss j mmht kill in a season. He looks at the matter
home of the deer, the black bear and the fox.
and McDonald broke through the ice on the ! in a seltish light, perhaps, for there was money This whole region is ;he hunter’s paradise.
>|iort.-incn from abroad are constantly ranging
lake to hide the canoe on the opposite hank, to 1m* made in killing for tin; market.
the woods, and men who are qualified to act
Ail the guides ol Washington county are not
while the remainder of tiie party followed the
as guides are in steady demand.
It was not far
so reliable as Mr. c<»rl?s<.
from here that the party of Belfast hunters re,\ few years ago a
t( am along the t<»to road, which was wor-* if
distinguished
themselves
five
cently
possible Ilian when we entered the forc-t. Massachusetts man brought a dog into tin- deer. There is an awful suspicionbyinslaying
my mind,
Several times the waigon settled in the soft car! h wools ami with a guide hunted in the vicin- however, that -mile of those deer were captured with silver bullets. I am now working in
to (he hubs of tin.* wheels, ami trees wen; rut ity of Cranbern Lake. The guide us'-d the
the direction of "Plantation Thirty,” and if Dr.
<lown for levers to lift t he vrhiHc from t he mire. dog and drove a <!■ r into the pond which was
Johnson ami Dyer have been up to any devilkilled by the man iu tin- canoe. The next year
At noon wc stopped at a logging ramp an 1 tin
try of that kind i shall “get onto” the racket
rook, a fat, jolly man. nam< I C harles Skinner, tie- same man came to Maim: for liis annual and will make due announcement <>f the same
l * the readers of the Journal.
I am reading
of Whitueyville, got us an excellent dinner bunt when tin guide, who u-o 1 the dog, had
Dyer’- account of the atlair with absorbing inof baked beans and fried meat. Kvery ramp him arrested and it cost ihe gentleman s.sO.
terest. and any little inaccuracies that may
'i'ln- expense of a trip of t* i. day from lb.-icook we met in the woods was fat and jolly.
creep into his tale will be speedily unearthed
'There is nothing like being
l'a-t. b ra company of six, is not great, The and corrected.
We reached the ltaee Ground at the
Air
kind and obliging in the littleaffairs!
following i- the amount paid by tin- Belfast
line road, nine miles from camp, late in tie
But, to change the -object abruptly, Mr. HdiHindi r.s for their November outing:
tor. ! have been much plea-ed in reading your
afternoon, the company tramping the wh-.ie Ik
recent editorials upon the completion of the
distance.
An etlbrt was to 1>. :m.< do to Tai l !. >. T\v« mbley ior bis four-lee -e
Belfa-t water work-.
This i- correct and as it
b
am.*..sdo.oo
reach Bfddington that night. As the sun
should be. < Mie and all of you deserve hearty
Laid xpei.se for hoarding horseI»;.♦»!>
congratulations, Pardon my c;,mlor, but of
went down, the wind earn;; from the east, with
I’aid guide
-jI.un
bile ;• ear- Bedfast ha-not been considered an
rain. In a short time we were plodding along Laid ex pi r.v,- of food for com* any.
enterprising town. For this reason your r»in the dark with the rain pdting down on our Ban! toll across riverain! ot!n.-i small exwaking up should receive special commenLoo
penses..
dation. But you ,-liould not be content to rest,
unprotected persons. We were cold, wet and
upon
your present laurels. There are other
hungry. It was a welcome sight when the
sn:;.4s
reform*! loudly calling upon your fair city for
lights of the houses of Beddington were seen, !
11. <1. lu
adoption. Not h ast among these is a thorough
The coast of Maine
system of electric lights.
i-soon to become tin* great summer resort of
\ nienea.
No pla<v can more worthily claim a
laryc share of this business than I’elfasf. in ten
a chain of cotyears from now there will
tages aloiur the whole water front bet ween I>elfa't and bio- kktnd. and every foot of land will
I" more than doubled in value.
If she i- wise
l»eifart will real) ;i iartre harvest from this intlux of strangers. Summer visitors are eapri< i"i>. ii. wever. an ! will -o where
the irreat- >t
attractions can he found.
One of the first reof
a
modern watering place is a system
‘inisites
of h-ctrle liirlitin^. Not only are you deiieient
ii; this, hut it can almost he said that you have
no system of any kind.
The condition of your
'M eets ina dark niylit
i'( ositivdy disgraceful.
When little \i!inyvs like !’n '«itie Mr and Oakland an- brilliantly lighted with electricity,
tin-re i' no excuse for a wealthy city like !?<*'.
i':*sj paddling around with the aid of dark !.•!.terns and a d» /< :i llickerinn uras lights.
Now don't _ii amrrv with me for pointin_• mi
Sou know lam merely a
yon-- infirmities.
piain. blunt man. in lie- liahit of eallimr things
li
b'
their
nam<
i! ! did not love you 1
by
should 1
wiliimr to mv you -la^er on in
I loviit-". Tid> j-. :!|i a_-‘ of pro-re--, and if is
parti- li riy painful to m« to see lb !fa-t drasy
nri11- .b--inr in the rear, when lo t natural and
aa-aeefni position should b< in tie van.
Now
that y t have tie- water with 'iidi- i- nt presui!-. another much need* -1 institution i< a
public fountain.
This eon hi now be had with hut
tritiii u expense, and w -ulii fru’y bc mi tiling
of beauty and a mv for» ver." T be sure this
is not a neccs.s.ty: but you should remember
that wean des.ivinuof soinethimr more than
tlie ban nee.-s-itji> of lib*. The two o!«I political
MAKCELLU8 J. DOW. GRAND CHIEF TEMPI,AE OF MAINE.
part.es an- not a public necessity; but then
are miul.ty
ornamental. >•» il would be
i"
>'fhI iii \vh;it« vt r In- uudcj- they
Our Grand Chief
with a pit -Ii, fountain in Itclfast. Tiie proper
1 a Ivi».
for this would be in tile public square
place
Hi- li:ts hern ;i < i ood Templar about
twenty* in fr »i.' of tie- !’-•'! Office, .lust think for one
Bro. M. J. Dow was born upon a farm in ti\.
year-. heeoinina; a m mher of the Oraiid
:i. -m-what ai: attraction it would be to have
in
et Maine {went. y<airs avo. !:tkinyr III- I
Brooks, Waldo Co., Maine, .Sept. 7,
a b< an!; fill f-'iimain perpetually throwing its
which town ho still resides., Like m •-{ far- decree a! Hath: served a^ special deputy 11 :i<i«-: !
cooliny ami s-.,,; kiin: waters into tlie an* in
s‘ \
-ral (irainl Templars, an*\ lias vin”-. 1
smer's sons he had much hard work and little
your public stpiare! Not "illy would this beau‘‘client ability as an orirani/er. having tin- r
tify and ad- in your city, but tin base could
leisure during his boyhood years. He attend- illation of la ini^ tin* I«*a«l:::ix < r a: bar in \Yv.
be inas
a j mb! i
watering place. At
easily
as a inei,.ed the district schools and a few high schools Kurland. He lias serve I six
, rtseii' i k:- >\v of 11
phi.a in llelfi't where a
•! a- of 'lie (Jrand Council. and
without
in the neighboring towns, and a portion of the
l:«-iseeanbt watei ed except by driving to the
tin* mo>t widely ‘extended p••rsoual acpublic stables. A foumaiu and wat-rini' tank
time during three years was a student at Kent's quaintance in flic Order of
any man in the woul i ; ro
: in-- _natest b
m
ssings that
Mat..
II
is a member of th
Hill.
I!. W. (i. {...
\i'ii could confer up. n
tii,* peopV of Waldo
wofU as deputy K. W.
!. in
At nineteen Years of age he taught his lirst mid has d>»;
eountv.
W e slioiibl :di hands rise up and call
various jurisdictions: !ias a dt p love for the
term of school, and during tin* next sixteen
you b!e■. ,1.
Order and believe- that the twenty thousand
I ‘ii n :ir«* m:m> «uh. r '•!u me- •! puMie imyears he spent the mod of his time in the Oood
Maine ran wield a mi_rh!\
Templar'
school room, teaching thirty terms of school
iwolvinr llj. i;i> -!\r*. around m\
pro\vui< ;
for
u,ood.
power
within that time, mostly of‘the higher grades.
!>i
*•!11 tlit 'Ou ili .in fur tin.1 presont. 1 sliaii
In int i':i'«:s he has l>er:i leet a| hy a unanFor several years he was Supervisor of Schools
eonlinmto a_:this math r until life 1 »»•imous vote to the variou- p .sitions whieh h«
in his own town.
roil)'-'a burden toth
|*«•.»p|. <.f |’„ fust. should
ha> ji« Id, in I he takes an honest pride in the
He studied law with i'liilo Mersey,
of
you in \«»ur nliiuri.il wrath sit limvn upon tne
Belfast, has an office well supplied with books, confidence and trust eonlid- d in him hv liiwith
luli. sh-kt nim_' thud. should my 'imimsand for some years as Trial Justice at Brook' (loot 1 Templar friends, lie i- a man of‘abiltion- ami :i«i\ i«-« lx- received with scorn ami hr
has decided questions of law i:- bis own local- ity, porsi'tniee atnl enemy, with an unyield- trampled under fout, should you Mimlly ening devotion, to principle and has the respect
deavor P> uproo; ami utterly t\terminate
ity.
and esteem of the entire Order in M line. [Temand destroy me. then 1 am confident that \on
Being an only son he has retained an interK<*cord.
est in the old homestead, a well-tilled and well- perance
will soon «■ urn* to >omr had t; !. In that rumt
We nui't add that Mr. !> >w is and has been
stocked farm of some two hundred acres, where
1 shall m>t rii'li out into the Myuian nlirht, or
some nice young stock is always lobe found.
for some years a valued correspondent of the
irrigate1hr 'oil w ith m> tears. Not wi'hin^ to
In addition to bis other business lie is enbewilder
you hy ir«.*Ttiuir this tiling snarled up
Journal, and the author of the ‘Notes by the
more tiian it now is. | will dose
gaged in trade, having a store of dry and fanl,y pronoum
which
found
sn.*li
with
with
and
deWay.”
acceptance
1
many
cy goods
dressmaking
iMir tin' ohl liunian
millinery
!.. <
partments. He has good business abilities and of our readers. [TMitnr Journal.
llATKMAN.
East Maidiia.'. I>• <*. :>Olh, *ST.
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[Tlit* eleetfir lights will
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cotiio in «;ooil time,
As to the fountain, the
eonlident.
Professor has net read hi> Journal faithfully
or he would know that w< are to have tim
ornamental fountains and four from w hich man
we

S. W. Hauboii, Jan. 2d: The heavy southeast
»»f last Wednesday was very severe here.

gale

There

quite

was

a

large

fleet of coasters in for

a

From Wild
ers*

.v Stevens, manufacturer.*' of
print
rollers, J4S Congress street, Roston, wc have

received

a

very neat calendar f<

r

the year i>>>.

harbor, ami all dragged and some got into quite
We are indebted to Frank H. Smith, Iiatigor, for
shoal water. One of the fleet, the three mask'd
a line lithographof the late (Jovenior Rodwell, ami
schooner F. Richard, of Weymouth, N. S., was
which now adorns our sanctum. It is 20x*24 inches
obliged to slip anchors to avoid being dragged into in size
and an excellent likeness.
by a coaster anchored to windward, and run
A\’i11» the compliments of I’carman & Rogers, 51
ashore m Freeman’s Cove on flic mu I. The Richard is uninjured and is up nearly to high water! "lute street, Poston, we have received a neat little
mark with common tides. The ( apt. intends t<> pa m i'll let giving stati.-tics of the fluctuations of
leave her in that position until the high spring | railroad stock, and some figures on copper mining
tides as it is impossible to get her off. Three small companies.
fishing vessels parted their moorings and went
ashore with slight damage. One of them was the
Glide, of Rock port, Me., which has been running
lobsters and herring for the factories here the past
season.
The steamboat wharf was badly used by
the strong wind and heavy sea. The slip was
washed out and some planking was washed from
place. The tide flowed some distance above the
wharf up the road.
The Steamer Rockland

on her trip up the day of
obliged to make a harbor at Deer
Island. Her anchors failed to hold her and were
hove in during the night and the boat steamed
ahead and took a new berth. The captain and
crew were up nearly all night and Capt. Sawtelle
informed your correspondent that it was a pretty

the storm

was

tough night
Steamer

to be out.

appreciated

is in six

sheets, each being

a

fac simile of

a

deli-

cate water-color

drawing by Copeland, made especially for this purpose. The designs are ox
quisite, and the whole idea is so original and so
artistic that it is a surprise to find anything so
good and so costly issued as a souvenir by a business

house.

The six sheets

are

neatly

hound to-

gether by a ribbon, and can be obtained by sending
eighteen cents in stamps to tin* above address.
l xitv. Permit a constant reader to wish the
editorial stall'and all leaders of the Journal a happy New Year. If we make the best use of the
means at our command
kind thoughts, kind
words and kind acts—we shall all have a happy new
year and do much to make the burdens of others
—

Florence, running between Bar Harbor,

Winter Harbor and West
very good winter business.
and it Is

The calendar par excellence this season is issued
by the smith & Anthony Stove Co., of Roston,
manufacturers of the Celebrated Hub Ranges. It

Gouldshoro, is doing a
This is

very much

a new

by

venture

those in that

lighter.1 hope your foreign correspondents,
w ho add so much to the interest of
your paper, w ill
find the same interest returned to them in a
large

wish to cross the bay. The Company
Florence arc intending to have measure. I think all who read Mrs. F. R. Ward’s
a steamer built a't East Boston, the hull to be 85
letters from Mexico must be thankful that
they do
feet long and fitted up in first class shape for the not live in a
country where slender females take
above route for next season. Capt. Bunker in- part in the savage
sport of bull lights, and in the
tends to run the Florence the coming summer be- presence of 5,000 wild enthusiasts tight and
worry
tween So. West Harbor, Cranberry Isles, X. E. and kill the huge monsters.Let us enter
upon
Harbor and Somesville, and will run on excurthe new year not with resolves and purposes only,
sions during the season.
but with a fixed determination to do all in our powW. R. Keene has received a stock of planking er to make others happier and better. Let us :
and timbers for his steam launches lie has orders
“Do noble deeds,
for, for next season.

vicinity

who

which charters the

The name of Brewster, Cobb & Estabrook of
Boston, attached to the advertisement of Spokane
and Palouse Railway bonds In another column, is
a good recommendation of these securities.

Not dream them
All
long.
And make of life,
And death
And vast eternity
One grand, sweet

day

song.”

are

and least may slake their thirst w ith the eh ar
waters of Coh! Brook.
Generally, Belfast has
already shaken herself free from the chains that
held her dow n and taken a long stride forward
in enterprise and prosperity. Ed. Journal.J
<inort
A Good

Templar's

Templar*.
Course of

ranged, for the first year.
«ler

ran

study has been ar
Any member of the Or

become connected with the class and be-

long to

tile Circle

fee of

lifty cents, and

by the payment of

registration
rights
privileges of full membership. The course for
the tirst year is, “Alcohol and History,” l»y Hev.
Dr. Hie hard Fddy; “The People vs. The Liquor
Tralllc,” by .John It. Finch; Bread and Beer," by
Mary DwinellChellis; “The Templar at Work,” by
F. .1. Sibley; “The Hood of the Order," by Hon. s.
It. I base, with a brief history ot Hood Templary
by lion. s. 1). Hastings; “The Two Chains,” by
Hev. \V. F. Crafts, and The International Good
Templar, a monthly magazine of sixty-four pages,
SI..‘>U per year, to contain special additional articles for the course of study, otlicial documents,
a

be entitled to all the

and

select

readings

tion of the

pensable

for

cause

Lodges,

and

and

general

informa

Order, important ami indis-

to till workers.

The entire outfit furnish-

mag*

ed for

in paper or $5 cloth, including the
Send the $;> or $5, as you desire, with 50
cts. fee additional, to the B. \V. G. Sec., B. F.

azine.

Parker, Mauston, Wis., or to J. X. Stearns, New
York, and receive the books and magazine for
the year, and all particulars. We expect much
from this

new

departure

in Good

Templar

educa-

and hope many of the Waldo County Lodge
members will enter upon the course.

tion

A miner in Strawberry Valley, California,
says be lias led the life of a hermit since boyhood, liis only company being newspapers.
Yet this mau is able to discuss social, political
and other problems iu a manner creditable to
a man of high social position.
Surely the newspaper is a society in itself.

Maine Matters.
SKWS

AM)

GOSSIP

FROM

ALL OVKU

in the Waldohoro district will not be curried
Generalities.
into effect until :i special agent has investigated
the condition of a trail's.
Massachusetts has a cremation society.
There is to Ik* a revision of the curriculum of
The Starr King mouument fund at San Franthe Maine State College, which will appear in
the next annual catalogue. The standard for cisco amounts to nearly $5,000.
admission to the college will be raised, and one
The prevalence of small-pox is causing conof the changes in the course of study anticisiderable alarm in San Francisco.
pates additional time for laboratory work in the
The lire losses in New llnmpshirc for the
sciences, particularly on the natural sciences.
Application was made b\ the V. M. <'• As- past year will aggregate nearly $2,000,000.
sociation at the State College, to the trustees at
The second trial of Mrs. Kobinson. the allegtheir last meeting, that the college authorities
turn over the gymnasium to the Y. 31. C. A. to ed Somerville poisoner, has been set for Feb.
be managed by them. The trustees have the* 0.
matter under consideration.
An effort is being made to purchase in WashOur delegation in the National House of Repington a home for the widow of General Hanresentatives—confessedly one of the ablest in cock.
that body- is fairly well considered in the
I n a coasting accident at Springfield. Mass.,
make-up of committees. Mr. lteed goes on the
Wavs and Means Committee, Mr. Boutelle on a girl was killed and a
young man had his leg
that of Naval Affairs, Mr. Millikcn on the broken.
Public Buildings and Grounds, and Mr. BingFxeter. X. IF. will celebrate the 250th anniley on that of Banking and Currency and on
the new Committee of Merchant Marine and the versary of the town's settlement, earlv in the
summer.
Fisheries.
A scheme is on foot in Chicago to raise £lo,Fx-Governor Alger, of Michigan, defines his
000 to transfer a rough shaft in the quarry of
and thinks Blaine the strongest man in
the Bodwell Granite Company, at Rockland, position
his
party.
to Chicago, to do duty as a monument to the
Sl>ine labor leaders predict that there will be
police who fell at the 11 ay market riot. It is
proposed to build a perfectly air tight vessel or fewer strikes this winter than during any winter
caisson around :t ami tow it to Chicago, through for several years.
the St. Lawrence River, the Welland Canal and
The great lens for the Lick telescope was
the lakes. The shaft is 11.3 feet high, and dressed in the shape of an obelisk would weigh about successfully mounted at the observatory in California
in
last week.
obelisks
030 tons. It would throw all other
the world in the shade should the scheme be
Pittsfield, Mass., is suffering a visitation of
carried out. as it is proposed to put it on a base
There have been 15
malignant diphtheria.
of thirty-live feet in height.
deaths in six weeks.

I'llK Sl'A'i’E.

CARLETON’S CIS CSADK.
(

ounty Attorney Carleton of Kennebec
county 1ms been making it exceedingly warm
for tin.* rumsellers.
In reply to a request from
a correspondent of the Portland Press to summarize his year's work, he said: “Two hundred and seventy-nine indictments have been
fouud by the .grand jury this year, and 910.250
in tines paid into the comity treasury, in round

numbers: two dozen rumsellers have been sent
to jail, and as many more have taken leg bail
out ol' the State.
More than lifty ruuishops
have been permanently closed, and our county
jail was never so empty at this time of the year
as to-day.
As a result of enforcing the law.
crime was ne\cr so infrequent in this county
as at the present time.**
“What is the temper of the liquor sellers P*
was a>ked.
**The liquor sellers now tight every case for
all it is worth, since the enforcement of ic new
law, and the very best legal talent is engaged.
W by, the other day, a druggist was
being tried
for being a ‘common seller/ The
punishment,
i>
know,
you
imprisonment and line. He employed four of the best lawyers in the«couiity to
defend him. W e were two days trying the case
but the jury were onh fifteen minutes in bringing a verdict of guilty.'*
uockland's

prosperity

\m>

prospects.

The year IssT was a busy one for Rockland.
The record of new buildings in the city limits
embraces some twenty new bouses, built at an
expense of *12,000. one brick block which cost
sjc..ooo, stores, storehouses and ice bouses,
making an expenditure for new buildings of
Accident on the Boston & Maine.
about *100.000. Rockland builders and workmen have also been
employed in the suburbs mm; l'KKSO.NS KII.I.l 1 > AM* TWKNT V- \V« > INand neighboring towic.
,i!
Several new lime
kilns and wharves have been built this season
The Portland cxpri’^, \vh it Ih >t"ii for
in lioekland and one new marine raiiwav at a
with ;i *ergreat outlay of capital. The outlook for this Purtland at 1 o'clock Tim- lay met
year is encouraging in the extreme. Several ious accident at Bradford. at 1.00. r. M.. while
new
houses are it) contemplation, and many
crossing the Haverhill Bridge over tin* Merrinew kilns will be built.
A limerock railroad
will be constructed, encircling the city and con- mac river. Tin- train consisted of m.jht cars
Thomas
necting the quarries with the kilns. 'This will with engine Norris ami Knirinci
tend to widen Rockland's lime market and inFrench. The train was in charuv of < onduccrease the force employed.
The prospect of
extensive building and improvement at dame- tor Weymouth. T!ie train had passed on to
in safety,
son Point, a
summer
resort. i> also good, the bridge from the Bradford side,
dameson Point tonus the northern part of the when suddenly the forward tru ks of the
smokThe
smoker broke and the crash came.
city.
er was hurled upon its side and the two coachj
m m,i.Ain
and mi rpk.r.
! es behind were thrown oil' the track and comMrs. >tack was assaulted and beaten bv a j |.!cleiy wrecked, lieiiiir piled up arainsi the
burglar at Cumberland Mills last Thursday | l.radlord car house. Nine persons, includiiu
night, and died at noon Friday. Fuither par- a husband. wife and child, were killed, and
The following is a li-t of
ticulars arc that Mrs. Sta*
w ho was 50
years twenty-two injured.Adams. Newton, Mass.: (i.
L. 15.
<>f age. had hurt herself 'Thursday and
lay the dead:
down on a sofa for the night. The front door N. Cole, wife and child, Lawrence. Mass.;
was left unlocked, and tin*burglar came in that
dosephus Shaw. Boston, of Siiaw ,'v. Thayer:
w ay.
lie took a wallet lying on a table in Mrs. Clarence Ha/elwood. lOS Walnut a.nine. Bo-Mack's room.
She thought -*110 recognized ton; A. S. Walker. Harrison. Me.: William
the burglar. At any rate she screamed, and he Taylor and John O'Brien, Bradford. Mass.
strangled and beat her >0 that she wa» at the There were many narrow escapes, and had tl»<
point of death. Her screams attracted Mr. cars plunged into the river tin.- death roll
would have been fearful. Mayor J. < t bapMark, who i' TO years of age, and lie came out
:
of his room and tired at the burglar.
The in- man. of Bortlaml. was on the train id e.-rape
l uninjure.1. Attorney (ien ral < *. 1>. Baker.
truder ran into tin* m \t room, and Stack tired
again. Then the burglar parsed out of a door, of Augusta, was also on hoard, hut ''.as tin inand Slack tired three tim< s. He thought he did j tired. The people of llaverhil! ate doinir
»he acnot hit the intruder, but reported that trace* of everything possible for the worn:.led.
blood had been found oil the door steps. The cidenl is supposed t<> have occurred by the
burglar was a young man. Mr. Stack’s -.<11 and ! switch rod breaking after the '-u^ine and three
hi> wife occupied a chamber, hut didn’t arrive i forward mir- had passed overt!! switch.
on the scene until the shooting was over.
In Bnn
Steamer Caroline Miller. Captain
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An Augusta Special to the Portland Press
Although the next Legislature i- nearly
year distant and some eight months will elapse
before any of the members are elected, it might
be interesting to note that already Hon. Heiirv
Lord of Bangor. Hon. Herbert* M. Heath of
Augusta, and Hon. C. II. Hilbert of Canton are
mentioned for the presidency of the Senate,
and Hon. F. N. Dow of Portland and Hon.
Lewis A. Barker, of Bangor, for the speakership of the House.
say-:

a

IN

in

lulling the
Maine 41

issti.

OKNl.lt A i..

just dosed there were built
vessels as against 42 vessels in

vein

Harry McXcallv took another trip to the
I’rovinces Thursday, presumably to visit his
brother Frank, the Saco defaulter.
The weavers of the Cowan mill at Lewiston,
have gone out in consequence of a proposed reduction of their wages.
Colonel Henry is. Osgood has sent an open
letter to (iovernor Marble declining a reappointment

[prison inspector.
William llammond, of Hath, an oh! engineer
of the Maine Central railroad, was run over
as

and killed in Brunswick last week.
Michael Burns, the imported rumseller,
after a consultation with the Mayor of Bath,
decided to discontinue business in'that city.
\\. II. Milliken, of Portland, well known in
commercial circles and a member of the Arm of
W. II. Milliken A* Co., had a shock of paralysis

Sunday.
It is quite generally rumored that (icn. Chas.
Hamlin, of Bangor, is to succeed Hon. J. W.
Spaulding, of Kichmond, as Reporter of Decisions of the Maine Supreme Court. The appointment is soon to be made by Governor

Marble.
At a meeting of the Bath Board of Trade,
•Ian. 4th. the committee on iron shipbuilding
represented that it was not ready to report, as
several important matters had not been settled.
The committee is hard at work and a portion
of the funds necessary to start a plant has been

pledged.

Governor Marble has made the

following ap-

hicli had leaked into
killed and a boy
i^ii?

of iras
one

Indiana's 220 coal mines produced la-t year
0,217.711 tons. ( apilal inu -led was S2.122,000:
miners employed, 7.001.

i

jj
|
|
j
!

The death is announced of Dr. dames II.
Nil huD. the eminent Boston scientist and author of the hook “Whence? What? Whither?”
The Panama Canal Company has arranged
with the Credit Lyonnais to provide the company with funds until the issue of new cbligations.
It is estimated that for the past six y« ars
strikes have cost the country sp;,oon.iHH> a year.
And the worst of if is they haven't benefit d
e\en the men who engaged in them.
A New York Herald special from Washington
says that President Cleveland denies the report
that lie intends to send to < 'ongress asupplementary message defining his position (>M *|1(. tariff

question.

The Salvation Army consists of 2.2b2 corps
with o,0S4 officers. During the last year, 1.NlO.oSO meetings have hern held. 2,717.sso
houses visited, and 14s,bOo persons were converted in Great Britain alone.
It was stated in Chicago Friday that President Cleveland had expressed a desire that the
next national Democratic convention he held in
New York. It is therefore likely that the national committee will so decide.
The newspaper correspondent who recently
the story from Pierre. Dak., that fourteen
skeletons had been found in a cellar, has been
thrashed by a member of the family accused of
murder and admits his yarn was a hoax.
sent

At a recent meeting of the Fxeeutive Board
the National Fishery Association a resolution
was adopted proposing the free
exchange of
products between the United States and those
of the Canadian Provinces which adopt a republican form of constitution and signify their
desire for admission to this country.
Investigation demonstrates that Boston has
not permanently as many drunkards as some
have supposed. At one station house there
were 721 arrests during the past three mouths,
and of this number TJ.'l were non-residents.
Grouping all the stations, it is fair to say that
about one-third of all the arrests for trivial
offences are of outsiders.
of

Fish

and

Last year elams worth
the Maine mud flats.

Fishing.
$225,000

were

dug

Nearly 2,000 barrels of lobsters have been
from Vinalhaven during the past year.

from

shipped

A

Winterport man whose winter business is
catching .--melts for the Bangor market made the
greatest haul last week ever made on the river.
At one east ol' the net lie took out 300 pounds of

pointments: Allen McDonald, of Bath, Chas. splendid smelts.
W. Whcclock, of Hath. Edward
Berry, of
The Vinalhaven Kelio says: ( lias. Dyer, at
Topsham, special constables for .Sagadahoc Crockett’s
river, has caught and shipped over live
to
enforce
the
county
liquor law (in place of thousand pounds
of
those who were appointed by Gov. Bodwell wrecks. He has also smelts in the past several
shipped some twenty barrels
and who declined to serve.)
of flounders during the time.
The petition for the appointment of admin-

istrators on the estate of the late lion. Joseph
II. Bodwell, which resulted in the selection of
Joseph F. Bodwell and Hon. Orville 1>. Baker,
represents the value of the estate as *000,000.
County Attorney Appleton, and F. C. Cornish, Esq., of Augusta, the law partner of Attorney General O. D. Baker, were in Dexter
Wednesday pursuing more investigations in
the Stain-Cromwell case. Nothing was learned
of the result of their investigations. Those
best informed in the matter think that the men
will be convicted.
Everything possible has been done to discover the body of Benson Bewail, but all efforts
have failed and the search will have to be given up for the winter. The dynamite
cartridges
were exploded Thursday on the bed of the
river but the body could not be raised. The ice
puts a stop to all further search, hut it is
thought that the body will be recovered in the

spring.

The annual meeting of the Bath Military and
Xaval Orphan Asylum association was'held
Jan. 2. Colonel Merrill, the president, reports
80 now in the school. Thirty-four were provided with homes during the year and oue died.
The treasurer’s report shows an expenditure
of $10,244. The average cost to support each
child last year was 9125.92.
Tbomaston people arc excited over the recent
order of the secretary of the treasury which
closes the office of the deputy of collector of
customs. A strong protest wfll be made. The
proposed reduction of the custom house force

The Maine mackerel catch, inspected bids., for
the season of 1887, as reported by the Boston Fish
Bureau, foots up as follows: Shore, 9071 bids.;
Bay, 1*53 bids.; total, 10,924 bids. The catch for
1880 was 4005 bids. Shores and 12,235 bids. Bays, a
total of 10,240 bids. Consequently the
past shows an increase of 5000 bids, in Shore
mackerel, and a decrease of 10,382 bids, in Bay
fish, or a total deficit of 0310 bills, as compared
with last year.

season'just

A Vinalhaven fisherman questions the statement
that "codfish have been unknown for years in
Ipswich Bay,” and says: "Ipswich bay lias always
licen one of the most successful fishing grounds on
the coast for large cod. They have never failed
since my remembrance of 34 years, and even when
I was a mere lad 1 have heard old fishermen in
their three score ami ten years tell of how
they
used to catch large cod in* the places mentioned
above when they were young men. It is the only
on
our
coast where the coni net has been
place
used with success. In 1880 and 1881
they were
used more than trawls, hut trawls have
superseded them of late years. The fishermen
set the traw ls and underrun them when they bait
leaving them set all the time and fish them as the
weather permits. Off and around Cape Ann, .Small
Point, is another fishing ground where the same
kind of large cod are caught and ahvays when
there is a good catch in Ipswich Bay there is a
good catch at Small Point. February and March
are the two best months in the
year for fishing in
the places mentioned, but a few' catch them mostly
every month In the year. Those large cod have
been on that coast as long as the oldest fishermen
can remember and I think they can be traced to
the commencement of time. I would like to bear
from some of our old fishermen on this subject.”

largely

and morality, and tin; aggressive warfare
it has begun against the saloon interest, alike
forbid. With the change of a single word, that
of Kansas to Maine, we adopt the closing paragraph of the Capital editorial, as follows:

eiiee

“There is not in the world to-day a more
sober population than that of Maine. There is
not in the world a population more thrifty and
prosperous than ours. Our people rr:»d books
and newspapers. Our children are comfortably
dad. and they are in school. Our men and women—even those who have to work
very hard

reported from the City of Mexico that a
ill be negotiated soon in Germany for
000.<*00 o:i terms favorable to Mexico.

P i>

loan

w

Martin

Peak, in the State of Vera Cruz,
lias been belching forth a dense smoke,
promises to become a first-class volcano.

.Mexico,
and

decently dressed, and they have enough
eat, and tli. v are laying up something for a
rainy day. While many influences have combined to produce this scene of peace and plenty,

—are

to

<bd *i'» rs must lind it lianl to realize that
Ian 1 <>n t he great American desert is now worth
"doo an aere.
Irrigation and Immigration did
ii.

no

o
I!. Harris, the president of the City
Council of Wiehita, Kan., was arrested by
>!n-ritl Hayes recently on a charge of selling

liquor.

>,*uator \ <».<rhe» s charges Mr. Joseph chaniI*-Tl:iin with discourtesy while the Senator was
'i caking in reply to Senator Sherman on Wed-

--day.

si

j
j

coroner's jury holds the Vacuum oil
company responsible for the naphtha explosion
; in It •che-ter. New York, Five deaths have
I re-ulted.
;

It i- reported from ottowa that the scheme
Yu-tralia. British Columhia and
1 miia by an ocean cable has met with grave
j
obstaeVs.

|

to connect

j!

factor has been

has been struck at our merchant marine, and
that the American liag is tube forced out of
the foreign carrying trade. These sweeping

j
j

!

Tiled rand Lodge of Quebec F. and A. M.,
will ;;i ;t> in xt meeting consider the propriety
•f refusing membership to
any dealer in in-

toxicating liquors.
1. (

of day Kyc See and Phal!as. has iveoived an oiler from Louisville parti.- of >}!).'!•*•) for Phallus. lie sent back his
refusal ol th oiler.
o.

a-.

owner

he friends of Senator Blackburn are greatly
alarine-i regarding his health, it being reported
upon good authority that he is suffering from
cancer of the stomach.
1

Another attempt will be made during the sesluiis of tin- Congress toliave the Revenue MaiMi.' Service transferred from the
Treasury l)ej aitun iif to that of the Navy.

|
|

j

tramps have been boarding in the Belfast jail
at

|.»ji

Dr. (.diaries V. Shepherd, lately of New Havlias given to Amherst College the splendid
mineralogiea! collection left to him by liis father
tin* late Professor Charles C. Shepherd.
Pn .-id« nt Carnot of France is said to have
written to Lmperor William of (Jermanv that
a- long as he i- President lie will never allow
his government to adopt a warlike policy.

The New York Daily Commercial Uulletin
report-* that the total lire waste in IssT was
spj:».-ji;t,0(X). sld.000,000 greater than the losses
in IssT, and not exceeded since the lJoston lire.
Mr-. I riphenia Bevens, widow of

f 1M2. and a pensioner, died at
Conn., Dee. 20th. in her 102d year.

a

veteran

Danburv,

She was
horn April Id. IT'S},and retained her faculties to
the la-1.

Tin: animal election of officers of District Assembly 1:1 in Chicago, places the assembly entirely in llie control of socialists. This assembly
has jurisdiction over nearly all the Knights iii

Chicago.

.Miss Frances 1-1. Willard, who is a warm
friend of tlie poet Whittier, thinks that the
.'•tate should own tlie early home of Whittier,
bln: urges the women of tlie country to unite
and buy it.
I liless Thomas 11. ISarrv, member of the Executive Hoard. Knights of"Labor, pays a judgment for 82,090.is found against him*under the
new .Michigan
conspiracy law, he will be im-

prisoned.

The verdict in the Codman case sets the will
aside and leaves the property to tlie heirs, to be
divided as provided by the laws of Massachusetts. Mrs. Codman and herdaughterwill have
the whole estate, amounting to about 8300,000.

During the present season Fresno County,
Cal., has shipped 4,000,000 pounds of raisins.
This record is remarkable in view of tlie fact
that a few years ago Fresno County was considered almost worthless from an agricultural
point of view.
Owing to a telegrapher’s neglect to deliver an
order, two freight trains on tlie Canadian Pacific collided on a trestle 90 feet high, a few
miles west of White Itiver. The shock threw
both trains off the trestle, and a terrible smasliun resulted,
six men were killed.
Cardinal Manning is quoted as saving in London: “Every man has a right to "life and the
food necessary to uistain life. So strict is this
right that it prevails over all rights of property. Necessity knows no law. A starving man
may steal his neighbor’s bread.”
A leg lawsuit over 230 acres of lain) in West
Paul lias arisen from conflicting claims.
The tract was once a lake which has since dried
up. Settlers have tried to pre-empt it, but the
Fnited States government has refused to make
it public. The land is worth £1,000,000.
SI.

The backwoods Democratic editors are losing
great deal of sleep in trying to find out the
best way to reduce the surplus. One of them
has solved tlie difficulty by suggesting that the
Democratic party be turned loose upon it.
That would reduce it quicker than a wink.
a

The shipping tonnage of the Maritime Provinces decreased during the past year 45,000
tens, the total now being "87,723 tons. Nova
Scotia shipping shows the greatest decrease,
20,310 Ions. New lirunswick shipping decreased 13,908 tons and Prince Edward Island 3050
tons.
Ill liis message Gov. Forakcr of Ohio, refers
the President’s message, ami
argues that if
the President’s propositions prevail the consequences will he disastrous to every industry
and to every section of our country, aud to no
class more surely than to farmers aud labor-

ijfew

them for drunkenness, and the
to foot the bills.

to arrest

taxpayers have

It is currently reported that a vacancy is
to occur on the bench of tin* Supreme
Judicial Court and that Judge \V. 1*. Whitehouse, of the Kennebec Superior Court, will
be appointed to till tin- vacancy: in which ease
Hon. Herbert M. Heath, of Augusta, wiil
probably succeed J udge White-house.
This report originated with the Augusta
correspondent of the Boston Globe, and like
much else from the same source it is entirch
without foundation. The vacancy was to occur
by the resignation of Judge Hnnforth, but he
has no intention of resigning, and unless
caused by death there will be no \ :u-:in**y in the

likely

Supreme < 'own

b<

fore lSPO.

“Are tiie Winters Growing Shorter," is a
conundrum asked bv the Kennebec Reporter
in an article printed in the Maine news on the
first page, and which our Gardiner contemporin

answer
the allinnative.
ary proceeds
Mr. L. II. Muieh, of this city, for many years
a close observer of the weather, takes issue
and says Jhat the contrary is the fact; that
“the winters in northern latitudes are longer
and colder than they were a century ago."
to

Our columns are open to the oldest-inhabitant
for information on this disputed point.
_

There will

probably

be two State conventions
this year instead of one—the first to choose
delegates to the National Convention and the
second to nominate a candidate for Governor.
Had Governor Bodwel! lived he would have
been renominated and so it was decided to hold
but one convention as a matter of convenience
and economy. The State Committee were to
in Augusta yesterday to decide the matThe conventions will be held in Portland.

meet
ter.

As a result of County Attorney Carleton's
crusade against the Kennebec rumsellers during the past year 270 indictments have been
found by the grand jury, §10,250 have beau
paid into the county treasury, 24 liquor sellers
have been sent to jail, as many more have left
the State, and 50 rumshops have been permanently closed.

should be.

ing people.

The Watcrville water works were successfully tested Jan. 3d. With the reservoir only
half full four lines of hose were put on one
hydrant and a lire nozzle on each and they
threw water over and thirty feet higher than
the largest block in town.

Five immense petitions have been sent to
ashington from the various beef canning comto the interstate commerce
commission. This is the beginning of a great
lawsuit involving millions, which will be contested in the United States supreme court. It
involves, also, the constitutionality of the interstate law.
The Massachusetts legislature convened January 4th and had the most quiet opening for
many years. The Senate elected Halsev J.
Jioardtnan of Boston, president; Herbert E.
Clapp, clerk; J. G. B. Adams, sergeant at
arms; Ilev. Edwin Dowse, chaplain. The officers of the House elected are, speaker, Chas.
J. Noyes, Boston; clerk, Edward
McLaughlin;
sergeant at arms J. G. B. Adams.

Against

Ollice”

liumselllng.

The young man now
Saturday
for selling liquor there is understood to have
noon.

jail
been merely the agent of

in

old hands in the business
and to lia\e received $10 a week for his services.
When he went to jail another young man took his
place, and it is believed to be the intention of the
proprietors to run the shop whenever it is thought

possible to do
ing.

Equally dishonest and de>igned for the same
purpose, that of diverting attention from the
gage of battle thrown down by their leader,
are the attempts of the Democratic
organs to
make it appear that the Republican party is
opposed to tariff reform. There is nothing in
the record of the Republican party, or in the
utterances of its acknowledged leaders, to warrant such an assertion or insinuation.
We admit that the tariff needs revision, but hold,

as

Washington correspondent expressed

it

our

last week, that this work should be done
by
the friends of American institutions and of the
American working people, and not at the dictation of foreign manufacturers, whose influence
with the present Administration is so
clearly
seen.
The aim of the Republican party is to
build up the industries of the
The

It may be safely said that
history of Belfast was the

to

correspondent

a

of

The St.

l.oii!> (ilobe-Dcmocrat" the genuine, original
is W illiam Mathewson. ol
Wichita. Kansas, who was born in
<
Broome ounty, N. Y.
The others then must be counterfeit Bills.

simon-pure **Butlalo Hill"

liberty

ever, but
one of

old citizen says that

not be

SO

send them

It i* to the credit of the
jurors that
changing and challenging produced

no

to

Henry

would

the

offenders

have

proud of being thus singled out.
remarked to

to

j

people
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hear that
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firm had decided

the
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to-
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fret,neuters
is

of

the

place. Plnn.ix l!ow,,n the
hand, was purified by lire, and the change
less appreciated by the l»i,-ine.-s nu n and

other
no

of that

" hen Fred

locality.

.his

to

j

arrested la<t week at
asked permission to go
The request

overcoat.

cratic vote.
Democratic papers call Mike Burns, tin* Augusta rmnscllcr, Dr. Burns, i! probably doctors his liquor, hence the title.
But they all do

granted and that was the last the whin ; >aw
of his prisoner, Penner is
supposed to have slip
ped out of a hack door and taken to the \v. od>.
was

Letter from Portland.

who

were

universally
H.VNII-1

beloved.

tionately

John

r.

ANbi'.nsox.

Another noble citizen has folded his hands
and joined tlie majority, hike Mr. Fessenden
he was dearly cherished by all who knew him.
An inscription upon his tombstone which recites his

genial,

sunn) ways; his kindness to all;
his frankness; his honesty and his great ability
in his profession a> a civil engineer, will have
not a jot of fiction about it.
He was an honored son of Port laud and mourned by those who
were favored with hi> acquaintance.
He was
the son of lion. John Anderson, an eminent citizen of the olden times, who, at his death left
two sons—lion. Samuel J. Anderson and John

F-, the subject of this sketch. His death is a
Mow to his family, and is a great sorrow
to the Hcncral, for it is rare that two brothers
severe

devoted to each other. Mr. Anderson
was the first President of the .Maine(Jenealogieal Society and took a great interest in historical matters.
Were

new

A.

self to di alls. lie wa ef great promise: social,
generous, and of rare ability. The loss of such
a man is to he mourned, and
ourgreat regret is
made the more keen at the reflection that his
life was laid as a sacrifice upon the altar of
what he considered to he duly.
uor.sox

another voting active business man dropped
dead in his otliee. He was about three years
older than Mr. < lark ami equally devoted to
business,

ilow long will our nun of trade
continue to overwork themselvesV Mr. Hobson was a favorite wherever known am! his
young wife and widowed mother have the

sympathy of

our

entire people.

maim: wills.

Wm. 31. Sargent, Esq., of this city, an able
member of the Maine Historical, .Maine Genealogical and Gorges Societies lias produced
a book bearing the above title and which is of
great value to students of Maine history. It is
a record of all the wills recorded in Maine
from 1040 to 1700 and makes a hook of !».*3 pages
including a valuable index. Brown, Thurston
it Co., publishers.
maim: mkciiamcs.

It is

a

source

nal instance

s

of

1st issue of the

Minneapolis

Trib-

ropy.

The Southern California Pulletin is die title of
\erv nicely printed and well edited monthly
published at J4 Franklin street, Boston, and devoted

of pride to us to note two sigthe triumph of Maine men in

the world of invention. The Sewall Safety
Car Heater was invented by Mr. James II.
Sewall. of this city. It heats ears by steam
heat direct from the boiler and it has been

point

theoiliee, has bought an interest in tic s,.mersot
and the paper is now published
l»y
■J. O. smith
Co., with the senior member of tie*
iirm in charge of the editorial
department. Here's
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The Hon. Benjamin Johnson, who has been
elected Speaker of the Kentucky House of
Representatives, is only twenty-nine years old
and—wonder of wonders!—never smokes tobacco.
He

probably

Invented by Mr. Geo. A. Hall of Waterford in Oxford County and is a proud achievement for him.
It is pneumatic in operation
and easily worked. A man can remain under
cover and operate it without the least
difficulty.
It is raised anil lowered by compressed air.
The Baltimore and Ohio K. 1{. have ordered a
large number of these gates for their road.
The men who had sense enough to buy stock
in these two Maine inventions have reaped a
golden harvest. It is a source of pride to me
was

smokes

cigarettes.

to note

such

triumphs

others be equally

us

of Maine

boys. May

successful.
Occasional.

Speaker Carlisle

is entitled to credit for one
thing. In making up the committees he has
given the cold shoulder to that pestiferous and
blatant humbug Leopold Morse—the Cheap
John of the Democracy.

St.

John

Bought

Again.

John I*. St. John has evidently made satisfactory
terms with the Democratic managers; he is flinging
tilth at tile Republican party with cheerful regularity- | Minneapolis Tribune.
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publican party have not looked
three years past as now.”
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cial does

cerned in it. You will have lively times before
the year is out. To me the prospects of the Re-
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clear case, hut we think the Commerinjustice to Waldo county in the item
quoted aimve. No doubt there are instances where
paper I take.”
pensions are wrongfully bestowed, but there are
A Washington, 1). C., reader says: “The Jourmany more deserving claimants who are unable to
nal is received regularly and I read it with a
great- obtain what is justly their due. The “special
deal of satisfaction and regard it as the brightest i
agents” care less for the old soldiers than they do
weekly within my range of papers.”
for making a reputation for sharpness and furA Boston subscriber writes: “A
happy ami a nishing material to warrant their continuance in
prosperous New Year to the Journal and all conThis is
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mnn, Rochester,
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iiopl;;us, single, sale. Maitland smith, common serves only to show hi' memory, midet-landing,
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n 01
that
The Outside Pages of the Journal.
seller, and lor having in possession intoxicating anil veracity, alike fatally dof' >m
I call the third party tarn ha-hn hacker-, homh
for illegal sale. Nathaniel W. Holmes,
liquors
The Journal does not believe in making the out
Ac. It Prof. G. will look at this again
common
nuisance and single sale,
clarence throwers,
side pages a receptacle for odds and ends, on the
when his hrain is rested, he will ,-ee that I did not
Jvuovvltoii,
nuisance,
keeping drinking house,
principle that anything will do to “lill up” with;
refer to the third party at all, but to a very small
&c., eoinmon seller, and three cases of single
but they receive the same care and supervision as
caudal appendage tin ;vto whn-h ha- be< 1. lU-iceA
second
olienee.
sale,
the editorial and local departments, and of late 1
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i
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$77.±2
pressly for the paper. This week the iirst page !
believe that this i- the end that has the brain, and
The juries were discharged Tuesday morning,
starts off with nearly two columns of Maine news. i
that the chief business of the dog is to exalt and
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court
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adjourned
after
afternoon,
Then comes one of Fannie I>. Ward's entertainingI glorify it.
John W Mm ni t.!..
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reeoid.
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Belfast, Jan. n. Isss.
hut
two
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tried,
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Minnesota,” and a letter from ‘‘Occasional,” our
Portland correspondent, in which he exposes with [ taken from the jurv.
T.
TLc Mcntbt rsldp of Valley Lodge,
trenchant pen the hypocrisy of the Administration
Fraudulent Pension Claims.
I notice that Valley l odge-d Monro, is repu ted
concerning civil service reform. Next we have the
in the Journal as having !>o member^. Sueli reconcluding article of the series, “into the Wilds
Waldo County has been a perfect hot-bed for
j
of Maine,” with an illustration made
expressly j fraudulent pension claims and special agent d. F. port is ineorreet. Valley Lodge at the end of last
for the Journal. Then an excellent portrait of i Fitzpatrick, of the pension bureau, who is station
had over 140 members. Our Deputy posi
ed in this city, has determined to put a stop to the quarter
Marcellus J. Dow, of Brooks, Grand Chief Tern- j
jj business. I pon a warrant procured by him. Cult lively refused to send in his returns for the full
of
plar
Maine, with a sketch of his career from cd states Marshal Hannon Thursday arrested one membership, and it has heroine neees.-aiy to ap
the Temperance Record. In an adjoining column ! Simon 11. Waining, of Knox Station, for tiling peal to the Grand
Lodge to ascertain if he ha- the
i fraudulent pension claims, it is alleged that he
is a racy Washington county letter from Prof. L. 1 lost a
linger in a saw mill before the war and has right to cut down the memln r-hip of our lodge to
| tiled three
different applications for a pension :x> less than it really is.
C. Bateman, of Searsmont, who is on a successful ]
lecture tour in Kastcrn Maine. On the fourth | claiming that his loss occurred in the government
In justice to the majority ot our members, it
service. Waining was taken to Portland,

county subscriber writes: “I cannotvery well get along without the Journal. It is the
best printed and ablest general and local news
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Knox, t<> Chas. < >. Ilo\ie, -ame town. I. A. Km-w ;.
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toil. Belfast, to Warren A. Reed. Philadelphia.
taxed at -! Fid, and in addition sentenced to thirty
•John ('. Knowlton, Ontario, to W
J. Km>w!ton,
davs in jail, and in default of payment thirty days
Liberty. -I. S. Linscott, California, t.. James t
in ore in jail.
Co. Attorney Dunton for State,
Linscott, Palermo. Christina I..wn. y. will, B«-iliarriman for respondent.
fast, to Oscar Fowno, Boston. Jacob MeKcnniy,
state vs. Ilenry Bir.knell, Belfast, appellant. An
to Peter
Latlaud, sane- town.
(k-orge
appealed liquor ease, single sale. .Judgment of Fnitv,
to Curtis Mitchell. Knits
J..-iali
court below aihrmed. 1’aid a tine of $50 and costs Mtircli, China,
Nickerson, Swanville. t » Simeon J. Crockett.
taxi d at Ss.si.
Frankfort. Hiram F. Peirce A alBelfast, to
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: al.-.,
Att-iiicy Dunton for Mate. Rogers for deft.
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for revision.
When, in equity, issues of fact have been submit
ted to a jury, and the venliet rendered
by the jm
has been continued by the presiding justice.’am
tin* .-um of $1,1100. County Attorney Denton for the ease is brought before tin- wlude eonrt bv
1
appea
and eomes up on a report ol the evidence submit
'late.
Johnson for respondent.
ted to Hie jury, tin- derive below will not be iwer
Mato vs. Timin '- Ilaugh.
N
dcsingle salt
'« d mile.'.' it
clearly appeal that the derive
IViirr, (inilty. Kihiml $.'>o am! costs. taxed at roneous. Tin* burden l<* -how the .-n or lit-' on the
\s. Witharn. 7*> M«
|
appellant.
Young
sld.i'.*, and in addition sen'.eiired to thirty day- in
A eareful consideration of the wled.county jail. Fine and eo ts |*aid. (
\ttorney uot satisfy ti' that the \erdiet ami decree an
Dmiton t stale
| against tin-evidence. On the eoiitrary. we an of
liarriman for respondent,
tii.it they are well supported bv :t.
State \s John Dorr. Single stile. No defenee. I opinion
I »eeree In-low atlinned. Master to be appe aled
(inilty. Fined Salt and costs, taxed at $,2t».«»l) and j at nisi i>ritis, costs for plaintiff.
in addition sentenced to thirty days in the county
.John Cunningham vs. Inhabitants ol Frankfort.
!
jail. Fine and costs paid. Do. Attorney Dunton The follow ing rescript is received in this ease
lor State,
-Johnson for respondent.
/ -/• Curium. One Mrs. Treadwell wu>
pauper
Fred
Bonner, of Nortliport, utis arraigned on in need of relief ;n the defendant town. The plain
till
was an inhabitant of that town, and incurred
Saturday ami pleaded not guilty.
necessary expenses for her relief. The tow n was
State\
Daniel O'Connell, single sale. No de- therefore hound to
pay the plaintilf those expense.',
fence. (inilty. Fined $.->0 and costs, taxed at alter notice and mpicst to the overseers and until
provision was made for the pauper. It. >. eh. -Jt.
$11.and in addition sentenced to thirty days in
see. i:>.
There .s evidence in the case tending to
the comity jail. Fine and costs paid. Co. Attor- show that tile
plaintilTdid make notice and request
to the overseers for relief tor the
ney Dunton for state. Ilarrisuan for respondent.
pauper. Tin- onif
ly piovisioti,
any, made f«>rherb\ the overseers,
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Marlin Patter-on. single sale. No dewits some arrangement with the plaintilf for In
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si" '. and in addition sent* need to thirty day.- in
rangement, there was then no provision made for
jail. In default of payment of line he was given
and the town i' bourn I to pay under the st atut e
thirty days additional in jail. Co. Attorney Dun- The contention of the defendant that the plaintiil
witlidrew his notice and request, and i-mi'riiti d to
liarriman for respondent.
ton I* estate,
assume the relief himself is negativ ed
tin.•-rate vs. Fred (,. lienner.
Single sale. Counsi 1 diet. Wiietiier the town’s liability is hy'under tile
raised the point that the indictment alleged sale of statute or under some contract mav he .im-crtain.
Cut we think it i' not matenai after the \«-rdict
liquor at Nortliport when the evidence disclosed
n
Knight vs. Fait field, 7" Me..
jmlgnn ut
the fact that it was sold in Belfast. Court over- will 1-e the ud of the
matter. Motion
orruh d.
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isss. The past year lias
Portland, Jan.
brought about many sad changes in tin Forest
C ity. The dread reaper called Death has wrung
many hearts, “gathering home" old, middle
aged and the strong man who had but begun
tlie battle of lib*. Among them wo note a few

used

j

costs, taxed at sltl.-lo. and in addition was sentcncod to thirty days in jail. The line and costs
In the nuisance cast* he gave bonds In
won* paid.

pettifoggery

it.

said

\\

Washburn has taken an excellent
the Belfast Public
Library building,
and Mr. Williamson will
have a cut im.de t be

>•.

was

his home in Northport, he
into the house

j

j

Penner

(..

Mr.

photograph of

■

between

«i;i.| another

>

gentleman from Nova Scotia

by being run Into by boys sliding In
slowly recovering. The city will pay

bills and for lost time.

guilty—fot keeping a drinking house and tippling I Gorham is receiving potatoes from Aroostook an«t
-Imp, single sale. common nuisance and common | the Provinces. He buys but few in this \icinitv.
seller.
j as the tubers are mixed and not good for -red. it
Martin Patterson was arraigned and pleaded ! would-ecm that the large importations of
la t guilty to four indictments found at the present ! potatoes must lower prices here.
U ! m—common -oiler, common nuisance, single
Law (ourt.
sale, and for keeping a drinking house and tippling
(
I
hr
let
k
of
('onrts
has received lIn* rescript in
Imp.
John Dorr, hotel keeper at Frankfort Marsh, Hu fa-'*-<»f i-.dmund H. Webb, admr. in equity vs.
1*. 11 n n 11 I A. I’ll Her ft al The cum' is oi.i 111 v ol\ii „r
was arraigned and pleaded not guilty to two old
i the estate of tin* late Kdmuml Fuller, of Km Mom.
indictments --ingle sale aiid/oiiimnii nuisance.
The iit 't cases to come to trial were those of Jos- The reset i|*t says
eph A. Cilmore, who was tried on a single sale ! I'Sues of fart were rallied umter the direction
,,M‘
f1 l»y jury
riu* jur\ found the
and common nuisance. A-the testimony was the I V1
,.'"u.rl
is.-uos in favor oi the plaintiff, and the
presidim:
.-a: to
both ca-es were tried as one. No defence j ustico, w ho had heard all the e\
idetiee, entered a
v.a. made and (lilmmv was found guilty on both j decree e<udirtnimr the verdict ami rcquiriu- the
defendants to aeeonnt a- prayed l'or mi the lull.
indictments, on the iir-t he was lined $f>0 ami The
defendants appealed and hriii# the um- la-re
;

v.

lady e:i-turners did r. ! like to pasI
tin' saloon in question, where (!.••:;■
,m
j
liable to be availed with
language far from
choice anti their skirts to be soiled with the
t.
haci-o juice that rained from the
mouths of the j
as

A

and

Fred L. Carter

feel

Moody’s corner and ( .adds market appro, late
chancre ot a saloon into a elothintt* house.

Bangor sixty

last

injured

was

his .loctor

“Six weeks ago I was paying farmers
live cents per bushel for potatoes.

at

Harrison, who

the streets

as

can

volunteers in the Cnlon

two

Is

port places can get low rate-.
pleaded not guilty to an old in- | competitive
single sale of intoxicating liquors. ! For example, a ear load of potat.a s can be
Thomas Haugh pleaded not guilty to four old in- j; -hipped from m. John to Boston for les> than they
dietments—two single! sales,common nuisance and j can be shipped from St. John to Belfast. “Why."
common sell* r.
A demurrer was tiled on one of said Mr. Gorham, “1 have just received a car 1 >ad
uf potatoes from New Brunswick
the* single sales, but was overruled.
upon which.!
Daniel O’Connell was arraigned on four indict j paid ?2uo freight Mid duty. The >ame cuuld have
ini nts found at the* present term and pleaded not I been sent hum St. John to Boston for $130."
Mr.

j

prophet.

business

1

jI

The Prog. Age announced a si,,at
jitro ih.it
State Constable Mitchell had left the
city ai:«l
abandoned his work here, and that state Onstable Partridge only came t.» town once
in a
while with feed for his horse in J.is
Natron, going
away as soon as the animal had finished its pro\
ender; and so arrived at the fonclu.-irm that tln-iv
was not to he nuieh of a shower after
all. The
records of the present term of court show
that in
this instance, as in many
Pr
otiurs, th
has proved a false
Tie

Mr. Gorham

as

fifty

week

from

across

of the Belfast National

re-elected.

were

were

Mr. Thomas

i

twenty-eight to thirty cents per bushel.
duty uf fifteen cents per bushel, but
meat for keeping a common nuisance at the Wind- ! uit1' that added the price is not much above
-or I low.'*
and for a single sale. These indict- 1 one-half that paid to the farmers of Maine” As
moot'' were found last October.
He pleaded not to freights Mr. Gorham said that under the d.
j

of them.

one

tr\

was

were on liquor
Joseph A. Gilmore was arraigned

dictment for

.Judge Walt,

to

cases

cheaply

as

getting something

Potatoes from

be laid down in New York

ham said:

taken up. All the
indictments and complaints.

cases

amount

reason

as

civil

were no

j

Belfast to the same market. To illustrate
the competition with foreign potatoes, Mr. Gor-

Nortliport, two—single sale nm!

the criminal docket

so

are

meeting

Tuesday, the old board of directors

army from the towns of Lineop.ville and Searetnont bearing the name of Young, ail near relatives.

pnta

were

from

seller.

Friday morning there
and

acquit a man of runiselling when there
conclusive evidence of his guilt. Tlu- willknown temperance men who were
objected to bv

counsel for

and

Haugh, Belfast,
two—common nuisance and common seller.
Fred C. Benner.

they

mother country.”

ocean can

Bioknell and William

common

1st, 1888,

fact alone that
the

seller.

mon

jury that

a

seller.

common

Patterson, Belfast, four—single sale,
common seller, common nuisance, and a drinking
house and tippling shop.
Kd. Kimball, Belfast, two—single sale and com-

tin-

imprisoned here the Judge proposed
t" the jail in Bangor.

forenoon

Martin

imperil Ids safe keeping.
sent t*» jail fur punishment

as the .Judge
explained in
rumsellers, after their conviction
ami sentence, to Sheriff Wadsworth. If
they could

committing

Jury reported Thursday

Tbere

38,217 ban-els, against
7,«m3 barrels last year, and 140,022 bushels in bulk,
against 97,485 last year. From Great Britain the
receipts were 152,752 sacks (a sack holds 2\
bushels) against only 319 sacks last year and from
the Continent 44,801 sacks,
against 3,304 sacks
last year.
Foreigners buy potatoes from the
old country in preference to our own, from the

found

and

ance

In the latter case he is
and not for recreation,

women

Talinagc sin ceeds Beecher as chaplain of the
null X. Y. regiment.
The enemy will he met
not at the cannon's mouth but at Talinage's
mouth, which is <.f heroic proportions.

as

ls*7 to January

fourteen indictments—ail liquor
follows:
Daniel O’Connell, Belfast, four—for drinking
house ami tippling shop, single sale, common nuis-

does not

us

was no

Bank, held
and officers

“People generally, have
idea of the large amount of
foreign potatoes
that has come to our markets this fall. At the
port of Xew York alone the receipts from Nova
Scotia and Prince Edwards Island, from Oct. l>t

for deft.

having

Judge Walton makes a distinction between a
held in jail for trial, and one who has been
tried, convicted and sentenced. In the former ease
the prisoner is simply in
enstodyof the sheriff that
he may be produced when wanted, and
may have
such

There

fall made indifferent sleighing.

snow

At the annual

no

through
defence put

cases—as

man

Democratic party is by tradition and practice
a free trade
party, but latterly without the

According

is sold

drunkards in this city told him that he
get a drop; and for his own part he
could remember back fifty years and could not recall so dry a time as now.
“Why,” said he, speaking of a former occasion when the saloons were
buttoned up, "you could always get a drink then
from Abner, who carried it about in his
pocket.”

was

Mayor Hewitt, of New York, has aroused
the ire of the K. of I,. by a recent speech, in
which, referring to tin* Heading strike, In* said :
When a body of men silling in secret arrogates to itself the powers of tin,* common carrier. and says: “Thus far shaft thou go. and no
further/' that, i say, is an attack upon tin*
very
foundation of the social order. Tin y are worse
than burglars, \vor>c than highwaymen,
for,
instead of taking the property of tin* citizens,
they roll the whole community. It takes awav
from the lircsidc the fuel which is
necessary
lor cooking the dinners of the workingmen, ft
takes away from the manufacturer the
power
which gives bread to the workingman. It
stops
thccxciiangt <. It parahzes human industries.
It destroys the very foundation of societv.

officers.

The Ciraml

unable to

was

of

States.

An

the

son

the worst

country.

courage of its convictions.
Tiie President
has squarely committed it to free trade, and on
that ground it will lie met by all who hold dear
the welfare* and prosperity of the I niled

liquor

much

as

this is not true.

the Democratic party, as indicated
by
Cleveland's message, is to destroy them. The
of

that

per bushel. Mr. Gorham, who deals in seed
toes only, remarked that

The land had been sold for taxes

the inhabitants of Palermo

The late

Gorham is loading sell. Prescott llnzeltine with a
cargo of 1100 barrels of seed potatoes for Charleston. He said that potatoes are more abundant
than last season, but cost
twenty-five cents more

in, but the whole matter goes to the law court on
report. Williamson for plff. Bliss and Thompbefore in the

never

sale of rot-gut so
effectually suppressed. There are those who say
that the Sale has merely been confined to a few

places, and

by
municipal

and bid in

News of Belfast and Vicinity.

concerning potatoes.

Bowler, of Palermo, vs. Weston Brown,
of Somerville. An action to regain land based upon
two tax deeds.

Potatoes.

A Journal representative culled at the office of
Mr. George W. Gorham, on
Tuesday, and asked
him some questions
Mr.

Silas If.

The premises will bear watch-

so.

<>nofrnlng

Court.

(JUG'S WALTON PRESIDING.
•T* ii* Lambert vs. R. 1*. Clewley, Stockton parties. Action to recover on a promissory note, and
on trial when the Journal went to
press last week.
Verdict for deft. Bunnells for pIff. Williamson
for deft.
J

street, which lias been run of late seven days in
the week ami opened at live o’clock in the
morning,

closed last

Judicial

Supreme

the foot of Main

near

a

message—and we hope every one will read it—
must know that the attempts of the Democratic press to make it seem other than a free
trade manifesto are dishonest and designed
only to deceive the very ignorant.

mm

"Shipping

Mr. Mi

New

England State with a magnificent seaboard apd a
Quoting the announcement of the beginning of host of citizens engaged in maritime and fishery
enterprises that Sjmaker Carlisle selects Congressthe Journal's sixtieth volume, our esteemed conman Dunn for the chairmanship of the Merchant
temporary the Richmond Bee adds: “The Bee
Marine and Fisiieries Committee. A man from
hastens to congratulate the veteran, who has done j Massachusetts or any other Southern and interior
have been out of place. Thus
state
would
yeoman’s service in the journnlisth; Held. We. j it is that the clearly
Democracy guards the interests of the
i,
wish him many happy returns of the day.”
N.
V.
Tribune.
|
jj country.

would
am

seem as

if

a

correction should be made.

willing to bear the responsibility of the

tion.

ll know

1

n

v

•itti-mlf'! tin Inni-ral"! Mr

M

:n

>

I

oston

The Idivia made a tl
s I
1
\MI li Non
trip
| last week from Reek-port to I -lo-li. .r. •. t«• <• 1 i: t
the wliarf at livtier's < ove. lamag» 1 in the it«« ut
If wits found that the wharf had entirely
I gale.
! g nu-awa> ami the citizens ot the place with the
| Bangor «V Bar Harbor ->t<*umb«>ut ( «>mpaiwill t>
!u
huihi it in the spring, so it has been dccide.l.
■

..

-i

..

■

J

1

will
troin

!

use nint

h of the lumber that

it but will make

it imm

was

-retire

xx.i-md up
in m tier

.-no:

shape than ever before. The Maim- Tut ai -1« am
Sappho was lying at a wharf at M«*m:t l»o.-ert
Ferry tluring the late -form and was unite badly
The Caroline
tlamageil by the wind ami wax.
Miller will make but "lie oi two trip-nmre and

I

er

:

hathen the I.uex 1’. Miller, w hi. li the f-napa
bought, w ill g" on the route and run during the
winter. as she i- smaller and better handled in tinwinter, ami will accommodate all of the freight

j
j

I

i .luting the odd weather.
1

fount)

wi

last work

correc-

Agricultural Societies.

Next sea-eoiti- the in
tendon of the company to put on lw> steamer- be
tween Bangor and Nexv Verb, and the I.uex P.
.Miller will be

North Knox Agricultural and Horticultural >■>« I
ety has elected the follow ing officers: President, <
It. Morton; -secretary, A. M. Wingate; Treasurer
W. it. Burkell. Trustees, S. s. Bartlett, A T >t
flair, A. D. Wiley, and J. L. Creghton. The an
nual fair will be held in (Tiion, the last nn u k in
September next.

a

.■

rit\,

L. C. Dow.
Knox

isr w

all
riti/rns ami hluhh -trrmnl 1
past hr was ;t i'rri|iiriit visitor hrrr ami
plitit- w ith rotl ami >run arr rrrallr>l
man> Of Ills
«
1 rl low spoilsjnrli
I*.. Il.'i/.rllint
la-*
t this

j

—or

B

service for their American allies and
sympathizers. So that every person of average
intelligence who reads President Cleveland’s

Crusade

pronounced in a late number of the Scientific
American, the best authority in the world, to
he the most practical invention of all that have
competed for the favor of railroad managers.
The great achievement of 31 r. Sewall is his
Mr. Boutelle introduced a battle flag resolu- automatic coupling. This has no rival and has
tion in the House yesterday. Members of the been
j
adopted as the coupling to he used by the
House always know what is coming when
Boiitellc gets on his feet. [Bangor Commer- Bullman system. In the end the other systems
cial.
will adopt this brake of Sewall's and the
j
Yes, they know there is good, square Repub- course of the Pullman managers has settled
licanism coming; and they get it straight from the success of the patent. This will carry the
the shoulder.
stock to a high figure and make the future of
Friday,
is No. 5 of the series on the UUh Maine, and
j Mr. Fitzpatrick is now at work upon other eases in
the brothers, I>. I). and .T. II. Sewall, two page
| the same county and the tricky pensioners will
JLitcrary News and Notes.
Sunday. Jan. 8th, was the anniversary of the worthy joung men. Ir is a great
triumph of
| suffer if he is successful. [Bangor Commercial.
Battle of New Orleans, which secured to the
.Mr. Waining was arraigned at Portland, Friday,
skill on the part of a young and intelligent
;
forever
the
State
of
the
Louisiana,
Compliments of the Season.
Republic
before V. S. Commissioner Band, pleaded guilty
|
man, a genuine son of 3Iaine.
key to the mighty empire of the valley of the
The Journal has been favored of late with many | and was ordered to recognize with surety in the
AMERICAN RAILWAY GATE.
Mississippi. The story of (ten. Jackson and
This is one of the simplest hut most practical words of commendation, some of which it may be | sum of $500 for his appearance at the February
his cotton bales is familiar to every school boy
term U. s. District Court. Failing to furnish hail
pieces of mechanism I have seen for years. It pardoned for quoting:

to

panies in Chicago

such

This new line presages the exile of sailing
This kind man was the son of that old-time
craft from a trade which the) have heretofore
monopolized, and in which of late years Ameri- advocate of freedom, tin* late Hon. Samuel
can
shipping lias engaged as a* last resort. Fessenden, whose sturdy advocacy of freedom
W Idle this new scheme of the Hendersons is a
for the slave was heard more than lifty years
gigantic venture, it is one that cannot fail of
being a success. Each of these steamships I ago. when it cost something to he an Abolitioncarries from two to three times as much as the ist. Daniel was dearly beloved by the writer
average sailing ship, and will traverse the dis- and
every one else. IIis hand was open to the
tance in about forty days.
A sailing vessel can
seldom compass the distance in less than IDO poor and his heart tenderly sympathized with
those who were bowed in grief. It is seldom
days.
that a man stops behind life’s curtain so affecFor the past week or two some forty or fifty
mourned as was our lamented friend.

the expense of the tax payers of Waldo
County. The cost of arresting and sending
them to jail alone amounts to a considerable
The ex-c. moderate Association of Chicago!
propose- to * reel a monument to Confederate sum, and it is not merely the pecuniary part of
veterans buried in tin* North. The estimated
j which our people justly complain. These prisco.-t of the monument is £.‘>0,000.
oners are sent to jail on charges of drunkenThe coal tonnage report of the Reading R. ness. and are almost without exception nonIi. for the week ending Dec. .11, shows the total j resident.''; but this is not shown
by the records,
tonnage I7..V>2 tons against s.>,ogs tons the corj which leave it to be inferred that Waldo county
week
the
veal*
before.
responding
produces this crop of drunkards. There is
The Mexican gunboat Demoerata is said to
law to cover these cases, with sullicieut
have secretly removed over loMO Indians from ample
the Yaqui River territory and taken them to penalties, if enforced, to cause trumps to give
Colima, where they are dying of fever.
Belfast a wide berth, but it is profitable
en.

as a Democratic
campaign docu.Nor would it be the tirst time that this
of British free-traders has performed

The

There \< evidently to he no race for the
suppression of the saloon. If any man, under
America's cup this year. Our Scotch friends
any excuse or pretext, attempts to cloud this
Friday at midnight sheriir Wadsworth and Mr.
over the water feel as though
they had sat
scene of domestic peace and business
prosperiMiller, the court messenger, went to Penners
down
a thistle.
upon
ty, let him be marked as an enemy of thc.pcchouse in quest of the missing man. Mrs. p,,>uiu-r
plc. If any man attempts to turn back the
Bel l;aps the new 2-cent green postage stamp said her husband was not at home, Imt the sheriil'
hands on lie* dial plate of this glorious pivgrc>> is intended as a
thought di lie rent ly and entering the house 1
compliment to the new Demo- found his man and
iu even department of individual and social cratic
brought bin. to Pelfa-t for
postal officials, many of whom are trial.
life—let him be marked as an enemy of the peodecidedly green.
ple.*'
dmige Walton is deserving of the thanks of this
lAcry new dram-shop inert ases the Demo- community, and of
law-abiding people everyThe New \ oik Evening Sun, with darning cratic \otc. [X. Y. Tribune.
where, for tin* manner in which he discharged
head lines, announces that the “East Blow*’
Kvery drain-shop ch.-sol decreases tin- Demo-

at

myth.

organization

powerful than the

more

international musical« xhihiton will open ;
Boh'gnu, Italy,on May 1, lsss, and continue i statements arc based on the fact that one of
for six mouths.
\ erdi, the composer, will be the largest steamship companies of the world,
pl'e-idelit.
the owners of the Anchor Kir.;*, has decided to
I nu mg the \ ar Isn7 the new
mileage actually run a new line of fast steamships between New
railroads in the Southwest ag-1 ^ ork and India. The
constructed^of
steamship Asia, 2,023
s !..Ti; miles.
Kansas i> far ahead of any
ions, (.apt. Craig, the pioneer vi »el on tins
e ther State.
Hew route, is
daily expected with a full cargo
T
d-tri'-t Attorney says that .Jacob Sharp's
va>e wdl be t!i
lii'st of the New York boodler of merchandise, having left Calcutta on Nov.
vas; s to Be 1 lied.
Dr. Loomis says Sharp call- 2o, via. the Suez ( anal. The other steamships
not live long.
of the line, the Belgravia, Britannia,
j
Hesperia,
An amusing travesty on Donnelly's cipherdis- and Arabia, all immense freight carriers, are
'eric- in >hake-pcaiv's work-"makes it ap- now on
the way or loading. A shipping agent
pvnrthat Miakc-pcare is only another form of
said to an .Evening Sun reporter:
the -mi

1

stuar product of Vermont averannually about 12.000,000 pounds, and it
la-t
brought
year S7.di).U00.

|

A 'Wine plague prevails in the south of
France, and .*}(),000 animals have died in the
Marseille district within a month.

;

Fin maple

The eliromo idea has worked into the eoliin
hu-ine-s at Buffalo, the agents of a Cleveland
Firm otT«.*rinir prizes to secure business.

either to take a backward step, and we are eontident it lias no intention of doing so. Its ion*;
and honorable record as the party of temper-

No more timber rafts are to be built, but a
timber ship, provisioned for (50 days will be
constructed in New Brunswick.

;

ages

Many of tin linest farm land- in the South
and \Ye-t are mortj'a^cd to foreign capitalists
at usurious rates of interest.

Senator Ilearst, of California, proposes a Gill
to increase the pensions of tiie few
remaining
veterans of the war of 1812.

j

\\

was

expected that the value of the gifts to
Pope in connection with his golden jubilee
will represent $20,000,000.
P

All the < ntiiu iital Powers seem anxious to
; ri'.e the impression that they really have had
no idia of doing
anything warlike*
j|
The South < arolina Legislature has passed a
| law prohibiting grocers from giving premiums
j of ehromos, china, Are., to customers.

|

KNS.

SheritV McFadden. assisted by City .Marshal
Morse and Deputy Marshal McKenuev. made
a search and seizure
Monday at the'shop of
Mike Burns, in Augusta, the "original package
nine
eases of liquor and
rumsellcr, obtaining
one barrel of beer.
This is the second seizure in this shop.
The authorities are determined to do all possible in the tenets of the law
to shut up this place. It is ascertained that later Mike Burns appeared before the
Municipal
Court
and.denied the ownership of the beer
seized at his shop, lie had nothing to do with
it. but owned simply the liquors. The ease was
continued.

By tin unilion
Pitisbur.e eeilar

says:
In this condition of things, any man who can
see a hole in a ladder can see that the continued
supremacy to the Republican party in Kansas
depends on our taking no backward *tcp.
Backed by the will of the people, reinforced by
the highest legal tribunal of the country. we
should go forward in the fearless enforcement
of the law. Anything less than this would be
the suicide of the Republican party. It would
be base betrayal of the interests of the people.
In our contest with the mighty liquor power—
a
monopoly hoary with age, and wielding
riches vast beyond computation—we have a
right to claim the support and co-operation of
men and women of all parties, and of
every
class and avocation.
Th<‘ Keptibliean party of Maim; cannot att'ord

Tin- enactment of a prohibitory or high iicense law in the,District of Columbia is
regarded as possible, to say the least.

The Ilnirlisli steamer Maude lias ft uudered
in the Black
Twelve persons were drowned.
a

powerless.

The

success. The message has the merit, at least,
of being plain and explicit in its statements,
and it is as clearly a free trade argument from
first to last as though it bore the imprint of the
Cobden Club, and had been furnished by that

society

Topeka contempoiary says further: “With
very few exceptions Prohibitionists know that
their withdrawal from the Republican party
simply means giving aid and comfort to the
party which is in conspiracy with the saloon
against the welfare of the community.” That
also is true of Maine in the abstract, but needs
qualification. There are honest, well-meaning,
but certainly misguided men in the Thirdparty of Maine; there arc others who figure
in it for the notoriety it gives them as candidates for office; and others again who are “Prohibitionists” for the money they get as organizers and speakers. Others again are simply
sore-heads from the two parties, in some instances not even pretending to be temperance
men, but actuated only by motives of revenge. But to return to Kansas. Having outlined the situation as above, the Topeka Capital

Dover, X. IF. Knights of Labor are quarreling.
faction w ants to disband and distribute the
funds and the other opposes.

J

Step.”

tle strength in Kansas because the Republican
party has kept its pledged faith and has closed
the saloons.” That is true of Maine also. Our

( hie

;

i

The Tariff Issue.
The Democratic pros is trying to becloud
the issue so clearly presented by President
Cleveland in bis recent message, but with poor

ment.

The political situation in Kansas is strikingly
like that in Maine, so far as the temperance issue is concerned.
The Topeka Capital says:
‘‘The Third-party Prohibitionists have but lit-

1

...

The Dexter Gazette concludes a chapter on
tlie broncho as follows The bronchos as a race
are a bad lot.
They arc unlit for any kind of
business in the Mate of Maim. You can not
even find one lit for breeding
purposes: and
this is to prove the wor-t part of their importation from the south: for many will be so used
to the deterioration of our native stock. Ilardlv
a man in Maine owns otic to-dav but that lu* is
ashamed of his purchase.
Tin? beast lias
played him tricks, which if no one else knows,
lie does,. To prevent further frauds upon innocent purchasers of thi> worthless
property,
tile legislature at its next session should enact
a law lorbidding their luring brought within
the limits of the state.

P
tii.*

MORNING BY TIIE

“Take No Backward

j Hick*!, the defaulting cashier of the Stafford
i !< .>nn.) National Bank, was sentenced to the
Mate Prison for four years.
j

THURSDAY

CHARLES A. PILSBURY.Editor.
RUSSELL G. DYER.Local Editor. I

anarchists in Switzerland,
having been arrested, prove to be spies in the
I
f the German police.
pay

,.

i;i:< >nvii< >s.
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several alleged

moose \\ ere

c<).\c'i:i:nin<;

PUBLISHED

1 iftcen out of eighteen important chairmanships given to the South! Verily the solid South
is again in the saddle!

police

<iKKSi.

Miller, sailed from Bocklaud Sunday morning
shut recently in the
\icinityoi Lustis, Franklin county. The ant- i for New York with 47 Italians on board, whose
lers on the largest animal measured four feet fare is
paid by the city of Bangor, Fiie-e
from tip to tip. and the Made- in the widest
Italians have, been cared for by Batuor sonic
part were eleven inch*- in width. Il i- esti- time, the
city claiming that the company that
mated that one of tin moos* weighed l,->np
landed tliom there should bear the expense of
pounds and the other 1,000. The hid*'of the
them i»ack.The Briti-h brie;
large one weighed l'J*> pound- and the meat transporting
she reKildonan arrived in Ballimor Sunda
000 pounds.
From tin tip of the larger one's
in the irulf stream, latitude .B ln.rth.
antlers to the toe- of hi- hind feet the distance port* that
six
she
throiuh
s.
Jo
west,
pa—cd
longitude 0
was Id 1-2 feet. In the chase three other moose
miles of floating timber, doubt': ss a portion of
were seared up and the hunters driving them
raft whieli broke away from the
into a pen had an opportunity to select tin* best the Leary
Lamar has writones.
The two captured were about to tight steamer .Miranda..Secretary
a lett< r to President Ci. xeland resi rumten
" hen shot, a- was indicated
their
loud
belby
his position in the cabinet, and the President in
lowings. The sportsmen were about three
The exp. Uses of
letter has accepted.
hour- following their game, during which time another
(io\ Bodwch’s funcra' will be about s.’ktHiO.
they Handed the distance of four miles. It re- It is said that nearly tbn hundred summonses
quired niuetoeii shot- from a ■>< calibre rille to have been serve.1 on witnesses to appear !>.bring down the larger animal and fourteen the fore the arand
jury in behalf of a iiiom men!
smaller one.
I »i inkto regulate public morals in Portland.
in ir places and bolides of ill repute. ar« to be
‘‘A 1M:MAKKA1SI.K I.ITTI.K IIOKSK."
Hiirrleam*(iranite
if
What has without doubt been the greatest suppressed posable....Tile
of Bockl.md. and the Cape Ann
deal in turf matters during the past season was Company,
< ompany. of Clone, -ter. iia\e been
the purchase by W. F. Todd of Calais, through Cranite
the contract for ftinii-iii!U the irranib
tin* agency of Ceorgc \V. Leavitt of RoMon.of awarded
for the completion of the main buiidhu of tie
tin* stallion Lumps, record 2.21, of AV. j.. Simntra.t
Boston. The
new Court House at
mons. owner of tin* A-hgrove -lock farm," hid:
price for the whole i- !s'»n.0,.0un and :c !i comis situated just outside of Lexington. Kv.
of
>b»m
about
furnishes
c.|ua! <|uanlit:.
pany
Lumps is a remarkable little horse, and the 'File*
Hurricane < ompany bid the low -J. f
quotation of Hamilton Kusbce conn s dose to ooo. and the
<
Cape Ann ompany sdid Umi.
being true wneii In said: “Lumps is without James Madi-m
Blai-dell died at hi- home in
question the fastest horse of his indies on the Franklin.
evninir. :uvd sev* -nty-one.
Sunday
turf. Hi- record is 2.21. and had he mon -i/e
as a hu-ines- man of biwith his form and action. In* would get down He was prominent
of
hi- count.The court of
town and citizen
to 2.lb.”
Lumps is standard bred under tin* claims has
ii
conclusions of fact in
reported
rule- 1. 4. 0 and 7. and was sired by (.eorge
the French spoliation claims, arising out of the
\\ iikes, his dam being Mother
Lump-, (ieorge seizure of the following named vo-.-e!-: I• ri>_r
M iikes was tin- sir** of
Harry AN iikes. A\ ilton.
in. Betsy.
Bichard Tappan. master:
1* lor a \\ iikes. Mike
iikes, Tom Rogers. Rieh- Hope, <
harnoek: briir Amelia, Beniamin II »u—
ard A\ iikes, Mrown AVilkes. Albert Trance, .Jack John
hr. J •.mua
ton: briir Betsy, John Cu-luiu:
Hayden. Ambassador, and many other- with /. Cotliu. and
Hup Venus. Bobert Bendt.
records better than 2.2P. and Lumps is on* of
The
east of the features of the late
plaster
the best of the entire lot.
(lovernor Bodweil. wliieli wa- taken by Mr.
i\u rr.i:s in imaini:.
Mahoney, will shortly be used in formin:: the
bust of the (ioverne;’.
Major ( J. House. **lerk to the Run an of model for the
Labor Statistics in Maine, writes the Kennebec
The di\idends payable in Boston in January
Journal as follows: My attention ha- been
called to a statement going tin* round- of the foot up slI.d2s.UtU.
that
there
are
over lo.oup paupers in
papers,
Thr.-e thousand village- in ( hi:::*. bare >, n
Maine entirely supported by town.- ami cities,
in tin terrible floods.
and p.Jsk partly supported, "at an annual cost engulfed
of s;;r,Li:is. These figure- are -o far from the
The Cledden barhe.l wire patents ha\ in ii
true ones, ami so misleading, that 1 deem it
annulled by a decision in Iowa.
proper to make tin* correction at once in the
Prof. Virchow uf
in iiis new work,
temporary absence of Mr. Mathew.-. AVe have declares that cancer isBerlin,
curable.
returns from every city and town in tin* State
and the exact figures are as follows: Number
Judic Hoffman of San Fram iseo has <h cided
wholly supported, 2.744; number partially sup- that the Chinese may import opium.
(i.hSS;
total
cost
for
one
ported,
year. >J7»2.IJs.
-,[
Mrs. Funiee Cottrell, a lVijiiot Imlian.
This includes insane paupers, boys at the Reat Stoniiuton, Conn., lid years .f a^’e.
form School and girls at the Industrial school.
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Boston is overrun by crooks from New York.
Numerous burglaries occur every night and the

,v.

Two immense
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liguriiig
with tin*

on

one

a

Lucy 1*

built in either

S

of them.

contract for
The
tons

lew

or

are now

-trainer t" run

x\ill

steam

Wilmington

will be of about Pit hi

Theeompam
a

IM

piobaldx be
tladclphiu. she

burden and draw about

j

10s, feet of water, while she will run fourteen
no
The material will probably In* of
an hour.
The Knox Agricultural and Horticultural Society j
lias elected the following officers: l’rcsidcnt, F. A. ! iron and tin* construction In* very substantial, as
The
Berry, Hockland; Vice Presidents, Lrastus Ler- she will be used entireL for a freight boat
mond, Thomaston, George W. Voting, Uneolnville, nexv steamer
building at Brewer for tin* Bangor A
A. G. Thomas, Hockland. John II. Andrews, t am
den, F. S. Bodwcll. Vinalhaven; Trustees, A M. j Bar Harbor line by Captain s. H. Barbour, is to
Cobb, Thomaston, B. f. A boot t, Cannlen. W. J. ! be named the “Bar Harbor.".... \ writ of attachBobbins, Koekville, Jonathan s*pear and \ C. ment was issued from the Cult ci
plates Marshal
Hamilton, Hockland; Secretary, It. Y. flic, Hock
land; Treasurer, J. A. Tolmaii, Rock laud.
j oltiee at Portland and served Tur-Play morning upon the steamer City of Richmond, of tin* Portland
Itumsellers

are

Anarchists.

Ktmisellers, in one sense, are Anarchists. They
are determined to sell rum w hether they are autli
orized to do so or not. The Anarchist is against
the government, and so is the rumseller, therefore
we hear “prohibition don’t prohibit.”
A good citizen will obey the Iunv, however obnox

| and Manillas Line. The writ is issued at tin*
instance of the Portland steam Packet Company
to secure payment of “fail* and reasonable salvage,"
the City of Richmond having been rescued from
the peril o| shipwreck in August last near Millbridge, Maine, by the steamer Forest City, belonging to the libellant company. A keeper was put

ions it may be to him. A rumseller will carry ou
his business contrary to law, as a rule. If the law
The attachn
is against him, he is* against the law, and this is ; on board the City of Richmond.
for her full value, about #.r>0,0tH).
anarchy, [Camden, Ohio, Gazette.
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C alifornia

last

Hioml party which started for
week.I in life Walton, who presided at the reterm of the >. J. Court in this city, was elect-

<*•

Congress
by a large majority,
signed before the expiration of his term to take a
s-at on the Supreme Bench. ami T. A. I>. Fessen-

ed

In Ffil

to

den
was

was

m»w

in

city,

re-

Jo till the vacancy. Judge Walton
resident of Auburn but bis home is

elected

then

this

but

a

Deering—Hon. Joseph Williamson, of
has been elected vice president for Maine
New England Hi-turic Genealogical Society.Postmaster Jame < Fuller of North
Appleton, and Joseph A. Sprague of North Islesboro were commissioned Friday... .The Chelsea
Leader reports that Mr. Charles II. Mack lias
started on a business and pleasure trip to Tallapoosa, Georgia, to be absent about six months,...
J. It. Simmons and
family, of this city, have movof th»

ed to Waltham... Mr.

Kroiktoii,
Mass.,
divorce

a

was
< a

George A. Wheeler, of
deputy sheriff, of Plymouth County,
in Belfast last week, as a witness in a

-e..

..Mr. Wilson C.

Carter, of this city,
past season on the big
four-masted schooner at Camden, is now at home.
....I)r. Cole, of Swanville, left Belfast
Monday
f »r California.Ben Hazeltlnc is now In California— W\ Ii. Swan, Ks«p, ami daughter returned home from Massachusetts Monday night.
Miss Katie Bickford, of this city, lias returned
from Boston, where she visited her father—Miss
I
Emma Hichborn is in Boston on a visit.
who has been at work the
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of the* .Journal to he pre-cat on
(They will U there.—I\d.j We

a rare

slippery wee!-:,

never

so

much

o

that

man

and beast

keep their feet, and persons who
got tic ca rt before the hoi*e before !repuent-

had hard work

;n

!y found themselves in that condition when they
to go down hill with a team.
It is said
At ; attempted

'i he

1

i;r<

ks i'our.

Mr.

north of

patent.

T. A ivy claims that he has

lamp ami chimney ever sold in
tliis town. Until lamp ami chimney are in constant
use ami have been ihiring all these year.-.The

tin- lirst kerosene

—

The ship is on her way to Baltimore from
Liverpool, Capt. Everett Staples in command.

week.

situated

Megunticook Lake, and in full
view of the mountain, three miles inland. This
tract will goon be put on the market. Geo. II.
Cleveland, one of the proprietors, has just issued »
fine souvenir of that section, called “The Fair
Maid of Megunticook.”.The Kennebec Journal
says “Miss Gray and Mrs. Dodge of this city, will
open the first of May, a first-class boarding-house
in Camden.”

(iovernor of

California has oileicd a reward of
ftiiiO for the arrest, of M. V. Dixon, who murdered
William Hopkins, of liucksport, at Craml Island,

county, Nov. -7th last.>ti 11 hare ground
wheeling.\t the regular meeting of
the A. <>. C. W. last Friday night,after the ollieers
were installed and remarks made bv Li rand Past
Master Workman Allen, of Orono, we went down
to the dining room and found some of Lirindell’s
stews, which are hard to beat, ready for us. Par-

Colusa

ami line

Spollhrd was then presented
some ice pitcher and gold lined

ker

in behalf of the
Mr.

SpoHbrd

Lodge,

was one

of

with

very handcup by Col. Hall,
with appropriate remarks.
a

twenty-three who organiz-

Lodge

here live years ago. The recipient
was very much surprised but received the gift
with appropriate words. Mr. Warren was also

ed the

!i

The

Governor.

by Hon. Ilerbeil M. Heath

to

will be

a

rumors

that he is

or

Oss She

rest

their

value.-

tcifowing goods,

ys*

■

1 apses fj^LORK 1 Plush jjAMjENfsi

we

i siyiis lit Varieties,

BLANKETS, COLORED & WHITE,
Comfortables,
WOOL
JLLL
HOSISK7,

-White Shaker Flannel!--

the

now

growth's

town hall

on

.Jail (5, seh .Jas Holmes, Hart, lio- on; Ring
Dove,-, Brunswick; Cora Meader,-,

Bootlibay.
AMI.UK'AN

I'OlilS.

Arrived ship Tiliio K StarYork,
buck, Curtis, Calcutta; sell Mover & Muller, Cat
T
W
sell
tcrsoi:, Darien;
Hyde,* Sherman, Ft rnan(iina; cleared ship Wundt ring dew, Nicliols,
sell
Iv
Hatch, Cotillon, CienShanghae;
George
fttegos; till, arrived sell Hattie McG Burk, Putarviud
Oth,
;
nam, Laguna
ship Henrietta, Blanchard, Singapore; bark Moonbeam, Dunbar, Boston; cleared sell Lackawanna, Closson, Ponce; nth,
arrived ship P. N. Blanchard, Hong K *ng; sch.
riorence Leland, Mobile; cleared shiii C. C. ChapNew

-Jan 3.

man, Hichborn, Shanghac.
Arrived brig H C Sibley, ilichBoston, dan
born, in tow from Woods Iloll; sailed sell Beni
Fabens, Condon; 7th, arrived sell Annie K Lewis,
Lewis, Wechuw ken.
Baltimore, dan 3. Cleared sch Warn n \dum--,
Coleord, Hoboken; 4|h, cleared sch Welaka, C'*»ttrell, Galveston; dth, arrived schs Bidgcwnod,
Weaver, Jacksonville; 7th, arrived sch P '(•••hontas, Phillips, Portland: Mount Hope, Crowley,

The

Norfolk, Ya, Jan ti. Sailed brig L staple*, Stowers, Demerara; 7th. sailed sch Carrie A Lane,
Dyer, New London.
Brunswick, Ga, dan 3. Arrived .*«vi Fannie A
Gorham, Warren, Clark’s Cove (lost loreiopmast
and outer jib).
Cleared sell H J Cottrell,
Darien, Dec 31.
Haskell, New York.
Norfolk, dan 7. Sailed sch Carrie A Lane,
Dyer, New London.
FOUERJX POUTS.

and

crowded houses, and

receipts, which went to the G. A. 11. Post and
Corps, were quite satisfactory.At the
residence of the bride’s parents, on Saturday evening. Miss Maggie, daughter of E. S. Perkins, was
united in marriage to Mr. Axel Leaf, of Vinal-

j

Bnrbadoes, Dec 17. In port bark Carrie il Long,
Park, from Bio Janeiro.
Bio Janeiro, Dec 12. In port bark Augustine
Ivobbe, Sherman, unc.
Matanzns, Dec 31. Arrived brig David Bugbec,
Stowers, Boston.
Zaza, Dec 27. Sailed brig 1 W Parker, Kane,
New York.
M A K 115 MI:

MI

St’ L LI. A N V.

(no date), about three miles from
Prince, brig Sparkling Water, llichborn,

Spoken,

Dec.

Port au
Boston for Port au Prince.
Nassau, N. 1*., Dee. 27. Barque Geo. Treat, from
the
Rev.
liaven. The ceremony was performed by
New Orleans for Alincria, which put in here leaky
in
home
for
their
started
.1. F. Locke. The pair
is discharging for survey.
On Saturday,
Vimiliiaven on Monday morning
Seh. Hattie McG Buck, Putnam, at New Vork
on the {pasthe wife of Or. E. E. Philbrook presented him j from Laguna, reports stormy weather
iysage, carried aw ay mainsail,' spanker and
with a son... Sch. l>. T. Patcliin arrived from

Portland Saturday, hauled with goods
several traders here... Soli. Sympathy
arrived from Bueksport on Thursday, bringing the
family and household goods of tieo. W. Bowden.
News was received Thursday, the
inst., of the death of Stephen P. Warden, formerly of Palermo, who died at the residence of
his son Frank \V. Maiden, of Somerville, Mass.,
Pai.i-.umo.

4tii

us years. 11 is remains were brought here for
burial in the family lot. Services Sunday at 10
o’clock by Rev.J. S. Glcdhill, pastor of the Gardi-

aged

ner

—

Longfellow
j
employment in Boston
and Alva

have returned from their

a place in his master’s store since a
to spend tnc winter.
small kitten.licit Bennett was passing up the
hill by the liuck cemetery, when his horse slipped
Sandy Point.
Capt. Ira Harriman and Mr. |
and fell at the brow of the hill and was dragged to Gillette, his mate, went to New York last week to
the foot on the ice, but fortunately escaped without join the brig Don Jacinto. Capt. S. French will he
Miss Virgie Couscus lias
serious injury to himself or the horse... .The skat- at home this week
ing rink is open every Saturday afternoon. gone to Camden to spend the remainder of the winAlva Dorr lias several line deer heads, mounted, ter with her sister, Mrs. A. A. Shute ...Mr. Waldo
for sale, lie is enterprising and keeps a nice lot Richards is at home from Rockland where he has
of mounted birds of every size, color and species been at work
Mrs. Abide Nickerson, of Searsknown here_Miss Parker lias been quite sick,
port Harbor, is visiting friends here....Mrs. Lois
hut is improving slowly.... We learn that the new
French will leave this week for Providence, K. I.,
I minister at the Franklin St. Church is liked very where she will spend some time with her daughMr Win. Perkins went to Bosmuch so far—The train from Iiangor, a few days ter, Mrs. Taylor
since, jumped the track near Orrington. Some ton Monday on btndin -s. He recently received a
damage was done to the ears, but no one was hurt. letter from t apt. Allen Noyes, of Portland, OreThe passengers came down on the engine and ten- gon, formerly of Scnrsport, in regard to his patent
der_The Portland Evening Express says: “Sat- lever w rench, lia\ing seen an account of it in the
urday evening, Miss Hattie A. Williams, daughter Journal some few weeks ago. He thinks that in
of Mr. Alonzo Williams, of Bucksport, Me., and that vicinity where carriages are in use nearly
Mr. John W. Allen, of the job department of the the whole year, it would he a very useful and saleTranscript, were united in marriage at the resi- able article, and he wishes Mr. P. to send him a
dence of the bride’s uncle, Mr. Sidney Shaw, Vine sample wrench anti he will do so as soon as he has
street, in this city, by Kev. If. T. Whittaker. The them ready....Meetings are now* held three evenpresents were numerous and costly, and, at the ings in a week and considerable interest is maniof the II. M.
j conclusion of the ceremony the company partook fested_Rev. Mr. Harlow, Secretary
! of an elaborate supper provided by the host and Society, will preach here next Sunday and hold
I hostess.’’
meetings during the coming w eek.
—

..

..

Momiay

keel, having heeni oil
repair damage
the Lower Gangway ledge, in Mussetridge Chan
nel. During the gale of Dec. 28 sell. Tyro, lying at
Brockett’s wharf, pounded, sprung aleak, tilled
and sank. Sch. Cynosure, 73 tons, of this port, was
*
totally wrecked here in the late gale.
The Pilot Chart of the North Atlantic Ocean', Issued by the Hydrograpie Ollirc, says stormy
weather will prevail over the northern part ofithe
Atlantic during the month of January and also
along the American coast North of llatteras.
Westerly and northwesterly gales may lie expected
every five or six days along the transatlantic route.
In the Gulf of Mexico several northers will occur
about once in ten days. lee is seldom met with
south of Cape Race in January, but a sharp lookout should be kept for it near the end of the
month.
Loss of a Maine Sim*. The ship Alfred i>.
Snow which left San Francisco, Aug. 31, for Liverpool w as w recked Jan. ft in IlerryTock Bay at the
entrance of Waterford Harbor, Ireland. All the
The bodies of the captain
crew were drowned.
and one of the crew were rescued. The Snow w as
one of the Nevada Banks fleet of wheat ships, was
built and owned in Thomaston, and was ol' 2,073,30
gross tonnage. The crew consisted of Capt. W.
H. Wiley, First Mate P. II. Sullivan, Second Mate
John Chihl and twenty-six seaman. Capt. Wiley’s
The cargo
w ife accompanied him on the voyage.
of wheat was valued at $05,000; insured. The
Alfred D. Snow’ was ow ned by T. W.Chipman A
Co., Thomaston, Maine, and cost $115,000. Fully
insured in Eastern companies. It is a singular
coincidence that her loss, w ith the same number of
men, should follow soclosely upon the loss of ship
Alfred Watts, of the same town, of 2,043.00 tons,
and with the same number of fatalities, twentylive, w hich was reported December 12.
Freights. The Freight Circular of Snow’ A
Burgess, New York, for Use w eek ending Jan. 7th
reports: The scarcity of tonnage is also experieuced in the River Plate trade as vessels are
desired to load general cargo hence, also Lumber
at the East and South; the latter more
at Gulf ports, from w hence the quoted rate is $13.
Brazil freights remain quiet at nominally unchanged rates. Tonnage for Molasses from Cuba
ports meets with more attention upon the basis of
previous rates. Sugar vessels are also inquired
for, and included in the business completed is a
steamer from one or two ports North Side to north
of llatteras, not Last of New York, at $3.25 per
Hhd, and 13cents per 100 lbs. In other West India
departments no change of special character is
noticed. In the Coastwise Lumber department the
demand continues only moderate, yet former rates
to

Rubbers)!

particularly

well maintained. ‘Coal freights

improving,
with the quoted rate to Boston and vicinity $1.50$
$1.55 and discharge. Charters: Schr. Addle E.
Snow’, from Elizabethport to Bucksport, Coal,
$1.75 and discharge. Ship Tillie E. Staibuck
75,000 cases Refined, Philadelphia to Japan, private
are

terms.

Ail persons indebted to
settle,

i.

prices

that

will

us

please

iUHSCETT,

Main St., Belfast.

!

Pair
Precious to mocitifj info our .V/’Jl d'i'Oii P O Y M. IIX S riiPF'T tre
propose (in order to percent trouble of ntociny) to inauyurutc the
(j ecu test sla tttjhfer of prices erer heard f»/‘. and trill enumerate jirsf
a fete of fh. se uuajrproachatdc bunjahts :

RSI 'A NT to a written leanest made to me by a
majority of the Board of ! >irectors of the Belfast and Moo^ehead Lake Railroad Company, notice is hereby given that a meeting of the stockholders of said Company will he held at the Court
House in Belfast, Maine, on Thursda> the second
day of February, A. D. Lsss, at in o'clock in the
forenoon to act upon the f< blowing business, to wit
To set; if tin* stockholders of said Compan\ will
authorize and instruct the Directors to issue bonds
and secure the same by a mortgage of the t om
puny’s property for the purpose of renewing and
refunding the first mortgage bonds of the ( ompane
maturing in lsjw), and to transact any other business that may be necessary to carry out the pur(. B. HAZKLTINL.
poses aforesaid.
President of the Belfast and Moosehead Lake
Railroad Company.
Belfast, Me., dan. 10, l^SS.— \w%2_

sold

the celt-heated lIai,iilton Mill* i.'ashmt r•
at $10,00. our price s-5^ .<M>„

of

F

eccrywhere

MEN’S DARK MIXED OVERCOATS
sj»dl=©o„

Heavy Fur Beaver Overcoats,

Men’s
1

ItLUIC, HI.-H'K

J
1

HHO li V. ire// iiunle irilh <t t/oort
our jtrirc *•« J

nr

lar

lininy,

regu-

i.rire i<7.00,

!

PRICE

CURRENT.

l»e given to anvhody finding the hodv of
Mr. RFNSON SKWAl.l,, of Iiangor, who'was
drowned at Hampden, Wednesday. Dec. -’7. I"7.
Notice should he sent to either of the loll *wing
persons: 1’rof. C. J. II. Ropes, Prof. I". !». Denio,
or Abel Hunt, Fsq., all of Iiangor.
F. R. DF.NK).
Respectfully yours,
Rangor, Me., dan.isss.— iwj

(irfU'i'dHtwl fitsf

W^lLI-i

<>og70
Ib,
t>l*g7
tt.00g7.00
big is
s.alO Veal if tb,
0g7
12314 Wool, washed l0’ tb, :»‘2g.‘i:i
24 Wool, unwashed, 24ii'jr*
i.OOga.OO
«s$lu Wood, hard,
;{.00g:i.r>0
10$ 12 Wood, soft,

color )S i !. /t

1

Duck!?'lb,

Kggstf’doz.,

y

Those who have seen that popular
comedy, “The Private Secretary," will
never forget the wealthy
uncle from

India, who has suffered a thousand deaths
from a torpid liver ; indeed, liis misery
has been so terrible and so prolonged,
that it has become tiie nightmare of his
life. Every one he meets, whether it be
maid or man, is abruptly asked, “How's
Although in many inyour liver ?"
stances and circumstances the question
may seem out of place, in view of the
startling amount of misery, disease, and
death that springs directly from a sluggish liver and an enfeebled digestion,
this question should be brought face to
face before every one.
With a healthy,
active, vigorous liver, almost every disease can bo thrown off.
With a diseased
liver, and the baleful results that follow
in its wake, viz. : indigestion, malnutri-

Severe

in cold weather. It is a blood disease and can be
reached only through the blood. Local applications are no good. Mr. Geo. E. Dame, of Coritina,
Me., gives this high testimonial: "l have been
troubled with catarrh for many years and have received the greatest benefit from Dell’s Sarsaparilla." It is worth it- weight in gold for checking
< inly SO cents per bottle.
All druggists.
catarrh.

MARRIED.

Il'<

offer for Christinas au-il Xeiv

Neckwear, Silk and Cashmere Mufflers. Siik Suspenders. Kid or Buck Gloves, Fur and Cloth Gaps, Hats and
Fine Underwear, ail at unheard of low prices, at

-%7ir J\. *X THS T*. ISM AM’S

DR. R. C. FLOWER’S
6REAT SCIENTIFIC

Strictly One Price Clothing House

Waldo

-BE3LFAST—

Earache!
Toothache!
If ITSf A liOTTLi: OS'

FORSYTH'S

;

i

Liverand Stomach Sanative
Quickly regulates the liver, invigorates
the stomach, nud vitalizes the general
It is the one great, -absolute
system.
Specific for liver and stomach disorders
that the nineteenth century has produced.
Price, $1.00 a bottle. For sale by all

F.H. Francis & Co.’s,

OIEIO.

A MISUNDERSTANDING.
“Why do you, look so sad, so anxious, so careworn, old fellow? Have you lost a friend, or Is it
because It is Lent?”
“Yes. You’ve struck it, Charlie; it is because it
is lent—my last half dollar—and I am suffering so
from

In East Knox, Jan. 5, William Swctt, aged 70
years and 0 months.
In Jamaica Plain, Mass., Dec. 30, Albert A.
Fredson, aged 28 years and 10 months.
In Uockport, Dec. 31, Mrs. Albert Kells, aged 80
years.
In Vinalhavcn, Jan. 2, Henry C., son of John
Yinal, aged 43 years.
In Vinalhavcn, Jan. 1, Capt. Jonas Mills, aged 00
a

native

are

mysCTKKrissf
weak
IVEftIV IHEIV

hood from yoolWnl error., Ac., quietly Ut tout, M
»■ Boot on All Prlrafe IMoeuoeo oent free.

Eg? fcWKlMIVlBWaBt

DYSPEPSIA AND INDIGESTION.
and I have the Heartburn so badly that nothing
will help me but a box of

Dr. Mark E. Woodbury's Dyspepsia Killers,
and they always relieve me, no matter how much
Little lozenges to carry In your vest
1 suffer.
pocket, always at hand, always cure, and cost you
50
cents
a box (trial boxes for 25 cents).”
only
Doolittle & Smith, 24 and 2G Trcmont St., Boston,
! will send them by mail anywhere In the United

1

I

States

on

receipt

of

price.

D. K.’S make yon €>• K.

CHASE,

Graduate
AT

Hiram

THE

Chase
25

Optician,

STOEE

Jewelers,

Main SI., Belfast.

CHEAP
FEEL

NO OUST!
m

Um2is

NO ASHES!

rsiNti

Tin:

INDESTRUCTIBLE

FUEL.

Set, largest si/.e $2, for three
blocks, in tiii can. Smaller sizes
in proportion.
Expense in any
stove or open grate, 1 ct.per hour.
PRATT A CO., Ccir 1 Managers, 4! school st.,
Boston, Mass. Local ami General Agents wanted.
Full

Ini2

rou

a.

lyrls

sai.k m

iionrs

a

to., iMfust.

Boys’ Extra High €it
t BUTTON^ BOOTSTH
-SIZES II TO 2, ALL SOLID,-AT-

OF

*© Son,

MASS.

Bottles 25 and 50 rents.

la.

Main Street, Belfast,

FRED T.

W't'sijjiito, Prop.,

LOWELL,

I

druggists.

Co., Boston, Mass.

G<>(>. II.

Corn Cure5
To he found oti/i/ fit

R. C. Flower Medical

I ti:n I your Kkys roxi. I’a in
•tire for Toothai lie ami Kar
I
have
ahumlant
had
aehe,
proof in my own
family. A hit of eotton wet with it ami put into
tlie eavity of the tooth or into tin* ear will st*• |*
either aehe almost instanth.
M IIS. M ATT I !•: NOKI., We t Andover, Mass.
as

Liberty.
In Islesboro, Jan. 2, by Rev. J. K. West, James
O. Scott and Miss Laura j. Williams.
In Georgetown, Jan. 1, at the home of the bride’s
father, Dr. J. E. Steadman, by Rev. D. A. Sherwood, Herbert A. Ellis, of Lansing, Col., and Miss
Mat'v E. .Steadman, of Georgetown, Me.
In' Rockland, Jan. 4, LcForest Fuller, of Waltham, Mass., and Lottie C. Ames, of Rockland.
In Rockland, Jan. 1, Capt. Janies Adams and
Mrs. Elmira M. Ames, both of Rockland.
lit Hock port, Jan. 1, W. W. Ripley, and Mamie
A. Jones, both of Rockport.
In Waldoboro, Dec. 2!», Joel F. Cushman, of Arrowsie, and Mabel E. Willett, of Waldoboro.
In Waldoboro, Dec. 24, Reddington R. Miller and
Annie O. Kaler, both of Waldoboro.
In Castine, Dec. 24, Peter Hutchins, of Orlaml,
and Miss Isa llackctt, of Castine.

Whiting,

i air's i'rcsni's

IX ELKOAXT I I V/; Ol

tion, headache, heartburn, constipation,
etc., disease readily gains a foothold, and
rapidly brings about fatal results.

In Prospect, aan. 2, by Kcv. W. Daldwin, Herbert A. Dlancliard, of Minn., and Miss Fannie L.
Crockett, of Prospect.
In Fort Fairfield, .Ian. 2, by Itev. Mr. Withec,
John N. Tilton, of Thorndike, and Miss Isadore
Dishop, of Fort Fairfield.
In Liberty, Jan. 0, by G. II. Cargill, Esq., Silas
D. Howes ami Miss Louisa L. Turner, both of

years and 0 months.
In Warren, Dec. 20, Barzilla G.
of Union, aged 77 years.

to

Velvet and Satin

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Sufferings

equally loir.

n

|Salt,

are

/*«yitf((rettsfo)n

*4

ora i:\tiin: stock or

Fowl
fl»,
Geese V 11.,
Ret ail Market.
Retail Market.
7 <j> Limo if bill.,
l.OOfll.Or*
Beef, cornet 1, l-‘S II,
5
is Oat Meal if B.,
Butler salt, & box,
73 Onions if ib,
:*ii4
Corn V bush.,
Cnn ke*l Coi n
bush., 73 Oi 1, ke rosette, if gu 1 .,1 Og 1 *2
73 Pollock W IS,
:Oa'34
Corn Meal V bush.,
14 $17 Pork if lb,
1»§10
Cheese W tb,
Cotton Seed V ewt., 140 Plaster if bid., 1.00gl.lt)
;i
.r>$s ityc Meal if th,
Codfish, dry. d lb,
*■ 31 o Shorts If ewt.,
121a
Cra ii 1 jorries *»•’«11.,
OlagH
Clover Seed V Is,
Ugla Sugar if lb,
4."»
;,.oo«t;.o.
T. 1., if'bush.,
Flour v bhi.,
II. (..Seed (, hu.;2.b0$3.00 Sweet Potatoes if lb, 0<i0
0.412'Wheat Meal y tb, ;Pag4
Lard t> lb,

from Catarrh

!*,<!

note

SKlt i ICF.USi /•:. «;/• 14 to lit. rethn-ril from

vrav

$71 rotatoes,
.‘a$ij(> Round Hog
11314 straw tf’ton,
10$ 12 Turkey if tb,

Ihvi'Vii*,

COi.i

OVI3RGOATS,

BIBS

BOFS

i

Vi’.i .1 /

priee

laaile 1'ixit,

a

Bariev lr hush,
Cheese fcMb,
Chieken V!b,
Call' Skins tj>

j

at

disposal,

amuse

City Block,

made

|

aoj

to

simply

GEO.

Francis’ ShoeStore

Pries Paid Producers
Produce Market.
.>.Oftgi:b(H)
4037.V Hay S' ton,
Apple* P l ush
dried \? lb,
4$<»j I titles fe'tti,
Lamb
r
B,
3.,
>£*U
hu, 2.2a$2
7'>§l*2.j
medium,
2.0Ug2.2;V Lamb Skins,
f»«7
\ oliov. e\ es, l.su$2.(H) M utlon V tb
Butler V H»,
1««20 Oats V bush, .Vi lt» 42<si.">

Poston and

sixe.

with the market firm.

BELFAST

fore.-jt

whole steak is at your

large

■

iiobrons, 7*.-; peerless,
prolities, Sic.
Apples are in good request for the best baldwins
eating fruit; Spies, s'2.2.'»a:> bv bbl; spitz,
'i--7.N;
S2.greenings, *2U2.2c; baldwins,
No. 2 apples, .* I n I ..'»o: evaporated apples, fancy,
for good to choice, bjJlOe; quartered
lOglle. If'
and sliced, 55tie.
Ilay is very quiet, with the quotations at: Choice
to prime hay, .*17uls; fair to good, $153 1*»; hastern
tine .*12{j!’»; poor P ordinary, .*12.ill: Mast swal ■*,
s:|0>jll: rve straw, choice, .*17n1.S.50; oat straw,
$!).*>!> ,jb).
j
In fresh beef there is a fair request. with quotaMuttons and lambs are
tions well sustained.

steady,

Sj»jL.,S£39

you and tempt you to buy.
THIS SALE WILL LAST T»9 Vi EE ECS.

!

a

Quilts!

Elegant

AT-

and good

—

the

our

will

gess, Tacoma.

Calcutta, Dec. 20. Sailed ship Belle of Bath,
Nichols, New York.
Lyttleton, Nov 2d. Sailed bark Herbert Black,
Nichols, Newcastle.
st Johns, P K, Dec 7. Arrived brig Stockton,
Allen, New York.
Valparaiso, Nov 11. Sailed ship Iceberg, Treat,

Relief

for

in fast

Temple.

22 Cis*

the

at

We offer you an

ale higher.

price,

Beans are steady and linn, with pro es full} sustaineil: Choice Vermont hand picked pea, .*2.7fwj
2.sn; medium, .*2.10g2.at;; New ^ ork small hand
picked pea, *2..Vi«2.t!o; large, s*2.Io<j2.a0; yellow
#t2.2.“».
eyes, $2.10 g 2..‘>0; foreign, S1
Potatoes are about steady at the following quotations: lloulton rose, per bus. sjasae; hebrons, St
: Aroostook rose, sue; hebrons, s*Je; northern

dacksonville, dan 2. Sailed from Fort George,
Penobscot, Carter, and charlotte T Sibley,
Bartlett, lor New York.
Philadelphia, dan 4. Cleared bulk Lvunell,
Coleord, New Haven: 7th, cleared sch Gertrude L
Trundy, Davis, Cardenas.
Portland, dan 4. Cleared sch Yale. Simpson,
Baltimore; 7th, denied sch Helen <7 Moseley,
Holt, Sagua.
Mobile, dan d. Arrived sch Stella M lv« y«*n,
Williams, New York via Key West.
savannah, dan a. Sailed sell Win 1'retie rick,
Burgess, Darien.
San Diego, Dec 20. Arrived ship Levi C Bur-

string

the

i Ajjjfg]

The butter market appears to
be tinner, with tin* supply of really good l'resh
The best fall butter is also in
made not large.
•rood request, especially sm-h as retains its full
flavor. Ka.-tern creameries, 2.')«2*;*2e.
l'here is also a strong market for cheese, with
the best in round lots selling quite readily at ll^e.
It is claimed that the market is really short of
strictly line ehce-e. The quotations are: Choice
northern and we tern, 11 2 al.’'2<-; fair to good,
able; ordinary and poor, 7<J'.C northern sage,
a! te: jobbing prices are >2c higher.
The poultry market is in better shape, the weathChickens and fowls are selling at
er being colder.
|oe for goi:d lots. Northern chickens and turkeys
of the best quality are quirk at Maine.
K.ggs are dull, except for really fresh. I-n-tern
n-27e ; fancy, higher; firsts 24S-’.V extra
fresh,
northern, 2-*».• gr,; goe.d to fresh western. 2->{j2te
N:i\ a Scotia, Island and New Brunswick. 21c ;
choice held eggs, i u-2; limited, Mnihe; jobbing

schs

hard,

Market.

Produce

Boston

Boston, Jan. 10.

Camden.

Tuesday

hook,

H, B,

A. P. Mansfield, Masonic

SAI I.K1».

drama, “Forced to the War,”
drew

Temperance.

.Jan 5, sells E L Warren, Colson, Boston; Rimr
Dove,-, Roekport; Com Meatier,-,
Bootlibay.
sells I* JIa/eltine, Kneelaml. Boothbay;
.Jan
Jennetta, Rogers, do; A W 1-IUis, Ryder, Bo*ton.

So well may all bless the honnie bride,
Ami sing hail to the lover true,
Ami pray that all choicest joys betide
Their wedding old ami new !

was played in
cdnosday evenings,

of

and

bargains which
only a UNITED

ai:i:ivki>.

And it reaches forth, so daring-lond,
To the last unknown to be;
And il holds fast shut; in it magic bond
Life’s deepest mystery.

V,

Friend
man

TOUT OF BELFAST.

is

which

Fancy Goods and Small Ware Dept.

offer you we have
quantity and cannot duplicate them after
these are sold.

we

3HIP NEWS.

the ancient hearth-lire was virtue’s guide,
A ml each wedding makes earth new;
Ami all the workl loves a honnie bride,
Amt welcomes :i lover true.

Tin*

REMEMBER in these two

life-long acquaintance of
temperance
Governor Marble, in speaking of him to the Democrat says: “The temperance people need have no
apprehension hut that they will lind a linn friend
in Governor Marble.
j Oxford Democrat.

So

Castink.

Firm

A
A

OUsl-

iriias recejvQci a generous mark down.

in the custom houses

n

Wear,

Boys’

COTTONS, GINGHAMS, PRINTS, &c.

12 1-2 Cts. Per Yd.

I'uMIowr.

Democratic

cast-iron cut-dov.

new

nal.

A11*i though <*vi 1 slay on earth’* broad highway,
'1 here’s at least one sacred spot;
”i i- when: two stand close, hand clasped in hand,
And lean o’er their baby’s cot.

For it roots its strength in the powers that
A il being’s endless chains.

25 Cent Flannel for

genuine

—--EVERYTHING

delight the smugglers. M'hat is -ivby the discharge of a few employee* \.i!jha\o
to be paid hack with big interest to the i’nited
.States marshal's department. ! Biddeford Juur-

name.

king;
oil, f.ovc, in this world of ours,
Aral wedding love chief reigns;

The

Men and

WOOLENS for

Man.

in Maine will

hidden treasure.

altar- to home’s sweet

Godly

Ladies and Gents’ Underwear,

There is

nomination.

cd

Universalist church. He came down last fall
friends
presented with a line gold headed cane for his ser and with the help of the neighbors and
on the grave yard, built a
vices as receiver of the order for live years, for made extensive repairs
cleared up the yard and graded up the
which ho would take no recompense.
He, of new fence,
roadside. He conducted Joseph Perkin’s funeral
course, was surprised and said he would speak
and was the next to follow.Mrs. Mary J. Rich,
later. K. B. Stover was the donor for the Lodge
of Minnesota, is visiting her brother, Chas. FowlThe age of the late Ed. Ginn, of this place, was 4;i
er, after an absence of !tl years. She was formerly
ns stated last week-B. IS. Stoyears, and not
of Thorndike.John II. Black, Charles Arnold
ver has a cat named Jack, which is 17 years old
and has had

for

gubernatorial

The

herds of

And in new-time trotihles, when life seems
And the world all going wrong,
the ; ”i'i> the dearest comfort and safest
guard,
last
When two walk together along.

sight. if -he goes on at her prespromise
ent pa it
in* v. ill be bigger than the old elm on Huston < muinon by tile time -he blooms-it has been
mi

—

the border of

O TSTTOVT-^T /-K T

-at

[The Churchman.

■

!Y et

.*»

ii will be

that o.-easion.

day veiling Jan. 2nd by Past Department Commander, Benj. Williams, assisted by Past Commander A. J. Crockett of Edwin Libby Post, Rockland : Com., Geo. F. Wentworth; S. V. C., M. E.
Richards; J. V. C., Jus. W. Achorn: Q. M., Alden
Millei, Jr.; Surg., John II. Thomas; Chap., Jonathan Annis; <>. D., C. W. Thomas; Adjt., J. F.
Tobin; O. G., Chas. A. Morse; Sergt. Maj., E. T.
WilBon; (). M. S., John II. Marshall. A large.lelegation from the Sons of Veterans’ Camp at Rock
port were present. After the ceremony of installation, a camp-fire was held in the banquet room
The followin'; officers of Mt. Battic Lodge, 1. o. of
o. F
Xo. 102 were duly installed by D. D. G. M..
John Colson, assisted by G. M., G. W. Hix, G. W.;
F. A. Ripley, G. S., A. C. Hamilton; G. Treas., C.
H. Moore, of Rockland : X. H. IIosokt, X. G.; J.
W
Bowers, V. G.; J. If. Sherman, Sec..; W. li.
Pascal, Treas.; W.C.Gouclier, Chap.; F. N. Wheeler, Warden; Frank S. Sherman, Conductor; Richard F. Pendleton, O. S. G.; Fred D. Aldus, I. S.
G. ; John Mason, R. S. F. G.; E. H. Young, L. S. X.
G.; Emerson T. Sherman, R. S. S.; John Bean, L.
S. S.; Granville Poole, R. S. V. G.; J. II. Rollins,
L. S. V. G. The exercises were interspersed with
appropriate music by a quartet, consisting of Miss
Minnie Parkcjr, Miss May Cleveland, Mr. John G.
Trim and Mr. James R. Small, with Mrs. Ruel
Robinson as organist. A supper and dam ’ng followed the installation ceremonies. Muslft by
Cleveland’s orchestra
Capt. Isaac W. Wertnan,
of the ship Frederick Billings, arrived home last

on

have in store for you in this dept.

are

Remnant Dress Goods

25 Gil- PI? YE

of

shall offer you
another SPECIAL BARGAIN in

And so every day he gave the Almighty
Advice which he*deemed of great worth:
And his wife took in sewing
To keep things a-going
While lie superintended the earth.

I-or though hi.-ton' pages drip with tears,
And are stainedWith sin and shame,
Through man', slaw march onward, brave love up-

|)i-

year ago....We
ranium belongwinter

d

authorized

The

And as grand religious and nations’ state
From the ancient hearth-tire grew,
>o each li e'll w edding is consecrate
To the holy in old and new.

ere*! that Wil-

:«:iun.

<;<t and the

s

b-otns and
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receive the nomination of the Republicans of
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following original poem by Mrs. Anna (tar11 n -pemcr, of Tr«.y, was among the souvenirs
of
pr» .-.‘n‘o ! to the bride, who is a granddaughter
the late l'.mery >aw\ er, of Scarsport:
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glory of writing all the news; <• penally
part that has a savoring of talent in the

WiNTKlti’oKT. Capt. K. G. Hutchinson, of sell.
Mary Ann McCann, arrived at Grenada Hoc. Pith,
after a passage of only I I days from New Yor!
This is said to i e one of the quickest trips on reconi— Mr. James F.
Boardman, of Biddcford,
was in tow n for a day or two 11»iweek visiting bis
sister, Mrs. James Freeqian-The following < Hi
M.,
eers were in.-talh d at Howard Lodge. F. A: A
K. !•'. Flemant, W. M.; C.
on Friday evening last:
Nason, s. W.. II. Grant, J. W ; 1>. M. .spencer. S.
1>.; J,. Atwood, J. 1).; Capt. II. F. Sproul, >. S.;
C. K. Hill, Sec.; T. KaCapt. George Knox, J.
ton, Tyler; Uev.W. Baldwin, Chap... Mrs. Bertha
Atwood is very siek but is thought to be slightly

Troy,'daughter

horrible

paper, once white, is now nearly a eream eol »r.
that a horse belonging to ,t Mr. Jackson at the
the top of the picture is an old fashioned ship with I
Kingdom, slip; l and fell, injuring him in such a
Below are bars, stripes and
a high quarterdeck.
manner that he died—The universal expression 1folds, and other characters, w ith three birds, soaio
I! tld- tiling
Hla.-itthe lurk, why loe-n’t it snow 1'
of the stripes, bat s and folds are emlda/.om <1 \vith
continues there w ill be a cry for more wood !
gold, and others colored scarlet. The dill'erent

the .James

days only
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Ti ukm.tt sawyi u. Married in Troy, N. V.,
Dec.
Is-7. at tin- residence of the bride’s parent.-, 11v the lb-v. .1. 1-1. <7. Sawyer, assisted I»y the
Lcv.tieorge W. Drown. Mr. Robert (L Turknett,
f Chicago. and Miss Flora Longfellow Sawyer,
of the officiating clergyman.
of

■■

ami < hatintk- 1. -lbh \. of this port, which
i.\or .fa< k.-i‘ii\il’.e bar .Ian. -1. bouml for

that

tin- largest
One
thorou^hbrcl Short
lionir ;s. Maine is the llrigadicr Island herd of Mr.
whose
farm is oil the
town.
of
this
].. \, Do-,',
w ell-know n
Brigadier or Sears’ Island in the town
one
of the oldest
is
also
herd
'i
bis
111 ,-M*ar-)>ort.
in the Slate. Mr. Dow having been engaged in
at
least
snorth
'i-ns
for
tl:e
twenty.live
breeding
In rd t present comprises some thirty
!
nranimal', fount' n being rows, and with the excepti: ii of the bull-* the remainder being two and
The bull “Oxford Lad,”
.•no-war eld'and calve?*.
tpnr? tiu- ffk't'iated herd of J{. Sumner .V Son,
\\ ood.'torK, ( onn., whi di has stood at the head of
ti.. Island herd for four years, will be disposed of
the coining spring and a new one purchased to
take hi- plate. Mr. Dow has for years been a
lar^u exhibitor and high prize winner at our State
and Sow F.nghmd lairs, and will purchase next
spring to take < >\lord Lad.’s place in his herd, one
of the bc't young bulls tliat can be found in New
Lngland. [Eastern Farmer.
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Me., now in the l.ihhy family in ITospert.
Mi dohii l.ihhy, whose grandmother was a .James,
ame to 1’nopeet about ImI!, an«l beginning as an
apprentice in a blacksmith shop, steadily worked
hi- way, l*y honest dealing and industry, to he one
of the largest tax payers in town. Ills age is r.ow
75 years. The coat of arm- is in the keeping of
Miss Oria Libby, his datigliter. The wood frame,
]'.*x 15, 1- black, with composition metal easting
inch wide
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goods will not fail to procure at least
one dress pattern.

claim the

our item of last week says:
The little town of Searsport, down in Maine,
which possesses the remarkable distinction ol being tlie home of 77 active eoimnanders of American sailing ve->els,of them masters of full rigs going
■jfi 1 ship-, is indignant tliat Sec. Fairchild
i.(deprive it of even its little three hundred dolnot alwhile
the
I ,r custom house, ami
complaint,
together sound and logical, w ill doubtless receive a
rather
seem
it
does
of
great deal
svinpathy.
hard that searsport, familiar in foreign lands as
of
the
some
of
proudest ships
the bailing place
which llv our Hag, and of a race of shipmasters
which has never been surpassed, should lack the
* tlign.itv of a
nited States custom office.
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wish to inform those interested in Poor's Mills
new14, that your correspondent does not wish to

ing Iroin

ailed, v. In* die--e:! tin- w<aind in a
vriy Jim- mai.r.er,ami 'Si pent fellow ha- been do
in,; a- well a- c*>ui<i 1 e expected. 'SVii.-it make* the*
ea.-c particularly hard is tin* 1m
tin- hi
has
i.
Hit
-.ml no home. His parents are* dead,
lie is dwarf •! i: -m' .r *.: a l although 21 years of
a rc. lias the appearance of a boy about
12. In his
lull health ami tri a:th he <*otiI«l hardly earn inliving, ami ii-av the poor fellow will obtain a livelihood in the iuii.’v is hard P* conjertuio. tjuite a
liberal an* uni
••*»r.in!>u:-.,d f**r iiim--enough to
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]■ i.<*u111<• 11i:t. >he was living w ith Ik.t daughMiKlvenn Grant m;i- at
ter, Mi- Jim Ward..
li.ain ( hri-lma- fr-.:. Laugo--l*en .lilamhard
ani\* I home from
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Fred W. Brown in the

follows
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Lnginc Company has elected the foling ollicers tor the ensuing year: J. IL Sullivan,
Foreman; Ik A. sargent, 1st Assistant; -J. L.
Hamilton, b«! A.-sistant; C. «>. sawyer, Clerk and
Ti usurer. The engine and equipments are in the
usual line condition and the boys have s?xt\ dollars
in the companvk- treasury. It was voted to serve
an oyster-tew Wednesday the lltli inst.
The Host on Daily Journal of Jan. nth in quot-
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Several have positions this wincity liram
mar School, Rev. Geo. C. Sheldon at Knox Corrcr,
Hovev Shepherd in Fairtield, and Mary Woodbury
in Monroe—Miss Nellie Sheldon has just closed
a successful term in Morrill and secured a position
in the school of matrimony with Herbert Rowe.
We congratulate Mr. Rowe on getting so good an
assistant, and Nellie on her success....Three of
the sehoolniarnis are attending school here, pre-
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feeding for the market, ami is now ready for a
purchaser—In our school district there are eleven
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The importance of purifying the blood cannot be overestimated, for without pure
blood you cannot enjoy good health.
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good medicine to purify, vitalize, and enrich
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Hood's Sarsaparilla is sold by all druggists.
Prepared by C. I. Hood & Co., Lowell, Mass.
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dangerous mineral, Mi'.ROt'RY, aral while
its action as a curative is fully cqu.d, it
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Tin* mineral product of the l nited States
l'or lsst; was the largest on record in anv oun-

try.
husband in Bull'alo. tiiidinic i is wile drunk
and no Christmas dinner cooked, beat 1.: r till
she died.
It is understood that Sunset C:>\ iu'-Nts on
beinir put at the head of the Wav- an i MeanCommittee.

i lie evidence eotiles from ail classes. The
highest medical authorities, like Dr. Robson,
lit surgeon in the English navy, and l)r. Wilson
editor of ••Health.” of London. Eng.: and
!erg> men of the highest reputation like Rev.
Dr. Rankin, x-chuplain of the t'. S. senate,
and Dr. Kendrick of the Rochester I’niver.sity,
one of
the international revisers of the new
testament, are amon^ the published witnesses.
Hundreds of these testimonials have been and
are published.
They can he easily verified. A
standing oiler of $5,000 for proof that any one
of them is not true, so far as the proprietors
know, is a fair guarantee of their genuineness.
If a man is suffering from any one of the ailments, of which there are so many, growing
out of kidney derangement, is it not more than
foolish for him to refuse to try Warner’s safe
cure when thousands testify
they have been
cured hv it?
Think of it!
The men who refuse to believe that anything
can be valuable because it is in conflict with old
ideas and methods are the men who *‘get left”
in this world and go before their time to try
another.
“Perullar” Means.
Applied to Hood’s Sarsaparilla, Che word Pecuii
is of great importance. It means that Hood’s
Sarsaparilla is diflerent from other preparations
in many vital points, which make it a thoroughly
iio:u*~t and reliable medicine. It is Peculiar, in a
strictly medical sense; first, in the combination of
remedial agents used; second, in the proportion in
which they are prepared; third, in the process by

which the active curative properties of the medicine are secured. Study these points well. They
moan volumes.
They make Hood’s Sarsaparilla
Peculiar in its curative powers, as it accomplishes
wonderful cures hitherto unknown, and which
give to Hood’s sarsaparilla a clear rigid to the
title to “The greatest blood purifier ever discovered.'*

“Do you have nianv letters nowadays from that
fair unknown of yours out west?” “No; you sec
that she asked for my photograph. I sent it. I’ve
never received another letter from her since.”

Kx-Gov. Alger of Michigan last, week imule
holiday gifts of suits of dollies to J.VM) newsboys ami a toil of coal and a barrel of Hour
to each of 1000 poor families in Detroit.

The proposition to secure an extradition
treaty
for embezzlers is looked upon by certain expatriated persons across the northern frontier as an
outrage of gigantic proportions.

Be

Mr. George W. Childs of the Philadelphia
hedger made Christmas presents to his employes aggregating *10,000. Mr. Childs also
gave liberally to hundreds dependent on his
charity.

lour Own

| n |b
[J
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It is said that the Democrats will not indorse the tariff recommendations of the President, but will indorse a bill to be introduced
by Mr. Itandall, thus hoping to avoid a Presidential coutcst on tariff issues.
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«dally tiie Arm, Pain bet we< n Shoulder.; and in Sid<. Dry Cough, I’latideneo, Sour St< ■lnaeii, or il'suiTer
ill" from General Debility with Loss of Appetite, procure a bottle of Anti-Apopleetine, it not only
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prices.
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Masonic Publishers acd Manufacturer*,
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California Excursions
LOW lt.t rI S' FllEI: HLEKVIXG AVVOMMODATIOSS.
For full Information eonsult your nearest ta ke
agent or A. C. Hakvky .t Co :>»K) Washington
3in.V>
street, Boston, Mass.
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upon Nervous «n»l Ph\ :enl Debility. Preir.
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L’.rrnrs
Youth, Kxhnnst>-d Vitality.
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"nod, and ttu* untold miseries ronseijn-nt there* n.
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substantial
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They will l*ve even lllillf.'. Tlirv :11V Si.H rii-n
win“Ve. iTiee 10c. a pnekage —40 e<>lor-. liny
have no equal for strength, Brightness, \mount m
Packages or for fastness o» Color, or Non-faMing
Qualities. Titov ilo not erook or smut. I* or sale hy
H. II. MOODY, Druggist.
IvrS
Cor. Main and High his.. Belfast. Me

HARVEY
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t>I<*«lirnl Work
.Xiddle-Aued
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SALEM FiASS.

Known, Trias

Do Your Own

A latent

SHEET IE/

LEH PIPE
j

Bay state, Haynes Excelsior and Wm s.
Tilton Sold Medal GUITARS, $10 to $10.
music boxes, 50 cents to $300. solo ed
CORSET, $10. Haynes VIOLINS, Orctatra,
$25; Solo, $35. Special snare DRUMS, $6.
Crosby FIFES, $2. Drum Corns and Bands
send lor Estimates. Catalogues free. I.c.
HAYNES & co., 33 Conn st., Boston, Mass.
2m49
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GEO. 0. HORS.
fessionally engaged.
Searsport, March 8, 1887.—if 10
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Street, formerly' occupied by Dr
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and fmell.

Physician and Surgeon,

"VTOTICK is hereby given that the annual meeting
il of the above corporation will be belli at the
office of the treasurer (Belfast .Savings Bank) on
Monday, Jan. Hi, ISs'S, at 4 o’clock r. m.. for choice
of directors and to transact such other business as
may legally come before said meeting.
Per Order.
.JOHN II. QUIMBY, Clerk.
Belfast, Jan. 4, 188S.—2wl
n
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Surgeon,
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Jnflnmmu t ion,

LUCE,

EBLPAST,
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Portland Latin School

GEORGE C.

Belfast Gas Lilt
description we arc prepared to furnish workmen,
staging, and everything needed in building and re-

l

Catarrh

J

MAINE.

...

rouristG's.

«••!.*.

Stepenson.

LOWELL, MASS.

l

BILK!

Nasal

sirj'.v;»i,ias.

!■:.

and is prepared to perform dental work inaitiL
its brunches. Teeth extracted and tilled without pain by a new process, tins or ether xil
ministered if requested,
lielfast, Dec. 15, 1S87.—.*lni50

w'eight in gold. Illustrated book by mail free.
Sold everywhere, or sent l»v mail for 25 cents in
stamps. 2 1-4 lb. air-tight tin cans. ttl.OO; 1»> mail,
SI.20. Six cans by express, prepaid, for 85.00,
SR, I. S. JOHNSON & CO., Boston, Maes,

_

FOR SALK IIY

been repork <1 th.it Itrooks
i•
Jumper- are tor -ah* in other lo
■.ilitif- t i i; 111 I trunks, this is to rcrtil'y that none an111 if"in in\ *diop e\rrjit with a plate ti|»on whir!*
!> inscrihe.l tuv name .•uni n-ddcncc. None others
are of my make.
'Jtu47

Oflie Main

I have used Keystone Pain
Cure for live years and lind it the best cure for
colds and sore throat I ever used. I think *2.'> cents
worth of Keystone Pain Cure will save $25 in doetors’bills.
JOHN \V. FIFIELD,
Salisbury, X. If.

1
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^i’ilFUKAS
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HAS TAKKX

One
is absolutely puro and highly concentrated.
ounce is worlh a pound of any other kind.
It is
strictly a medicine to lie given with food. Nothing
on earth will make hens lay like it.
It cures chicken cholera and all diseases of hens.
Is worth its

rawosspji

»

>

|j. F. MtRRQW &
| Cl

Cores
JENNYS
C. W.
Chicken
Cholera. Knowlton’s UuilduHj, High Street*

full line of other
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!>e-t faeililies for instruetion in \<-ndcmic Studio,
witli Military Drill. I'aei:It\
Then. V. l.eightni;
^ ale -liolui;i la. fra tie Drowni. Head Master.':
Cim-. if Cushing
Yale
Edmund A. Dei.anno
Hamilton
Masters; i’rot. It. F. KU-nner. Taeti
eian and Instructor in the Modern Languages.
Hoarding Students admitted «»n any iliite. For fuit.
information address either of the ilead Masters,
thill

:»vvl
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PORTLAND, MAINE.

J. W. FREDERICK & CO.,
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BSOIIKS,

Ill'll.Ilf OS COMMISSION.

BELFAST.
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I Main.
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Apoplexy, but cures Paralysis, UheuinatSsm, Heart Disease, Angina Pectoris, Chronic Bronchitis, Liver
Complaint. Kidney and Bladder trouble Dyspepsia, &c., &c.
For Sale by all Druggists. Price $1.00 a bottle, six bottles for $5.00. Send to I>K. ]■'. S.
HUTCHINSON
CO., Eioanunon Fall1;, Vt.. U. S. A., for circulars, testimonials and a treatise on

a :i<

Uernoilellcil.
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When she had Children, she gave them

Castoria.
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Child, she cried for Castoria,
When she became Miss, she clung to Castoria,
When she

LSJ

For three years v.o hew * f:'. ?•; .'| | rcn hims. y 'vaVo in
•.
] c
T!i
;i:»•! cndknird until danaur
tin s- •miii. id: ib tl:i. 1.
f‘-r tlie host results from »’• us
Sheridans Powder to
i -as tin ', bid oak
-ixili.
M.‘»;
eve-nth,
mid
ii.
i :y. These premiums !
1.n
v : o
popular amnnir y
r...
.•
i;!:r\Vdks.
<•• X. \Y: v
Your-: truly.
lo op liens that v,m o'*i<
t:. 1 hi;■ ; r or- miums this
year. \\h will
vised :*i.d sworn to In P :v me ;i,i- tv.: a!. I-drh <bv r
hi v-M min. ni f i‘ separate premiums. for
pay one hundred thill
<
Hi
hi
t
rtlie four
sill(j.r’d v.orhs’ trial of Sin vidan’s Pov.d< r
A t t]
<•
to make h-’*ns lay.
The premiums are ns follows:
s' r»a. : !■ -d
present j>ii. e of fresh « l: ''in
Fit hi F ■■’?>. rs
ior fir:
\
( re : 1 ; 7>, ntn-Firr it,;1;.
p»r the cemnd; Fiji... u laid ft 17.50 \v< rill of
diirinv lii- ci.;i I \w ks' 1
Siiei idan’s iV-wiicr to make hens lay isso!■!
i"Ho, r> for : i:i1; and Tm Imllant f. r fourth host result.
»1.
Of .•< :n-rv person who competes cannot ipu a premium, hut a;tt! urmn'al storekeepers; or, f. r 50 cents in t.u.
v
tho following h-tu r from a party who oeZ ?o.j
a ;>r rtiimi, last
postpaid to any address, t \vo packs of tin* l'-.wd> r: !:
p
year, shows that ev- ryono can maku money h-y the use v»f Sheridan’s Or for S1.20, we will s< nd a lan;e 2li pound e a-\ < f I
Powder from increase of epus alt-no, even if they do in*'
Six cans sent id r r»co, c\p
l. oiv- or express prepaid.
mium:
1. S. .ft )ii NS«
express oilico in the United States.
1
22 Custom House St
South WALnonnr.o, Main!-:.
I commenced December G, 1880,to feed sixty liens the Shcriditu’s Powder
irV will send full particulars h mail to any ad lr

$25.
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Doctor.

It won’t cost you one-half as much. Do not delay. Send three 2-cent stamps for postage, and we
will send you Dr. Kaufmann’s great work, line colored plates, from life, on disease, its causes and
home cure. Address A. P. Ordway A Co., Boston,
2wl
Mass.
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The Interstate Commerce Commissioners
have referred to Congress the question whether express companies are subject to the interstate commerce law.

The Democrats are making extraordinary
efforts to elect the next President in case the
election should lie thrown into the House.
They arc now planning to get control of the
Michigan delegation, which they hope may be
possible by the death of Congressman Moffat.
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No remedy acts so directly on tic liver,
nothing so speedily cures Sick Headache,
Sour Stomach and gjlQg 9 AE2
biliousness as these
g g
,

In' til.' -tliiliim'

idea i-

rj Sr.

com

case

vn ii

“crank,”
invention i> “utterly ima new
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Rock Inland,
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of Nort’:ovn low
I V
East COiiU
Sioux Fails .o' i:
The 3hoi t I.i:i
superior iii.-ui::

WATCHES, CLOCKS, JEWELRY, &c

<

All efforts to settle the difficulty between the
Allan Steamship Line and the Grand Trunk
Railway having failed, Captain Smith, manager of the Allan Line, announces that their
steamers will go to Baltimore instead of Portland after this week.
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The best part of Wjtkelield. W is., is inashi s.
Forty building have been burned. Loss £100.000, little insurance. Many families are homeless and penniless.

some

1.1

Bo-ton

'FAX'S.
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1I" IS

aic .'lie.**
!'•*
i mi-imm fart i.» that in this class cdu; me.,
mi
enlists are found. In the days
St< phens m. the perfcetor of ih> ln: -lin
the scientists prowl eom-lus•
that a railway train r,,u!d never be driven
: 1
st-aim-powcr successfully without peril; hut
the nmhiug e.\piv*> trains all over the world
-hew i;ow mistaken they were. There went up
! a ae.mw of laughter a? Professor .Morse’s j.r«
1 position to make the Ii_ilitiiisii? of heaven his
rraud !<>y. and it w:i> proved conclusively that
|1 «tieli'ina could never
done: hut now all the
; news of the* wide- world !■>
Associated Press,
:
hi
put
your hands every morning and night,
\...' juieie all nations witnesses.
1! v. Dr. Trdmago in one of his sermons says:
j
ten m.ei: should come to you when you are
-i-h with appalling sickness* and say they had
i tie s;-ii kjM >s and took a eertstin medicine,
ud i: ured th.-in. you would probably take it.
1-(-w. siipp- -e t< n other men should Vome up
j and say. We don't believe that there is mutl i:.
in that medicine.*’ “Well/* 1 say, “have
I
tried it?” “No. I never trii<1 it; blit I don't
I it* i i \ lie
is anything in it." Of course you
!
iii their testimony. The sceptic may
i
jI rote,;- and say “There i< no power in \ our re 1 iji1 i n." “Have \ou ever tried it?” "No, no.'*
"Then avaunt !** “!.et me take the testimony of
1i the millions ol souls that
have been converted
i-> (*od. and comforted in trial, and solaced in
I
We will take their testimony as
the I 'd hour.
they cry “We are w it nesses:*’
The proprietor.-, of Warner's safe cure have
received over lo.oun voluntary testimonials to
tiie llieaey of that medicine. These have e-nne
i
j from almost very eivili/ed county, and they
jj may fairly claim “it has made all nations wit-

According to Attorney (hneral Winters, of
Newfoundland, tiie biy insular Province is not
anxious to cast in its fortunes with the Canadian Dominion.

miles of Belfast. Can supply

111'

lyrli;
NEBRASKA
r-f the

Is the

‘"

A t_\ pieal Florida breakfast at this sea-on consists of sliail, beefsteak,smothered chicken,and
buckwheat cakes, with cotleu and fruit.

We tend work anywhere within 25

'l

IN

"111" of ! hi'
won!-! :-e nil right, Were i! not for tin.
“Iv.i-alls’* in every community, who are Mire
■

Senator John Sherman ha- come out a/ain-t
the continuation of Lamar and says he will do
all he can to prevent it.

STEADY WORK, GOOD PRICES.
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The condition of atlairs in Hawaii is very
threatening:, and another revolution may occur
at any moment.
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A eurious proposition eoines from the War
Department to destroy some id’ tin* amnnuljited records.
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V>P OF Tl-E
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Dust Proof

to the old battlefield of
Antit tain, on the northern edge of whieh we
I
We then followed
again found the enemy.
i
to
hut
was
Kilpatrick
Falling Waters,
nothing
gained except Lee's rear guard. The next day ;
we reached Harper's
Ferry, thence proceeded
down London Valley again to Manassas Gap. 1
where the third corps met the enemy and!
drove them across the river. We reached Warrenton .Junction on Sunday afternoon. Since
leaving Falmouth we have inarched more than
tun mile* in the heat of July and driven Lee ini'* hi* old hiding place. This campaign is acknowledged by all to be the hardest one of the
war. aud also the most prolitahle.
Kleven
month-* ago the I'-Kh Maine w:.s I (HI) strong.
T*<:-•!a\ i:.- rank* number 2.Y). Some w!n> were
with u* th.-u are reposing on the hanks of the
L a; pn ham.ock. ( Fliers are asleep on the stain«'l and ever memorable ti-1 1 of (h-try-duirg.
a few
;
left. Perhaps it will not he out
"! plan? to give the names of a few bo\
from
Wal k- county who gave their lives, and of those
who to-day Miller from wounds received in the
late battle of Gettv*hurg.
i might begin with
<
B.: s* rgt. Leroy W. Scot t. of Belfast, (the
w it- .* n member* seeing him after the 2nd!
iaC* tight. -In*! tlir«>ug!» the bowels and sutler- j
i: g almost beyond endurance,* who died of hi*
wound*; Ldwin A. Howes.of Liberty, killed!
i: Wiiliard IL Hardy, of Sear*mont; j
Ju‘>
A' i d Tiir! i. of l’:i!i riiin: Ira Bennett. of
Moi.t\ill : F.anU ( *dlin, of Thorndike: William • urii*. of Monroe: ( has. II. Chandler,
<
!>.. B-ifasf; (b o. L. Starky (wounded): j
J !m Merriman. Morrill: Alfred 1‘. Waterd< **« A. WiN-m; Frederick 11. Wyman;
n
II d*ii T. Newell: Ald.en Cunningham; Alden j
il. Cn’*ti>; liiehard F. Flanders; Harry Kosw
: 1. *ub A. Kelley: Janies Bobbins: IIos- |
(
n
Tinnna*: Henrv 1>. Byard: Hor.ua*
!;•:*. IL Hamilton: Benjamin O. Lear:
< ha*.
A. Mureh. Co. F.: Knoeh C. How, of i
l‘ro>j et. The latter was a* hrave a hoy as
• ver gave hi* life for his
country. He received
:i tl«•*
wound in the head, Init still refused to
1
have the field. Being urged hard to go. and
*i;fh ring from the loss of blood, he decided to
go. hut when a few rod* from tin* regiment a
■•armor, ball mangled hi* hgs.
The writer saw
him after the light, of the second day and helpi put iiim under the ground.
Nahum 1 towns
of >w ,m\ille, a« jolly a fellow a* went to the
war, gave lip his'life o:i that day. A bad enter<> hi* ! i j *
joint. Hi* leg was unjoin d, but lie
••::!! i’o; ! Mixed. ! *p oak of these two boys
bc«*ai:-e I wa* *<> well acquainted with them
lay wi nt into the army. Others were:
Frank A. Fatter-am: < !):.>. F. Harriman:
William 11. Low: Collins McCartv : .las. S.
Ni•
■: i,iieI \:eker*on
aid Fdward Sheldon.
I w.m i !ik» to recall here the death of Lieut.
|
(• eo. 1». Smith. i.f Boekland. at that time in
j
"i!)iii;,nd of ( o. I. 'idle writer in returning !
from •!••• sield in -pital on the evening of the
|
1 day oft he battle fell ill with ( apt. Will,
il. F »gler a* lie wa* returning to the regiment.
\« we beared lilt- batth Held a groan came from
a
11
'.imp of biislu** m-aran old stonewall.
We found from wiicm-. it came, and whom
ii
!>c but Lieut. Smith, who had crawled
I:■11;11!
| t!«‘ r« himself or had been carried there by
*oi;.*•
,.ijjradc and left to die alone. He was
inort.iiSv wounded and dying alone and away
1: in friend* and home.
By the light of a
1
i• :.b-!i ( apt. Fogler bent over and. recognized
him. ! think ( apt. Fogler took some tneinenl'»rth'**<* at home. A* hi* life had almo*t
:d-iout v.. covered iiim up with hi.* blanket
and Sl'l him to <ii<-.
Sm-h is the fate of a soldi! r in v* :tr. This may *<mi to be a small matter,
bn., tii *e times tried men’s souls.
If this
*lalel!lcl»t i* HO! correct will not Cub Fogler
<•; it. for 1 take it from
memory and it is
i n.' ie liiau a quarter of a
century since this
look place.
.\ »\v aimm t" the oM 11 *i!i.
The army i* enrest ami is i> very much needed.
'Hi;
1
hack wiiliin two miles of the KapP ihanm ck riv. r. our pickets join the 12th
p-. Tie- .Johnnies have i»nt in an appearance
d. o|.it">iic hank of the river. The -wel:
\ueu-d-nn beats down upon us dimin'
! •1
1:iy. I• ?•: the evenii'a- are cool am) the
in
lit aitli ami spirits ami are
:
:>■•<>%. line' from their late
hardships,
li
th. 2ml Pivisien. comprising the lt'ih
>iwas eaih-d ujm.hto witness one ..f tljose
m
»I> >i :ht' w hi«-li are sometime.. neecs-Tern •li'ripline of an army.
A
'•!> 1:1 '<
m» n j'
re; t ...
71-t IVnnsyh aiiia Yolimti er!nvietctl by a court martial of
i"i
-In ; lead by his eo:niv.d'>.
He
m.'t hiMiipos; dly. a! inn!•: h a* tile lirst
'•»:I* \ !.• \\;>
wounded.
Sueli
puni-1:- |
.m!y
•nellT for desertion i- severe hilt jilst. This is
i ! i;'
vt'i.thoi tit !:;,s t:: U: -: place in
i : ••:.] O i'hu:.
i !..• regiment to which In: I *i- tin < lie one, hd by the lamented Co!,
l aki r. who fell at IJali'- I»itill*. It is composed
of i'< un-ylvanians. hut i' frequently called the
i'l < ‘lif.e-id-i in
<>f tie- memory of Col.
Palo-r. Ti.is r. ain:* ut belongs to the 2d brigade
if thi-division ami is inueii reduced in num’1'iie
c<usd corjis i< at pre-ent eommandd !•;. c.
The 2ml division i< com<
;>'.am'<-d by
W« |,l>, a regular army «; Ulcer.
I l.e Id'tory ej »!„; 2nd c< v\« thus far is a brilhnnt
;
ami i.- c ruaemuted by many of tlie
hi'whe'-t nan:'
lln war ha-- mad; -Sumner.
daw a. liowar 1 and ilam-ock are never
1;t u it li n -j eej.
T in y ail aseemieii
hi; :.•> stairway
while id l:tiii •.i with
"•'
I c..rj-s, and pi'ebnhly every soldier nni' l'ti.-m 1:’.- mi'.i,’ inter* -tinir army
story to
:
! ; _mrd,i.;a each of the above named men.
1 I
''hi- :d ]:: -< n t commanded by * 'apt.
'o'hid. v he wa- uotimicd at <u tty -burir, but
returned t>» the regiment. Col.
<
am
commai ds
the brigade. Col.
! 1* at!» in ii.e absent.
Tho oitieers ami im u of
• he 1-f
bri_a*:<- are feu and far between ami
•in. v
!.. .i\ iiy upol: 1 In in.
M•»rris\ i!
V:u. Au£. 2ot!i. 1m;:;.
>;
1
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NO. 5.
With ranks thinned and weary we fell into j
line an i maremngback into Old Virginia,found i
Lee and captured liis rear guard before they I
could cross the river. Our line of march oc-

their reunion.
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The members of the First Maine Cavalry are
disposing of a great nmnbi r of copies of tlieir
new history which \v: s i»iud at the time of
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